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COMMODORE
BOOKWARE

Hardware... Software... BOOKWARE
Commodore offers you complete support

for your home computer. To complement

your Commodore hardware and software,

we have a full range of "teach yourself"

programming and instructional books.

From "create your own graphics and

music" to extensive computer language

programming, Commodore meets your

computer needs.

The Commodore Software Encyclopedia

is an indispensable guide for worldwide

Commodore software.

From beginner to business professional

Commodore Books are valuable addi

tions to your computer library.
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Simulator II \

Putyourself in the pilot's seat of a Piper 181 Cherokee Archer for an awe-inspiring flight over realistic scene

from New York to Los Angeles. High speed color-filled 3D graphics will give you a beautiful panoramic vie

as you practice takeoffs, landings, and aerobatics. Complete documentation will get you airborne quickly

even if you've never flown before. When you think you're ready, you can play the World War I Ace aerial battle

game. Flight Simulator II features include ■ animated color 3D graphics ■ day, dusk, and night flying mode:

■ over 80 airports in four scenery areas: New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Seattle, with additional scenery

areas available ■ user-variable weather, from clear blue skies to grey cloudy conditions ■ complete flight

Instrumentation ■ VOR, ILS, ADF, and DME radio equipped ■ navigation facilities and course plotting ■ World

War I Ace aerial battle game ■ complete information manual and flight handbook.

See your dealer...
or write or call for more information. For direct orders please add $1.50 for

shipping and specify UPS or first class mail delivery. American Express, Diner's

Club, MasterCard, and Visa accepted.

Order Line: 800/637-4983

MOGIC
Corporation

713 Edgebrook Drive

Champaign IL 61820

(217) 359-8482 Teiex: 206995
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Arcade Action Games
Pinball Spectacular: Real pmbal! action and thrills. Sound
you won't believe. Chutes, lights, bumpers and more.

Supersmash: Raquetball arcade classic. 3 games in 1. Many
skill levels keep the challenge alive.

Tooth Invaders: Reviewed by American Dental Association.
Arcade action leaches good dental care. Beat D.K. at all 9 play levels.

Star Post: Protect the Star Post (ram waves of invaders. 3 levels
of skill. 99 levels of action.

Avenger: Destroy attacking aliens with laser cannons. Classic
arcade action. Multi-speed attacks.

Jupiter Lander: Space landing simulation. Horizontal/vertical
thrust. Soft-land scoring. Wow! animation.

Radar Rat Race: Beat the maze. Eat all the cheese. Beware
deadly cats/rats. Cartoon action fun for all ages.

Lemans: Multi-obstacle road racing at its best. Arcade action and
graphics. Night, water and divided highway hazards

Star Ranger: Fight your way through hoards of space enemies.
Avoid asteroids and land safely. Superb graphics and space action.

Frogmaster: Unique sports challenge. Train animals to play
football and rugby. Over 100 variations. Play against, computer, friend

or yourself.

Children's Series
Introduction to Basic I: Simple step-by-step instructions.
Modular design. Practical BASIC applications as you learn.

Zortek and the Microchips: Award winning program
teaches children BASIC through games, graphics and stories.

Easy LeSSOn/Easy Quiz: Take the drudgery out of writing
tests and quizzes. Answer keys provided. 7 categories per test.

Number Nabber/Shape Grabber: 2 Learning games
in 1. Build both math and object identification skills. Lively graphic and

sound effects.

Visible Solar System: Fly the solar system. Land on
planets Calculate age and weight. Astronomy for home and school.

Award winner.

Speed/Bingo Math: 2 games in 1 teach children 4 to 10 basic
math skills. Beat the clock or your friends.
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Bally Midway
Gorf: 4 Space action games in 1. Fly your fighter defeat "The
Empire". Multi-skill levels. IT TALKS! (with Magic Voice)

Wizard of WOR: Fight your way through 30 - mazes. Defeat

the Wizard and Warriors. Multi-skill. IT TALKS! (wiih Magic Voice.)

Award winning conversion.

Seawolf: The classic battle at sea. Destroy PT Boats and
Destroyers. Great graphics and sound.

Omega Race: Fast space race action. Many skill levels. Avoid
deadly mines as you eliminate droid forces.

Clowns: Amazing action under the "Big Top". Help clowns "pop"

balloons. Colorful acrobatics. Fun (or all.

Kickman: Ride the unicycle and catch falling objects. Multi-skill

levels. Tuneful sound. Watch out! Don't fall!

Blueprint: HelpJ.J. build the "Ammo Machine". Parts are stored
in a colorful maze of houses. Multi-skill and difficulty levels.

Lazarian: 4 different screens. Multi-skill level space action.

Rescue, evade obstacles and destroy a one-eyed leviathan.

Adventure Games
Zork I: Fantasy adventure in a dungeon. Find all the treasure and
escape alive.

Zork II: This dungeon adventure dares you to find treasure and
secret places and still survive.

Zork III: The ultimate dungeon test. Discover the Dungeon

Master's secret purpose and come out alive.

Suspended: Awake in 500 years. Solve varied real and original
pu2Zles to save the planet from total destruction.

Starcross: Travel through the mystery ship, Meet aliens friend
and foe. Face the challenge of your destiny. Map of galaxy included.

Deadline: Find the murderer and solve the mystery all in 12
hours. Inspector casebook and evidence included.

Music Series
Music Machine: Play piano or organ melodies and percussion
rhythms togelher. Music staff shows notes on screen. Vibrato, tempo

and pitch controls.

Music Composer: Create, play and save your tunes easily.
Simulates up to 9 instruments. Notes appear on screen. Play your

keyboard like a piano.
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Give a Commodore Christmas!

33 New Games for the Commodore 64

• An Instructional Guide to World-Class International

Soccer by Steve Finkel

• GORF and Wizard of Won Talking Games for the 64

by Neil Harris

• Dragonsden Quest by Steve Finkel

• Real Men Don't Go North: An In-depth Review of

Suspended by Jim Gracely

• And Don't Forget These Favorites by Diane LeBold

47 Home Applications

• The Micro Cookbook by April Koppenhaver

• Robert Carrier's Menu Planner by Walter Lounsbery

51 Books Make Great Gifts

• Mastering Your VIC 20 reviewed by Jim Gracely

• More Books for the VIC 20 from the Commodore

Christmas Book Shelf

Home Applications 55 New Hardware

• The Commodore Color Monitor

Great Gifts

by Danny Byrne

59 More Commodore Products

Browse here for even more great ideas for Christmas giving.

64 Making Friends With SID, Part 5 by Paul Higginbottom

The final episode in Paul's ongoing series rewards you with a

lovely rendition of Bach's Prelude in C, played for you by your

Commodore 64.
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Products

SID, Part 5

16 We're Glad You Asked

Technical editor Jim Gracely answers readers' questions

19 High Scores

How do you measure up in our ongoing competition? If you beat our

champion gamesters' scores, send in a photo of the winning screen.

20 No More Pencils, No More Books

Venturing into PILOT by David Malmberg

31 New Books

72 Kids' Corner Edited by Betsy Byrne

A Contest for Commodore 64 Kids, Tool

Learn to Read Music by Alan M. Larson

Shootout by Peter Deal

How to Submit Things to Kids' Corner

86 Jiffies

Gone Fishing by Harry E. Watts

More Cartoons for the VIC 20 by John Sn'lwell

Quick Tricks for the VIC by Karen Pierce

The Pleasures of the Joystick by Felipe Lebron

Sundial by Paul R. Machula

Raster Interrupts on the Commodore 64 by Dave Berezowski

110 Programs

Medical Age Test by Jim Branberg

Timed Typing by Dean Rossa

Musical Mosaic by W. Anne Phillips

Two Programs for the VIC 20 and Super Expander

by Robert Mock

120 Tele/Scope

Revised Version of VICTERM PRINT by Jim Gracely

125 Glitch Fix

When we make a mistake, this is where we fix it.

128 Advertisers Index
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ForVbur Most;Important; Computing Meeds

Commodore is your best value in practical software—just take a look at the programs shown
here—we've got everything from wordprocessing to business accounting, from electronic
spreadsheets to computer graphics. Use the Software Selection Guide to find the programs
which best meet your needs, then see your Commodore dealer!

EasyScript 64

Displays 764 lines x 240

characters. Prints to 130
columns. Marks with

EasySpell 64.

EasySpell 64

20.000 word Master

Dictionary and automatic

spelling checker. Warks

with EasyScript 64.

EasyCalc 64

Multiple electronic spread

sheet with color bar graph

feature. 63 columns x

254 rows.

The Manager

Sophisticated database

system with 4 built-in appli

cations, or design your own.

Text, formulas, graphics.

SuperExpander 64

21 special commands.

Combine lex! with high

resolution graphics. Music
and game sounds.

Easy Finance I—

Loan Analysis

12 loan (unctions. Bar

graph forecasting as well

as calculation.

s commodore Qs. commodore

Easy Finance II—

Basic Investment

Analysis
16 stock investment

functions. Investment

bar graph.

Easy Finance III—

Advanced

Investment

Analysis
16capital investment

functions. Bar graphs.

Easy Finance IV—

Business

Management

21 business management

features. Bar graphs.

Easy Finance V—

Statistics and

Forecasting

Assess present/future

sales trends with 9
statistics and forecasting

functions.

INVENTORY
MANAGEMENT

PAYROLL.

£e commodore

Accounts Payable/
Checkwriting

11 functions. Automatic

billing. 50 vendors/disk.

l commodore (scommodore (scommodore (scommodcre

Accounts

Receivable/Billing

General Ledger

8 general ledger options.

11 billing functions. Printed Custom income statement

statements. trial balances, reports.

Inventory

Management

1000 inventory items.

Full reports.

Payroll

24 different payroll
functions. Integrated with

G/L system.



SOFTWARE SELECTION
APPLICATION SOFTWARE

Budget/Calculation

Business Accounting

EASYCALC 64

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE/CHECKWRITtNG, ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE/BILLING,
GENERAL LEDGER, INVENTORY MANAGEMENT, PAYROLL

Business Management EASYFINANCE IV—BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Children's Programming ZORTEK & THE MICROCHIPS

Cooking/Recipes MICRO COOKBOOK

Data Base Management

Electronic Spreadsheet

THE MANAGER

EASYCALC 64

Filing/Recordkeeping MAGIC DESK, THE MANAGER, INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

Financial Investments

Graphics/Sound

EASYFINANCE II—BASIC INVESTMENT ANALYSIS,
EASYFINANCE III—ADVANCED INVESTMENT ANALYSIS, FINANCIAL ADVISOR

SUPEREXPANDER 64

Learn Programming INTRODUCTION TO BASIC—PART 1

Loans/Mortgages EASYFINANCE I—LOAN ANALYSIS, FINANCIAL ADVISOR

Mailing List EASYMAIL 64

Music MUSIC COMPOSER, MUSIC MACHINE

Programming Aids SUPEREXPANDER 64, SCREEN EDITOR, ASSEMBLER 64

Reference Books PROGRAMMERS REFERENCE GUIDE, SOFTWARE ENCYCLOPEDIA

Spelling Dictionary EASYSPELL 64 (for use with EASYSCRIPT 64)

Statistics/ Forecasting
EASYFINANCE V—STATISTICS & FORECASTING,
EASYFINANCE IV—BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Teacher's Aids EASYLESSON/EASYQUIZ, LOGO, PILOT

Telecommunications VICMODEM, AUTOMODEM, TERM 20/64, RS232 INTERFACE

Wordprocessing EASYSCRIPT 64, MAGIC DESK, WORD MACHINE/NAME MACHINE

MAGIC DESK I-TYPE&FILE

Only Commodore brings you the magic of MAGIC DESK... the next generation of

"user-friendly" software! Imagine using your computer to type, file and edit personal letters

and papers—without learning any special commands! All MAGIC DESK commands are

PICTURES. Just move the animated hand to the picture of the feature you want to use

(like the TYPEWRITER) and you're ready to go. MAGIC DESK is the "ultimate" in

friendly software!
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Special "Help" Menus

Not only is MAGIC DESK easy to use... it's hard to make

a mistake! Just press the COMMODORE key and one of

several "help menus" appears to tell you exactly what

to do next.
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For Even More Information

Watch These Upcoming Issues!

Commodore: The Micro
computer Magazine. Issue

27: Our final issue of 1983 fo

cuses on the microchips that

have made microcomputers

possible. What are these mirac

ulous little crumbs of silicon,

where did they come from

and what do they do? Find

out in early December.

Power/Play. Spring

1984: The newest develop

ments on the lighter side of

Commodore computing.

More thrilling new games

from Commodore, more pro

grams to type and save, more

on the exploits of the Com

modore kids, and more on

learning at home. Watch for

us in early March!

Key to Entering Program Listings

11 [F1,F2,F3,F4,F5,F6,F7,F8] " : F1,F2 ,F3 ,F4 ,

F5,F6, F7 AND F8

11 [POUND] ": ENGLISH POUND

"[PI]"PI SYMBOL

"~":UP ARROW

"[HOME]":UNSHIFTED CLR/HOME

" [CLEAR]":SHIFTED CLR/HOME

11 [RVS] ": REVERSE ON

"[RVOFF]":REVERSE OFF

11 [BLACK, WHITE, RED, CYAN, MAGENTA, GREEN, BLUE,

YELLOW]" THE 8 CTRL KEY COLORS

11 [ORANGE, BROWN, L. RED,GRAY 1,GRAY 2,L.

GREEN,L. BLUE, GRAY 3]": THE 8

COMMODORE KEY COLORS (ONLY ON THE 64)

GRAPHIC SYMBOLS WILL BE REPRESENTED AS

EITHER THE LETTERS SHFT (SHIFT KEY) AND

A KEY:"[SHFT Q,SHFT K,SHFT V,SHFT T,

SHFT L]"

OR THE LETTERS CMDR (COMMODORE KEY) AND

A KEY:"[CMDR Q,CMDR H,CMDR S,CMDR N,

CMDR 0]"

IF A SYMBOL IS REPEATED, THE NUMBER OF

REPITITIONS WILL BE DIRECTLY AFTER THE

KEY AND BEFORE THE COMMA:"[SPACE3,

SHFT S4,CMDR M2]"

to Commodore Business Machines, Magazine

Subscription Department, Box 651, Holmes, PA

19043. Phone 800-345-8112. (Pennsylvania phone

1-800-662-2444.)

VIC 20™, Commodore 64™. and SuperPET™

are trademarks of Commodore Electronics Ltd.. PET8

is a registered trademark of Commodore Business

Machines, Inc. CBMS is a registered trademark of

Commodore Electronics Ltd.
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BeAmazed!

Telengard: How low can you go?
We've created a subterranean monster. Fifty

stories low.

That's the number of levels in the TELENGARD

dungeon.

Each labyrinthine level holds hundreds of dark

chambers and tomb-like corridors for the mighty

adventurer to explore. It goes without saying that a

shifting collection of hideous monsters with unpredict

able behavior patterns can make life in the TELENGARD

maze quite interesting—and frequently quite short!

Using wits, magic and true grit, your character delves

deeper and deeper into the depths of TELENGARD in

this realtime fantasy role-playing game. Available on

cassette for Commodore 64™ and PET® (32K) for a

ghoulish $23.00. Diskette for Commodore 64™
available also, for $28.00.

AND FOR THOSE WHO DON'T DIG UNDERGROUND GAMES . . .

There's B-l NUCLEAR BOMBER, a nail-biting solitaire simulation

of a manned B-l on a mission over the Soviet Union. Your plane is

equipped with six Phoenix Missiles, a one megaton warhead and

orders to retaliate! Cassette for Commodore 64™,'PET* , VIC 20™
(16K) are available for an explosive $16.00. Commodore 64™
diskette available for $21.00.

NUKEWAR: Defend your country by massive espionage efforts, or Commodore 6* and VIC 20 ate trademarks of Commodore Electronics. LTD

by building jet fighter bombers, missiles, submarines and ABM'S. PET is a registered trademark of Commodore Business Machines. Inc.

Your cold and calculating computer will choose its own strategy!

Cassette for Commodore 64™, VIC 20™ and PET®(16K) for just

$16.00.

FOOTBALL STRATEGY: A head-to-head challenge or solitaire as

you select the best offensive or defensive plays in response to your

opponent. Commodore 64™ cassette for $ 16.00. Diskette available

for $2 1.00.

T.G.I.F.: Thank Goodness Its Friday! Avalon Hill's new party game

for one to four players recreating an often-not-so-typical week in

the lives of the working class. Half the fun is just making it from

Monday to Sunday. Commodore 64™ cassette available for a

meager $20.00. Diskette for $25.00.

Midway Campaign, Moon Patrol, Flying Ace and Bomber

Attack are more terrific games available from Avalon Hill's

Microcomputer Games for your Commodore 64™ home computer.

AVAILABLE WHEREVER GOOD COMPUTER GAMES ARE

SOLD or call Toll-Free: 1 (800) 638-9292 for the name of a

store near you. Ask for Operator C.

lolpKlSrS

a Division of the

Avalon Hill Game Company
4517 Marford Road, Baltimore, MD 21214 U.S.A. Earth

B-I

NUCLEAR

BOMBER

( IIMI'I 1 Mi

OOTBAtL
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Bally Midway

Gorf: 4 Space action games in 1. Fly your fighter defeat "The

Empire". Multi-skill level.

Seawolf: The classic battle at sea. Destroy PT Boats and
Destroyers. Great graphics and sound.

Omega Race: Fast space race action. Many skill levels.

Avoid deadly mines as you eliminate droid forces.

Clowns: Amazing action under the "Big Top". Help clowns

"pop" balloons.

Children's Games

The Sky is Failing: Pre-school and elementary age children

help Chicken Little. Buiids hand-eye coordination.

Mole Attack: Bop the nasty moles as they stick heads out ol

burrows. Cartoon graphics. Multi-speed aclion.

Home Babysitter: Building blocks teach the alphabet.

Common objects teach numbers to 20. Plus funny face maker.

Visible Solar System: Fly the solar system. Land on

planets. Calculate age and weight. Astronomy for home and school.

Award winner.

Speed/Bingo Math: 2 games in 1 leach children 4 to 10 basic

main skins. ^^^^^^^^^

Lifestyle Series

Quizmaster: Write and give your own quizzes. Teach, revise.
lest and enlertain.

Know Your Child's I.Q.: 3 Comprehensive tests. 100
questions. Auto and tamperproof scoring. Improve school test

performance.

Know Your Own I.Q.: 41.O. tests. 160 problems. Auto and
tamperproof scoring. For hours of entertainment.

Know Your Personality: 3 in-depth personality tests.
450 questions. Auto scoring. Find your Iriends true feelings. For

entertainment only.

Robert Carrier's Menu Planner: 120 meals and «|;
20 wines star! your menu data-base. Add your own recipes.

Business and Financial

Personal Finance: Four programs in one. Track expenses.

Spending analysis. Budgets and deduclibles.

Simplicalc: Electronic spreadsheet. 1200 entries. Design/repeat

formulas and worksheets.

VIC Writer: Wordprocessing made simple. From 45 lines

unexpanded to 1207 lines of text with 16K RAM PACK.

Money Decisions I: 7 Loan analysis functions. Principle.

regular/last payment. Balance. Time period. Interest. Variable

rate loan.

Money Decisions II: 9 investment (unctions.

Future/lnitial/Minimum Investment. Regular deposit/withdraw. Interest.

Annuity Conlinuous compounding.

VKM
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Educational Programs

Introduction to Basic I & II: Simple step-by-step
instructions. Practical BASIC applications.

Zortek and the Microchips: Award winning prograr
leaches childfen BASIC through games, graphics and stones.

Waterloo Basic: The original course in VIC BASIC.

Chopper Math: Challenging helicopter landing game that
teaches math basics.

Easy Type: Learn touch-typing the easy way.

I

Adventure Games

Adventureland: Fantasy adventures challenge you to get all
the treasure and escape alive.

Pirate Cove: Find the long lost treasure of pirate John Silver.
Uncover clues while battling foes.

Atomic Mission: Save the nuclear powerplant from
destruction. Piece clues together—solve the mystery.

The Count: Make your way through the dungeon, collect
treasure and kill Count Dracula.

Voodoo Castle: Find the Count ol Monte Cristo and remove
the deadly curse.

Arcade Action Games

VIC Avenger: Destroy attacking aliens with laser cannons.

Classic arcade action. Multi-speed attacks.

Super Alien: Trapped in an alien maze, your only defense is an
alien buster. Hi-speed action.

Superslot: Vegas and Atlantic City casinos come home. Real slot
machine action, graphics and sound.

Jupiter Lander: Space landing simulation. Horizontal/vertical
thrust. Soft-land scoring.

Draw Poker: Casino style action. Betting. Sound effects.

Road Race: Night driving challenges you to the max.4-speed
shift. Stay on course. Don't overheat.

Radar Rat Race: Beat the maze. Eat all the cheese. Beware

deadly cats/rats.

Raid on Ft. Knox: Sneak gold bars past deadly panthers and

back to the hideout before time is up.

Pinball Spectacular: Space action and pinball thrills
combined. Lights, bumpers, and special skill bonuses.

Sargon II Chess: Challenging chess strategy classic.
Mutti-skilJ levels from beginner to advanced.

Supersmash: Raquetball arcade classic. 3 games in 1. Many
skill levels keep the challenge alive.

Cosmic Cruncher: Make your way through the Milky Way.
11 levels of play. Over 300 color/maze combinations.

Money Wars: Grab the money and run. 3 brick barricades are

your protection as you dodge deadly bullets.

Tooth Invaders: Arcade action teaches good dental care.
Beat D.K. at all 9 play levels.

Star Post: Protect the Star Pos! from waves of invaders. 3 levels
of skill. 99 levels of action.

t commodore
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Tis the Season

I'll tell you what I want for

Christmas—the Micro Cookbook

for the Commodore 64. If you

only knew what a shambles my

so-called meal planning is in, you'd

understand why. (Oh no, it's

five o'clock and I didn't defrost

anything for dinner... looks like

it's tuna sandwiches again.) The

cookbook, which is basically a

good data base manager that lets

you access recipes by things like

main ingredients or type of dish

(dessert, main dish or whatever),

would come to my rescue on

those mornings I find myself
staring blankly into the cupboard,

unable to make any sense out

of what's there. Anybody who

works and cooks would, I think,

feel pretty much the same way.

See April Koppenhaver's review in

this issue for more details.

However, if I were a kid what

I'd want for Christmas would be

one—actually several—of the

new games for the VIC or 64. Es

pecially the talking GORF and

Wizard of Wor, although I have to

say that International Soccer is

one of the best action games I've

ever seen, so maybe I'd want that

one, too. Then again, Dragonsden

has such classy graphics... and

the INFOCOM adventures are so

totally absorbing... whew, I'm glad

I don'j have to make that deci

sion. It's rough being a kid, isn't it?

Don't forget, by the way, that

even though we've done in-depth

reviews of only our newest prod

ucts in this issue, there are many,

many more Commodore prod

ucts that would be equally great

as gifts. The teach-yourself-

programming series for the VIC

and 64, for instance. Or any of

our line of exciting action and ad

venture games. Or, to be more

mundane, how about the Easy bus

iness series for the 64? Someone

on your list would probably love to

have a super word processor like

EasyScript, wouldn't they? And a

Commodore printer to use it with?

If any of this appeals to you, you'll

find a complete list of Commodore

products in this issue where you

can browse for even more ideas.

The next time you get Power/

Play it will be 1984 (March, to be

exact). It's very tempting, espe

cially since I work for a computer

company, to get philosophical

about the year George Orwell

made famous. (For those of you

who are too young to know what

I'm talking about, there's a famous

book titled 1984, written in the

1940's by a man named George

Orwell. In the book, everything

people do is watched by comput

ers and reported to "Big Brother"

(a computer), who then punishes

people who say or even think

anything against the government.

It's a pretty scarey book.)

However, I'm going to resist

temptation—except to say one

thing. (You knew I couldn't really

resist, didn't you?) When Orwell

wrote that book he was assum

ing that computers—which were

humongous and incredibly expen

sive at that time—could be owned

only by huge entities like govern

ments and big corporations and

understood only by a handful of

engineering-type brains. If that

had remained true, chances are

that our society could have even

tually deteriorated into the state

of blank-minded paranoia

Orwell imagined.

But Orwell misjudged a cou

ple of things—first, he couldn't

have anticipated the technologi

cal breakthroughs in scaling down

circuits to the size of a potato chip

crumb. And second he forgot that

not even governments and huge

corporations can stand in the way

of a determined entrepreneur.

(Kids, you can look that one up.)

In other words, Orwell did not see

that eventually computers would

become affordable to most peo

ple, that most people would under

stand how they work and that

companies would start selling

them in the mass market. And

the one thing I want to say about

that is this: if anything will keep us

OUT of Orwell's version of 1984

it will be this democratization of

computers (for you young guys,

that means Computers for the

People), which, I might add, Com

modore has helped to foster.

Enough philosophizing. If

you've been a follower of Power/

Play for a year or more, you're

probably familiar with David

Berezowski's famous "how to

win at Omega Race" story (Winter,

1982) and the responses we got

to it. Dave, who used to work in

our Toronto office programming

his brains down to nubs, was re-
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cently transferred to our head

quarters here in West Chester

(where he continues to do the

same). As a result, you'll probably

be hearing more from him in both

our magazines—because now

he's within walking distance of my

office. In fact, he volunteered a

slightly used but none-the-worse-

for-wear story for this issue, which

The Transactor (our cousin publica

tion in Canada) graciously agreed

to let us reprint.

You'll also notice that we're

missing a few of our regular de

partments. That's because we

were pressed for space in this issue

{somehow I never thought we'd

have a problem because of too

much material, but that's what

happens when you've got an en

thusiastic bunch of readers who

keep sending in articles). They'll

all be back next issue, however,

so look for them in March.

That wraps it up for 1983, but

before I close I want to wish you a

happy holiday and a peaceful and

prosperous 1984 from all the gang

here at Commodore. May you al

ways have a blinking cursor when

you need one.

—Diane LeBold

Editor

tired of software that doesn't work?

reach up
& turn over
to...

All New Leaf Inc. products ore

oeoted with our special

committment to quality . . .

because we really care. Unlike

most software, even novice

computer users will be able to

enjoy all of the benefits, without

ony of the hassles!

DIORHYTHM+
Classic Dioitiythm with audio foedbock &

compatotNlity componsons Plus, ours

wf|i give you the option or o punted

diori.*

Casseite only 14.50

C*A*R*S
(Co' Analysis Repoaing System) Gioph &

monitor operating efficient/£> tost o(

ownership including cor Iruuronce.

payments, tones & license tees os well

oj repoifi It distinguishes between

operating h ownenhip eosti. Agom. oura

will give you the option o( primed repent

Cassette version 34.30

DisK version 27.50

€SP>Calc
(Electronic Spteodsheel Planning

Calculator)

Now you tan calculate any spreadsheet

eosier" Rows ond colwnni ore lim>iecl only by

your machine's memory AnexceBent

tool lo< plowing and repetitive

eokulattons You can even mcfce

pnnted copies of your spreadsheets *

Cos set le veraion 43.SO

Disk version 47.50

"On ony Commc<toe* compatible pnnier

Each of our programs has

been tested and re-cested

over ond over again. Our

notional testing network

eliminates any problems

BEFORE they reach you.

Simply type Load & New

Leaf's'" unique Self-starting

format wilt do the rest.

Product ordered

D VIC-20® D Commodore 64®

D Disk Q Cassette

Amount enclosed

Name

Zip-City State_

Phone Number ( )

MC or VISA #

Expiration date

Interbank # CMO

Missouri residents add sales tax

i20Lynnhoven» Belleville. IL62220
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we're glad you asked

Our technical editor answers readers * questions.

Q I know how to round off a number using the
INT function; however, is there a way to get the VIC

20 to leave a specific number of decimal places (i.e.,

13.4 or 2.45)?

A There is a simple formula to use when you
want a number rounded off to a given number

of decimal places. If X is the number that is to be

rounded and Y is the number of decimal places,

then this is the formula:

R = INT(X*10fY)/10tY

The only problem with this routine is that it will not

add zeros to the rounded number. If you want to

round 3.204 to two decimal places you will get 3.2

and not 3.20.

Q I am having a problem with the CMD com

mand. When I want to list a program to the printer

I type OPEN 4,4: CMD 4: LIST. The program is

then printed and the cursor returns to the screen. I

type CLOSE 4 to close the channel but then if I type

LIST, the program is listed to the printer again! After

that everything is okay. Is there something wrong

with my computer or am 1 doing something wrong?

A A lot of people have this problem and many
of them think that this is how the VIC (or 64) oper

ates. The procedure that you used to close the

printer channel is only half correct. Whenever the

CMD command is used the opened device must be

printed to before closing. So after listing your pro

gram the first time type PRINT#4: CLOSE 4. The

PRINT#4 will turn off the CMD statement and allow

the channel to be closed.

Vic 20™ or Commodore 64™ Computer

This exciting, new weather package

allows you to learn, monitor, and predict

the weather using the same equipment as

the pros.

The

four Own Weatherman
new HAWS (Home Auto

matic Weather Station) com

bines a quality weather sensor

with software to let you track

weather conditions inside or

outside your home. HAWS moni

tors weather data including dew

point, temperature, humidity.

and atmospheric pressure; plots

historical data and graphically

displays weather trends; deter

mines the comfort and chill fac

tors to help you dress; HAWS

even forecasts the weather and

compares your predictions to

the local weatherman's.

HAWS uses the same sensor

employed by weather services in

60 countries worldwide. The

HAWS package costs only

$199.95 and includes the sensor,

cassette or floppy disc program,

15-foot cable with connector for

the computer, and a complete

user's manual.

Send today or call toll free to

order your HAWS package.

Ordering Information

Send $199.95 in check or money order payable to

Vaisala, Inc. Include name, address, telephone num

ber, your computer model (VIC 20 or Commodore 64),

and program preference (tape cassette orfloppy disc).

Or call toll free to place your order.

Major credit cards accepted.

Dealer inquiries invited.

1-800-227-3800 «l haws
VIC 20 and Commodore 64 are trademarks of Commodore Electronics Ltd

Learn/Teach Meteorology
More than a toy or game,

HAWS provides the first oppor

tunity to use your computer as a

data sampler and data analysis

system for meteorology, allow

ing the user to interact with

incoming data to monitor and

forecast weather conditions.

HAWS includes an instructive

software program and a com

plete user's manual that teaches

meteorological terms and equa

tions to allow anyone to quickly

grasp weather concepts either at

home or in the classroom. Sim

ple plug-in components and

easy hookup also means you

can free up your computer at

any time for other duties. HAWS

is a great educational too! for

anyone. Order today.

(♦> VAISALA
VAISALA INC.

2 TOWER OFFICE PARK

WOBURN. MA 01301
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Q I want to use a small BASIC program to load
and run a larger BASIC program but it doesn't seem

to work correctly. The VIC 20 Programmer's Refer

ence Guide suggests that it should work. Can this

be done?

A Yes, a large program can usually be loaded
from a small program with a little work. First you

have to visualize the way that the VIC (or 64) keeps

track of a program. The program text begins at 4096

(or 2048 on the 64) and uses up any number of

bytes of RAM. Directly after the program text is the

place where all of the variables are stored. After the

variables come the arrays and following the arrays is

the leftover RAM. String variable pointers are stored

with the variables but the strings themselves are

stored from the TOP of memory down.

Once you understand all of that, you can move

on to the next step; that is, the zero-page (memory

locations from 0 to 255) pointers for BASIC.

There are six useful pointers when fiddling around

with BASIC. Each pointer is a pair of bytes which

"points" to an address in memory. The second (or

high) byte is the number of times that 256 can be

divided into the address. The first (or low) byte is

the remainder. The beginning of BASIC on the VIC

is at 4096. Divide this by 256 and you get 8, with a

remainder of 0. The first byte of the pointer would

be 0 and the second byte 8. To go in the other direc

tion multiply the second byte by 256 and add the

first byte (8*256 = 4096 + 0 = 4096).

The six pointers are as follows:

Memory Locations

42-44: Start of BASIC text (start of BASIC +1).

This pointer holds a value of 4097 for the

VIC and 2049 for the 64.

45-46: End of BASIC text, beginning of variables.

This pointer holds the address of the end of

your program text.

47-48: End of variables, beginning of arrays.

49-50: End of arrays (+1), beginning of leftover

RAM.

51-52: End of leftover RAM, beginning of strings.

55-56: Top of BASIC. This pointer holds a value of

7680 for the VIC and 40960 for the 64.

Now with that all clear I can finish answering this

question. When a program is in memory all of these

pointers are set for that program. When you load

one program from within another these pointers are

NOT reset. If the program in memory uses 120

bytes then the BASIC text pointers, 43-44 (begin-

ing) and 45-46 (end), are set for 120 bytes. If you

load in a new program from within that program it

only has 120 bytes available for BASIC text. If the

program is bigger than 120 bytes it will still load cor

rectly but it will fill up the area of RAM for variable

storage and array storage and maybe even some of

the leftover RAM. When you try to list the program

you will see only the first 120 bytes. This is why

many people think that you can't load a large pro

gram from a smaller program.

Now that I've told you that I'll tell you how to get

around all of that. There is another pointer in zero-

page RAM that many people don't know about.

Locations 174 and 175 hold the pointer to the last

address of any program that is loaded into the com

puter (BASIC or machine language). This pointer is

basically the same as the pointer at 45-46. If we can

put the values at 174-175 into 45-46 after the large

program is loaded but before it is run, we will have

manually reset the BASIC text pointers. Since the

large program will automatically run, we can have

the first line of the large program do this. Use this

line as the first in the large program:

0 POKE 45,PEEK (174):

POKE 46,PEEK (175): CLR

This little trick will allow you to load most large

programs from small. However, there are some ex

ceptions. If you can't add a line to the beginning of

the large program then this obviously won't work.

The other exception is when you want to keep the

variables or arrays that were set up in the smaller

program. Remember that only the end of BASIC

text pointer is reset. When you change the pointer

in 45-46, it allows the large program to write over

and destroy all of the variables and arrays of the

smaller program. C
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COMMODORE 64
80 COLUMN BOARD

$149.00*
00

Columns for

your 64

The dream of seeing 80 columns on the screen at one time is now a reality.

The Protecto Expansion Board converts your Commodore 64 to 80 col

umns! PLUS you get a word processor with database maiimerge, an elec

tronic spreadsheet, and a terminal emulator. List $249. SALE $149.

(Disk Programs add $10.00).

I
: '

9'

. 12"

I

Screen

Scrren

Screen

- Green Text

Green Text

- Amber Text

80 COLUMN MONITOR

Display

Display (anti reflective screen)

Display (anti reflective screen)

SALE

List

$139

$199

$219

Sale

$79

$ 99

$119

VIC 20 COMPUTER 4030 COLUMN BOARD LIST $149.00 SALE $89.00

• IS DAY FREE TRIAL

• WE HAVE LOWEST COMMODORE 64 PRICES

• WE HAVE OVER 500 PROGRAMS

• VISA • MASTERCHARGE • COD

• WE LOVE OUR CUSTOMERS
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high

Up until recently we had been accepting scores

on the honor system. But we thought it was time to

start getting more official. So, from now on, in order

to have your high score published, you'll have to

send in a photo of the screen showing the score.

Don't forget—a simple polaroid will do it.

VIC 20 Games

BLUE MEANIES

CAR CHASE

CLOWNS

COSMIC CRUNCHER

DRAW POKER

GORF

JUPITER LANDER

MIDNIGHT DRIVE

MOLE ATTACK

MONEYWARS

OMEGA RACE

PINBALL

1,260

Alan S. Newman,

Fairfield, CT

90,440

Alan Howard,

Silver Lake, KS

97,780

Jon Kirkbride, Cedars. PA

661,320

Ralph E. Malerich, Boise, ID

17,410

R. Callia, Torrance, CA

301,470

Tricia Muller, Lafayette, IN

207,400

Christopher Champlain,

St. Petersburg, FL

14.45 km

Nathan Mehl, Newark, DE

427

Ryan Phillips, Montpelier, VT

65,110

John B. Crockford, Jr.,

Spencerville, OH

476,500 (5 ships)

Gary Kemper (photos in hand,
address unknown)

1,500,000

Joe Ferrari, Commodore,

Toronto

RADAR RAT RACE

RAID ON

FORTKNOX

SEA WOLF

SKY IS FALLING

SLITHER

SUPER ALIEN

SUPER SLITHER

SUPER SLOT

SUPER SMASH

VIC AVENGER

147,240

Jennifer Zaruk,

San Diego, CA

4,454

Greg Ostrom, Saginaw, MI

29,500

Alieia Kondalski,

Toledo, OH

22,080

Christina Zip, Perry, FL

261

Amy Miles, Mt. Pleasant, MI

45,700

Robert Schaeffer,

Brookline, MA

167

David Goldberg,

Richardson, TX

9,675 coins

Richard Woods,

Woodbridge, NJ

23,120

Nathan Brown, Newark, DE

Commodore 64 Games

CLOWNS

KICKMAN

32,530

Duane Badman, Eleva, WI

283,600

Stuart Pinho, Honolulu, HI

If your score didn't set a record this time, keep

playing! Maybe you'll topple these champion
gamesters next time!

Announcement: We'd like to start running more

high scores for Commodore 64 games, so if you

think you have one send in a photo of the screen

with your name and address on the back. Good

luck, gamesters! C
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no more pencils,

no more boohs

Venturing into PILOT
by David Malmberg

Use your Commodore 64 andPILOT to

create your own adventure game.

PILOT is a great language for introducing pro

gramming and other computer concepts to children

and other computer novices. The fundamentals of

the language can be learned in an hour and the be

ginner can be writing programs by the end of the

first day. Yet PILOT is by no means a "toy" lan

guage. It has all the standard capabilities found in

more complex languages including input and out

put, calculations, looping, subroutines and branch

ing. What distinguishes PILOT is its emphasis on

verbal interaction. If you can read and write simple

responses you can quickly master PILOT. The lan

guage does not require any mathematical sophis

tication like that needed to become proficient in

BASIC, FORTRAN or PASCAL. Because of its ver

bal orientation PILOT is an ideal computer language

for younger children or other students whose verbal

skills exceed their numerical skills.

PILOT is an acronym for Programmed Instruc

tion, Learning Or Teaching. It was developed by

Dr. John Starkweather at the University of California

Medical School in 1969. PILOT was originally con

ceived as an authoring language that could be used

by teachers who were unfamiliar with computer pro

gramming to develop computer-aided instruction

(CAI) material for use in their classrooms. In order

to accomplish this goal, Starkweather structured the

language around carrying on a dialog with the com

puter. The emphasis on establishing a dialog was

similar to other traditional CAI approaches. What

made PILOT different was that the language was just

as easy to learn and use by humanities teachers as

it was by math and science teachers. Starkweather

gained this broad appeal by keeping the syntax of

PILOT very simple and very forgiving. He designed

PILOT to have a bare minimum of instruction types

and made each type so simple that it was extremely

difficult to write programs that would not work.

The PILOT Language

There are only eight core instruction types in

Starkweather's standard PILOT. Each begins with

a single letter signifying what the instruction does:

T: Types a message on the screen

A: Accepts a response from the keyboard

M: Matches keywords in the response

C: Computes a result

R: Remarks to document the program

J: Jumps to a labeled line

U: Uses a subroutine

E: Ends a subroutine or the entire program

Labels are used to mark places in the program

such as the beginning of a subroutine or a location

that is jumped to by a "J" or jump instruction. Labels

are normally contained on a separate program line

and shown as a string of characters (up to six in

Commodore 64 PILOT) preceded by an asterisk.

The asterisk is not part of the label itself and is used

only to signify that what follows is a label.

Consider the following short example:

T:Would you like to play a game ?

A:

M:yes!ok!o.k.!fersure!all right

TY: Let's start now

TN:Maybe some other time

JN:end

*end

T:BYE

E:

The first statement prints a message on the screen.

The second accepts a response from the keyboard.

The third statement tries to match the response

against the keywords: yes, ok, o.k., fer sure, and

all right. (The exclamation points separating the

keywords mean the same as "or.") If there is a match
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anywhere within the response, the computer sets

a "yes" flag. For example, each of the following

responses cause the "yes" flag to be set:

I think it will be ok to play

Yes let's play

Fer sure

Conversely, because they do not contain any of the

keywords, the following responses set a "no" flag:

No way, Jose!

Not right now

Forget it!

Nope!

The fourth instruction types "Let's start now" if the

"yes" flag has been set by having a match with one

of the keywords. If no match has occurred, the "no"

flag is set, the fifth instruction types "Maybe some

other time" and the sixth instruction causes a jump

to the label "end" later in the program.

The "N" and "Y" letters in statements four, five

and six above are called conditional modifiers.

These modifiers may be used with any of PILOT'S

core types of instructions and cause the instruction

to be executed only if the "yes" or "no" flags have

been set appropriately by the most recent match

instruction.

PILOT has only two kinds of variables: integer

(i.e., whole) numbers and strings of characters. Each

type of variable is indicated by a single character A

to Z. When used in "T" or "A" instructions, integer

variables are preceded by a # sign. When used in a

"C" or calculate instruction, the # sign is not used.

For example, the following statements accept

a number as input and then output that num

ber's square:

T: Enter a number

A:#X

C:Y=X*X

T: #X's square is #Y

Variables may also be used as conditional modifiers

just like "Y" and "N". For example,

T(X<5):#X is less than five

will be executed only if X is less than five.

String variables are indicated by $ sign just as

they are in BASIC. In Commodore 64 PILOT, string

variables must be dimensioned and must have $

signs on both sides of the variable letter when used

in either "T" or "A" instructions. For example, the

following lines allow the student's name (up to 15

characters) to be used within the program:

TH:What's your name ?

D:N$(15)

A:$N$

T: Well $N$, I'm glad to meet you!

The "H" modifier in the first line causes the normal

carriage return to be suppressed so that the cursor

is positioned just after the ? mark rather than at the

beginning of the next line. The second instruction

dimensions the string variable N$ to a maximum

of 15 characters. The third statement accepts a re

sponse and assigns it to the variable N$. The fourth

statement uses the name in typing its message.

Now let's put it all together and write a complete

PILOT program. The following is a guessing game:

R: Guess a number from 1 to 100

TS:Hi! My name is PILOT

TH: What's your name ?

D:N$(15)

A:$N$

T: Well $N$, would you like to play

TH:a guessing game ?

A:

M:yes!ok!o.k.!sure!all right

TN:OK, maybe some other time.

JN:end

* start

T:

T:I am thinking of a number between

T:l and 100. Try to guess it.

C:X=l+RND(100)

C:G=#
* again
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no more pencils,

no more books

T:

TH: What is your guess ?

A:#B

T:

J(B=X):goffl
T(B<X):Toolow!

T(B>X):Toohigh!

C:G=G+1

J: again

♦gotit

T:$N$, you got it in only #G

T: guesses.

T:

TH: Play again ?

A:

M:yes!ok!o.k.!sure!all right

JY:start

*end

T: BYE BYE

W:50

E:

There are just a few points that need some further

explanation. The "S" modifier in the second state

ment causes the screen to be cleared and the out

put to be printed on the top line of the screen. The

RND(IOO) function in the first "C" or calculate in

struction generates a random integer from zero to

99. When this value is added to one by the equation

of variable X becomes a random number from one

to 100. The W:50 in the next-to-last line causes the

computer to wait for 50 tenths of a second (i.e., five

seconds) before going on to the next line, which

ends the program. The "S" modifier, the RND func

tion and the "W" command are just some of the

extensions in the Commodore 64 version of PILOT.

An Adventure in PILOT

Because of its ability to easily deal with text and to

match for specific keywords, PILOT is the ideal lan

guage for writing adventure games. The following

PILOT listing is such a game. In this adventure you

are challenged to search a haunted house for trea

sure. During your sojourn you must exercise great

care. There will be various traps, ghosts with sharp

swords and other perils.

PILOT allows tremendous flexibility in handling

your commands. For example, the following com

mands will all get you to the haunted house from the

bottom of the hill:

Go up the hill

Climb the hill to the house

Go to the haunted house

Walk up the hill

Other typical commands allowed in the game are:

Get the diamonds from the desk

Examine the door

Drop the sword on the ground

Tell me the score so far

Open the east door

Read the book on the table

Tell me my inventory

Give me a hint

Drink the gin

Use the matches to light the torch

End the game

You should be able to follow the logic of the game

fairly easily. Have fun! C

ts:Haunted House
t^Fln Fidventure In PILOT
t = Ba David Ma.lrr.ber9
w: 35

♦start

c ■ r=4
c-b~7

c-h=9

c = f=7

c-.i-7

C:9=0

<=:k=9

c : tt= 10

c:o=10

c:p=0

c:q=i2

c-t-Q
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d:.J$-.'22>
c:v$="You can't 9o that way"

c:u*="Vou can't do that here"

*locl

ts:Vou are beside a moss covered tree at
t:the foot of a windy hill. Fit the top
t=of the hill stands an old deserted

t:house that is- rumored to be haunted.
t:fi band of highwaymen were killed there

t:in the late 180G's. It is said that
t:their ghosts roam the halls of the old

t:Place whenever the moon is full...like
t:tonight! Tales are told of the 9hosts
t:harassing intruders who were seekin9

■fc=the highwaymen's ill-9otten treasures.

u ■' i terns

t:OBVIOUS EXITS: North ijp

*over1

u:stdvoc

JCm=0)■'overl

m:Iook
jy:loci

rn: 9o ! run! move ! walk !c 1 imb

Jr^sPecl

m:north

jy:Ioc2

m=uP!hill!house

jy:Ioc3

m;tree

Jy:Ioc4

t: $v$

j:overl

*sPecl

tn:$w$

j:over1

*loc2

c: 1=2

ts^Vou. are in thick woods. It is very

t:difficult to find your way. The sky

t=is dark and it is misting lightly.
u;items

t:DEVIOUS EXITS:North South East West

*over2

c: m=0

u:stdvoc

j(m=@):over2

m:look

jy:Ioc2

ro: 9o!run!move!waIk!cIi mb

Jn'sPec2

to:north!east

jy : "loco

rawest

j y;1oc2

m:south

Jy:loci

m:tree

ta:The branches are too hi9h to climb

tn:$v$

j:over2

#sPec2

t :$W$

j:over2

*loc3

c : 1=3

ts:Vou are on the front Porch of the

i''did house. The windows are all
t:boarded and nailed shut. The door is

t:closed and has a rusted knocker.

t'Vou hear the distant sound of a scream

t:coming from inside the house.

ul = i terns

t:OBVIOUS EXITS: Down

*over3

c: m=0

U:stdvoc

JCm=9):over3

m:look

Jy:Ioc3

m:90!run!move!wa1k!c1i mb

jYi; sPec3

m:down

jy:loci

t: $v$

j : over-3

*SPec3

m;knock

Jn:end3

t-Vou hear the sound of the door bolt

t;being unlocked. The door creaks open.

t:There is no one there. Vou boldly

t:enter.

t :

t:The door slams shut behind you.

w: 75

j:l0C6
*end3

t: $wt

J:overS

*loc4

C : 1=4

ts-'Vou are holding on to a branch at the
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no more boohs

t:very top of the tree. The ground is a
t:lon9 way down and looks very hard.
u:items

t-'OBVIOUS EXITS: Down
#over4

c: m=0

u;stdvoc

j t.m=0> :over4

rn: look

jy:Ioc4

m:9o!climb!move

j n:sP ec4

m:down!ground!back

jy:loci

t = $v$

j■over4

*sPec4

m = Jump[fall

ta:Don't be silly. It is too far.
tn:$u$

j:over4

#loc5

ts:Vou/re deeP in the woods. There are

t:trees all around you. Vou seem to be

t:lost since everywhere you turn looks

t^the same.

u:i terns

t=OBVIOUS EXITS;North South East Nest

#over5

c:m-0
u:stdvoc

j(m=0):over5

m:look

jy:Ioc5

m:9o!run!move!walk

Jn:sPec5

m:north!east

jy:Ioc5

m■south

jy;Ioc2

m:west

jy:Ioc7

t: Pt/S

j:over5

*sPec5

t: $w$

j:overS
*loc6

c-\=e
ts^Vou are in a Iar9e entry room.
t:Light filters through the windows and

t=illuminates the room. There are two
t:oPen doorways and a staircase leading
t:to the second floor. There is dust
t:and dirt on the floor. Vou see foot
t:Prints in the dust leading toward
t:the stairs.

u:items

t;OBVIOUS EXITS: South East UP
W-over-S

r '■ m=Pl

u:stdvoc

j<m=0):overt

m:1ook

jy:Ioc6

m;9o!run!move!waIk!cIi mb

Jn:sPec6

m=UP!stair

jy:Ioc3

m; east!door

jy:loclQ

m:south

jy:Ioc9

t: *v*
j : over-6

#sPec6
t; $w$

j:overt

*loc7

c : 1=7

ts:Vou are in the mouth of a cave. It

t:is Quite dark. It is rainin9 outside.
t:The cave slopes downward.

u:items

t=OBVIOUS EXITS: East Down

*over7

c:m=0

u:stdvoc

JCm=0>:over7

m-look

jy:Ioc7

m:90!climb!move!walk

Jn:sPec7

m:east

jn:loc72

J<fO100) : Ioc73

JCh=2):Ioc73
t<h=l>:The rain Put out your torch

tOi=9>:The rain has wet the torch

t:lt is soaked and won't light

c; h=2

w:75

*loc73
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J:IOC5

*loc72

m:down

Jn;sP71

UhOlVIt is too dark to 9o there

J(hOl) :sP71

t(fO100):Vou don't have a torch

j<f=100>:locll
*sP7t

t: $V$

j:over7

*sPec7

m:Ii9ht!burn

m:torch

Jn:sPb7

t(h=0>:The torch is blazinS

cCha0) : Ki==l

Uh=2>:lt is too wet to Ii9ht

j:SP c7

*sPb7

m '■ match

ty;Vou. burned you.r finders

tn:Don't be silly !

j:sPc7

*sPa7

t: $w$

*sPc7

j:over7

*locS

c=l=8
ts:Vou. are at the toP of the stairs.

t:Doorways open on both sides of a hall.

u:i terns

t:OBVIOUS EXITS: East South Down
*overS

c ; m=@

u:stdvoc

jCm=0):overS

m:1ook

Jy:locS

m:9o[climb!run!walkImove

tn:$w$

J n:overS

m;east

jy;loci4

m:south

Jy:iocl5

m:doun

jy:locG

l- • #V 4-

J:overS

#loc9

C=l=9
ts:Vou are in a library. Books line the

t:wa11s.

u.: items
t:OBVIOUS EXITS: North. East

#over9

c: m-0
u:stdvoc

JCm=0):overS

m■Iook

jy:Ioc9

m:9o!run!move!wa1k

m:north

jy:locS

m:east

Jy:Iocl2

t :$V$

J : over-9

*sP ec9

t: $w$

j : over9

*locl0

C-1=18
ts^Vou are in the kitchen.

u.: items

t:DEVIOUS EXITS: South West

*over10

c: m~0

u.: stdvoc

J(ro=EO:over10

m:look

Jy:locl0

rn: 9o! move! walk

Jn:sPecl0

m:south

Jy:Iocl2

m:west

J y:1oc6

t: $v#

J:over10

#sPecl0

t •' $w$

J:over10

*locll
c-1=11

ts:Vou. are at the end of the cave.

u:items

t = OBVIOUS EXITS: |jP

#overll

c: m-0
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u■stdvoc

jCm=0>:over11

m:look

Ja:locll

m: 9o! move! c\ irob! wa 1 k ! ruin
tn:$w$

Jn:overll
m:ladder

Jn•1oc7

t:flt the top of the ladder is a door.
t: There is a rope hunQinCf down which
t^you. Pu.ll. The- door opens arid you.
t: sinter.

t:

t;The door slams shut behind you.
hi: 75

* loci 2

c=l=12

ts'-Vou are in the 9reat hall. There
t:are two open doorways leading west and
t:north. There is a closed door on the
t'east wall, fl set of stairs 9oes up.
u:i terns

t^OBVIOUS EXITS: North West UP
*overl2

c : rri=0

U:stdvoc

■Km=0) : over 12

Pt '■ 1 ook

jy:Iocl2

m: 9o! run! move! wa 1 k ! c 1 i rob

j n:sP ec12

m:north

Jy:loclB

ni: west

jy:loc3

m:uP!stair

jy:Ioc8

t:*V*

j:over12

*sPecl2

t: *U*

j:over12

*locl4

C-X-X4

ts:Vou are in a. Iar9e sleePinQ room.

t:There are several beds alon9 the

t:walls. They all look as if they

t:have been slept in quite recently.
u:items

t=DEVIOUS EXITS: West

#overl4

c:m=Q

u:stdvoc

JCm=0>:over14

m: 1ook
■jy : loci4

m-sleep !bed! lay ! lie

Jm=lcl4I
*sleeP

t:Vou. fall into a deep, deep sleep

t:frorn which you. will never wake.
t:

J:endend

#lcl41

m:9o!walk!run!move

tn■*w*

Jn:over14

m:west

tn:*v$

J n:over14

jy:locS

*locl5

ts=You are in a stranQe little room.

t:

t^The doors just slammed shut and you

t'hear the sound of the bolts bein9

t: rammed home. Vou. hear the sound of a

t: Powerful motor startin9 ulP .

u:50

t^The walls start movin9 in. Vou. will
t:be crushed.

w-25

th=The walls move closer...

i.o: 25

t:amd closer

w = 25
th=...and closer

w: 25

t-...and closer

u: 25

t:

j:endend

*stdvoc

c:x=(-nd(100)

j<x<90) :mdi

t:

t Cr=10S):Quoth the raven: NEVERMORE!

t<r=l>=Quoth the raven= NEVERMORE!

#rndl

c:x=mdC100)

jCxO0> :rnd2
j<l>5):9host

#rnd2
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q : x=rnd*' 16?+2

q:9=9+X

t:

t:Vou find #x 9old coins.

#rnd3

th:What now ?

a:

c:c=c+l
m:examine!read!exPlore

jy:exam

m:inventory!catalo9

jy:invtry

m=9et!take!Pick up

jy■9et

m:drop!Put!leave

jy:drop

m:helPIhint

jy = helP

m:score

jy:score

m:3uit!end

my:9ame

jy:quit

m:Ii9ht!burn!fire

jy : H9ht

jy-sit

m:drink

jy:drink

m^eat

jy-eat

m:open!break!enter I unlock

jy:oPen

c:m=l

e:

*9host

t^fl 9host with a lar-9e sword suddenly

t:appears. He looks very an9ry. He

t:raises his sword above his head and

t:moves toward you.

w:30

#9hostl
t:

c:x=rrid(4;

t<x=0>:The 9host swin9s wildly
tCx=l):He thrusts at your belly

t<x=2):The 9host swings at «our head

t(x=3>:He Parrys your blow

t(x=8>:Vou duck and thrust

t<x=i):Vou check his blow and swin9

t<x=2):Vou Parry and thrust hard

t<x=3):He lands a blow. Vou are hurt.

t<x=*4):Vou are hit
tCx=5):Vou sta99er under the blow

J<x<75>Uhostl

t<x=0):Vou land a blow and he sta99ers

t(x=l^Vou land a lucky blow!

t<x=2>:He"s down!

t:He is finished

C:S=S+100

t:The 9host stands uP and salutes aou.

t:"We will meet a9ain'S he Iau9hs and
t=disappears in a Puff of smoke.

w:50

e :

*9host2

t: Vou are dead

j:endend

* i terns

c : z=l

th=OTHER VISIBLE ITEMS'

c:a=0

fc<l=5):leaves

c(. l>4> :a=l

t a>5V Cobwebs

t(l=6):fl chair

tO=9):fi Iar9e desk with a chair
tO = 10):Ft table and a set of chairs

tn=12):fi Ion9 table with 12 chairs

j<*fl>:listl

*invtry

th^VOU flRE CHRRVING:
t<9>0):#9 9old coins

cC9>0?=a=l

j<9>0>:listl

*list

c:a=0

*listl

tCr=2):fi noisy raven

c(r=2):a=l

t<b=2)-Jeweled sword

c(b=z>:a=l
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JChO0>:iist2
tCf=z)"Rn unlit torch

cCf=z):a=l

#1i st2

J(hOl): listS

tCf=z):Elazim9 torch

*list3

j<hO2>:list4

tCf=z>=Uet torch

#Ust4
ta«z>: Matches
C( j=z>:3.= l

t(k=z>:fl book: "fidventures in PILOT1

t<n=z):Bottle of Gin

c(n=z):a=l

>=z):Food

>=z):a=l

tCP=z>:Some 9old keys

tCi=z?:Silver Goblet

tct=z>'Diamonds

c(t=z):a=l

tOj.=z>:R long ladder

c(u.=z> :a=l

t(a=S>:Nothing
e:

*obJt

cy

m;

ca

cy

cy

cy

cy

ca

cy

cy

cy

cy

en!bird

e=r

word

i=2

e=b

tree

i=3

e=-100

Ieaves

cha i r

i=4
e=-99

cobluieb

i=8

cy

m

ca

cy

ca

cy

cy

cy

m

cy

ca

cy

cy

ca

ca

ca

ca

ca

cy

cy

cy

m

ca

cy

cy

cy

e=-98

torch
i=5

match

i=6

desk

i=9

e=-99

table

book

e=k

bottle!9in

i=12

e=n

food

i=13

e=o

key

i = 14

e=P

silver!9oblet

i=15

diamond

i=16
e=t

ladder

i = 17

ca

ca

e :

*9et

u. :obit

j<i-8>:cobweb

t<i=-l):Vou must be specific

j<i=-l):9etend

t<i=8);I don't understand

.Ki=0) :9etend

t<i=-99>:lt is too heavy

j ( i=~99) : 9eten'id

t(i=-98>: There 9.re too many

t(e<l>:It is beyond my Power

j(e-Cl) :9etend
tCe=100):Vou already have it
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Ke=100>:9etend

t(e<>l):I don't see

j(eOl) :9etend
t: OK

c(i=l)■r=106

cCi=2):b=100

cCi=5):f=100
c(i=6):j=100

c( i =n>

c( i = 12!>

c C i = 13 >

c(i=14)

c(i=15>

c(i=16>

c(i-17)

k=100

n= 100

0=100

P=i00

'1 = 100

t=100

U=100

*9etETid

e:

*droP

u: ob J t

tC i-~1):Vou must be

j(i=-l) :dr-Pend

it here

specific

t<i=0>:I don't understand

J(i=0):drPend

tCe<l):It is beyond

.Ke<l) ;drPend

t<eO100):Vou don't
j <!eO100) : drPend

t = OK
c Ci = 1):r=I

cCi=6>:J=l

cf i=i i)

c<i<=12)

c< i=13 5

cCi=14>

cCi=15)

c C i = 16')

c<i=17)

k—1

n=l

0=1

P = l

t=l

*drPend
e :

rtexapi

u-obit

t<i--l);Vou must be

J Ci=-l>:exend

my Power

have it

specific

t(i=0>:Vou see- nothin9 special
j t i=0):exend

j >' &— 100) ■' exaok

j<e=l)=exaok

■j (ea-98) : exaok

t=It is not here

j'exend

*exaok

tCi=l):fl ordinary black raven

t<i=l):Quoth the raven: NEVERMORE!

fcCi=2)=It has a razor sharp blade

t<i=3):lt is Just a tree
t<i=4):lt looks comfortable

t<i=7):Lot of leaves.

J<i=3):cobweb

J<iO5) :exel

tCh=0):It weighs about 2 Pounds

t(h=l):lt is very bri9ht and hot

t(h=2):The torch is soaked

*exel

t<i»S):Ordinary sulfur matches

t<i=95Something fell out

c<.i=S'? -P=\

t<i=l©>:There is something under it
cCi=10):t=l

t<i=ll):Vou learn something new
t(i=13>:Vou are hungry

fcCi==13):Vou are very sleepy
*exend

e:

ifhelP

tC1=1):There is a noise in the tree
tCl=7>:3tay out of the rain

t<1=5):Remember Horace Greeley
fcCl-14)=Vou are very sleepy
t: Don't be afraid, it is only a 5arne.

*light

m: torch

in- U91

t(h=2):It is too wet to light

t<h=l):lt is already lit
c(l=7):m=l

J:endlig

*li9l

m:match

ty^The match burns your finger

t=That is dangerous
*endli9
e-

*sit

t:That is comfortable
e:

*eat

t^That was delicious

*dririk

t:It has been drugged
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j:sleep

*oPen

m;door

ty:The door

tin: Sorry it

*cobweb

ts^fl sPider
*endend

t:

c:h=-1000

u:score

j : q u i t

*score

is locked

is impossible

bites you and you die

c:s=s+h+9*c+2*9+b+r+f

r:s=s+k+o+P+q+t+u

fci
t^Vour score is #s Points

t-

*quit

th:UaTit to Play 3.5airi ?
a:

m:y

jy:start

t: BVE

hi-75

JOIN THE

COMPUTER

REVOLUTION

WITH A MASTERY

OF THE KEYBOARD!

In the age of the computer, everyone

from the school child to theChairman of

the Board should be at home at the

computer keyboard. Soon there will be

a computer terminal on every desk and

in every home. Learn how to use it right

...and have some fun at the same time!

Rated THE BEST educational program for the VIC 20™

by Creative Computing Magazine

TYPING TUTOR PLUS WORD INVADERS
The proven way to learn touch typing.

COMMODORE64 Tape$21.95 COMMODORE64 Disk$24.95

VIC20(unexpanded) Tape $21.95
Typing Tutor plus Word Invaders makes learning the keyboard easy and fun!
Typing Tutor leaches the keyboard in easy steps. Word Invaders makes typing

practice an entertaining game. Highly praised by customers:

"Typing Tutor is great!", "Fantastic", "Excellent", High quality", "Our children

(ages 7-15) literally wait in line to use it.", "Even my little sister likes it", "Word In

vaders is sensational!"
Customer comment says it all...

"... it was everything you advertised it would be. In three weeks, my 13 year old

son, who had never typed before, was typing 35 w.p.m. I had improved my typing

speed 15 w.p.m. and my husband was able to keep up with his college typing

class by practicing at home.

IFR
(FLIGHT

SIMULATOR)

CARTRIDGE

FOR THE VIC 20

$39.95
JOYSTICK REQUIRED

Put yourself in the pilot's seat! A very challenging

realistic simulation o( instrument flying in a light

plane. Take off, navigate over difficult terrain, and

land at one of the 4 airports. Artificial horizon, ILS,

and other working instruments on screen. Full air

craft features. Realistic aircraft performance —

stalls/spins, etc. Transport yourself to a real-time

adventure in the sky. Flight tested by professional

pilots and judged "terrific"!

■"■■ Shipping and handling -: • Of per *m-t
I^^H order. CA residents add 6% la) W*W

SOFW/IRE
P.O. Box 9403, San Rafael, CA 94912 (415) 499-0850

Proaramme rs: Write to our New Program Manager concerning any exceptional VIC 20TH Or Commodore 64TM game or other program you have developed.
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new books

From: The International

Council for Computers

in Education
University of Oregon

1787 Agate Street

Eugene, Oregon 97403

Parent's Guide to Computers

by Dr. David Moursund. A humor

ous booklet that explains why

children should learn about and

use computers, describes what is

being done and recommends

what needs to be done. $3.50 plus

handling.

From: Reston Publishing

Company, Inc.
11480 Sunset Hills Road

Reston, Virginia 22090

Master Memory Maps™

by Educational Software, Inc.

Versions now available for the

Commodore 64 and VIC 20

computers. $14.95 VIC; $15.95

Commodore 64.

Basically Speaking: A Young

Person's Introduction to Com

puting by Frances Lieberman

Cohen. Presents important con

cepts of computing, BASIC pro

gramming skills and the history

of computers. $12.95 paper;

$16.95 cloth.

From: Birkhauser
Boston, Inc.

380 Green Street

Cambridge, MA 02139

Are Computers Alive? by

Geoff Simons, Chief Editor of the

British National Computing Cen

ter. Explores the theoretical and

practical effects of the notion that

man's machines are becoming

living beings. $14.95 paper;

$22.95 cloth. C

TRAIN DISPATCHER

Game for Commodore 64™ and VIC 20™ (Requires 16K memory)

REALISTIC SIMULATION OF A COMPUTER CONTROLLED CTC OFFICE.

HOW QUICKLY AND EFFICIENTLY CAN YOU MANEUVER TRAINS OVER A 20 STATION. 150 MILE TERRITORY'

BUILD YOUR OWN SKILLS FROM "CUB DISPATCHER" TO TRAINMASTER"

FEATURES

24 DISPLAYS including Train Sheets. Slock Petmits. Territory Overview. 20 Inter lock ings.

FULL CONTROL Tfirow switches, clear and cancel signals, route and maneuver up to 12 trams moving in both

directions.

REAL TIME All displays continuously updated, including train locations, switch positions, signals, block

permits, and crew time

PERFORMANCE Updated and displayed continuously Irom cumulative speed of all trams.

VERSATILE Plays at 5 levels, from leisurely "Visitor" and "Cub Dispatcher" levels to frantic

"Trainmaster".

AUTHENTIC Created by designers ol CTC Systems (or operating railroads.

TRAIN DISPATCHER was created as an action game, but it also provides a dramatic and realistic picture ol
trueto-hie railroad operations.

As you develop and apply your own strategies lor quickly and smoothly moving trams over the territory, you

will increase your appreciation lor actual railroad operations.

Commodore 64 and VIC 20 are registered Trademarks ot Commodore Business Machines, Inc

PURVIS SYSTEMS INCORPORATED
470 Streets Run Road Pittsburgh. PA 15236

Enclosed is $24.95 for Tram Dispatcher + $2 50 for postage and

handling NY. HI. PA. WA. VA. and CA residents add state sales ta»

Charge To D MasterCard Card «

D VISA Exp Date

CHECK ONE CHECK ONE

D64 D VIC 20 DUPi D DISC

Signature

Name

Street

City . State. Zip

anb Cfje &lten Saib.J'Het VM 20

a^ ^>peafe...

' ^>tns!"

Yes, the VOICE BOX™ from
The Alien Group, the world's ONLY

singing speech synthesizer, now grants
the power of speech to the VIC 20™

A commented, all-BASIC demo program gets

the VOICE BOX talking right away, and, since it can be
"taught" to say anything, the VOICE BOX has an unlimited vocabulary!

The voice speaks with natural speech inflection controlled either from the program or
from the precise, built-in Pitch control. No other speech synthesizer has this feature!
Want to add speech to a new or existing BASIC program! The VOICE BOX has FOUR ways

to do it on a VIC 20 of any memory size: entirely from BASIC, or using one of the three
machine language programs readily added to other programs-English text-to-speech, the
same with the lip-synch "Alien" face added, or use of the 64 basic phonemes as input. A
challenging spelling quiz that accepts new words (expanded memory required) is provided on
the cassette supplied.

The VOICE BOX plugs directly into the VIC 20's user port, comes with fciuiJt-in speaker
Volume and Pitch controls and lots of instructions from The Alien Group, the people who got
Atari1 and Apple- to speak!

Available at leading computer stores everywhere, or order direct by sending $95 00 to- The
Alien Group, 27 W. 23rd St.. NY, NY 10010. Programs for a high-res talking human face and
a comprehensrve music and singing system available on separate cassette for S25 00
(expanded RAM necessary).

Vec 70 is a trMemark ot Commodore Eieciramcs Ltd VOICE BOX is a trademark ol Tne Allan Group
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no more books...

everywhere. Specifically,

TO SET.UP

MAKE "STEP

DRAW

FULLSCREEN

END

we have:

0

FIGURE 1

The last procedure is called INSTANTDRAW and
it is the one executed to start the entire program:

TO INSTANTDRAW

SET.UP

MOVE

END

Notice that when INSTANTDRAW is executed

it calls SETUP and MOVE. MOVE is executed

over and over again by recursive calls to itself, and

SETUP is not executed again unless a UC" is hit in

the COMMAND procedure to clear the screen and

begin a new drawing.

The clearest way to see how these procedures

fit together and to see what procedures call or

reference what other procedures is by construct

ing a procedure diagram or, as it is sometimes called,

a procedure tree. Figure 1 is a procedure diagram

for INSTANTDRAW. In the diagram, each proce

dure shows the procedures that it references just

below it, starting with the one called first on the left

most side. Notice the "circular" reference to MOVE

to indicate recursion.

Typically, when developing a LOGO program,

you will find it helpful to sketch out an overall

procedure diagram to identify the specific tasks

or procedures to be programmed and to clearly

understand the sequence and the relationship

between these individual procedures. This process

is sometimes called top-down design. After you

have produced this top-down overview you will

tend to program the individual tasks from the

bottom-up—with separate testing of each procedure

INSTANTDRAW

SETUP

as you go along to assure that each does what it is

supposed to do.

LOGO Lander
The procedure diagram for LOGO Lander is

given in Figure 2 and the listing is at the end of the

article. The program uses a few more LOGO tricks

and some new commands {see the Commodore 64

LOGO reference manual) but the overall ideas

and structure for interactivity are quite similar to

INSTANTDRAW and are fairly straightforward.

At first blush, LOGO Lander appears to be a

straightforward game. You try to land your com

mand module (represented by the turtle's triangle

shape) on the planet LOGO without crashing. But

this game is really a vehicle for teaching a great

deal more than just hand-eye coordination. LOGO

Lander teaches many principles of Newtonian phys

ics in a painless and even fun manner. By playing

the game, the student learns about resultant forces,

the laws of motion, gravity and even about some

of the perils of space travel.
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An Instructional Guide to World-Class
International Soccer on Cartridge for the

Commodore 64
By Steve Finkel

The red-shirted fans in the

crowd stand and roar their ap

proval. The red-clad players

scramble back to their defensive

zone after scoring a goal while the

opposing blue team waits impas

sively at midfield for play to start.

The score reads 1-0 as the clock

continues to tick. The referee's

whistle sounds as the blue team

resumes play with possession of

the ball and penetrates into the red

defensive zone. Some good pass

ing produces several shots on the

red goal, as the goalkeeper dives

to deflect each shot. Finally, he is

unable to prevent a header from

going in and the blue team has

evened the score. This brings the

blue-shirted fans to their feet.

This is a scenario from Com

modore's new International

Soccer game for the Commo

dore 64. It is by far the most realis

tic sports game available for the

64, demanding strategy and real

skill to master. Yet even though it

will challenge the best, it will still

be fun for the less skilled player.

There are countless details in

the game that make this an out

standing version of soccer, with

strikingly accurate and exciting

play quality. For instance, if you

don't like the teams' color combi

nation—blue against red—you

can change both teams to another

color. Depending on your own

preference you can opt for yel

low, orange, white, gray or even

choose non-chroma black and

white players.

Soccer can be played with two

players or against the computer.

When playing the computer you

can choose the skill level of your

opposition from one to nine. A

level nine computer team plays

letter-perfect soccer, passing crisply,

shooting accurately and playing

tough defense. A level one oppo

nent is eminently beatable and

an adequate opponent for a

young child.

After you select colors and

opponent, the action starts. You

directly control one player with

your joystick at any given time.

This player changes color from his

teammates to be easily differen

tiated. For example a player on

the blue team turns light blue, a

player on the red team changes

to pink, etc.

The player who is under direct

control is determined by ball pos

session. The offensive player with

the ball or nearest the ball will

change color, so you know he is

the one who can be directed by

your joystick. Meanwhile, the

other players on the team will run

patterns in their appropriate zone,

related to the movement of the

ball. The defensive player closest

to the ball also comes under joy

stick control if there are two play

ers. The other defensive players

then simply play their zone or

pursue the ball. Only a portion of

the field may be seen at one time,

scrolling horizontally as the ball

moves up and down the field.

If a controlled player goes off
the screen a player on screen will

change color. This can be used to

great advantage on both offense

and defense. For example, you

Passing: Player making a pass downfield is

underjoystick control. To gain control of

the receiver, nm the passer off the screen

immediately after making the pass.

can use this principle on offense

when passing to a man ahead of

the ball carrier. After kicking the

ball forward (by pressing the fire

button) to make a pass you still

control the player who kicked

the ball and cannot control the

receiver until the pass reaches its

target. However, to gain an ad

vantage, you can enable the re

ceiver to go after the ball before

the ball reaches him. Use the joy

stick to move the player making the

pass off the screen, back toward

his own goal. Once he is off the
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screen, the player receiving the

pass will come under joystick con

trol and may retrieve the ball be

fore defenders can get to him.

This same principle can be

effectively applied to defense as

well. If the man you're controlling

is too far behind the player carry

ing the ball you can run him off

the screen to gain control of a

man in a better position in the

defensive zone.

Heading the ball: Kicking the bail from

directly behind a player may cause him

to head the ball A player can head the

ball downfieid i) he continues in the direc

tion be was going when be first headed

the ball.

Players move at different

speeds: a player dribbling the

ball moves slower than a player

without the ball. This makes a

downfieid passing attack very im

portant. A good passing strategy is

to guide the man controlling the

ball downfieid and have him kick

the ball ahead just as a defensive

man catches up to him.

Another way to move the ball

downfieid is by getting a player to

"head" the ball. A player is able

to bounce the ball on his head

repeatedly, carrying it downfieid.

The advantage is that a player

heading the ball moves at the

same speed as a player running

without the ball. To get a player to

head a ball, you must pass directly

at the player from a distance that

puts the height of the ball around

the receiver's head. The receiver

will then bounce it in the air for a

limited time as he proceeds down-

field. As with passing skills, it is

possible to become sophisticated

in heading ability. It is also possible

to pass the ball or score goals using

this tactic.

Inbounds passing: The player receiving

the throw should be about three to five

stndt's from the sideline and move away

from the passer.

Another aspect of the game you

need to master is positioning and

moving players on throw-ins and

comer kicks. If one team kicks

the ball out of bounds over the

sideline, the other team gets a

throw-in. These overhead passes

can be difficult but can also lead to

goals and attacks on goal if done

well. (If done poorly, they can also

lead to goals and attacks on goal

—for the other team!) One factor

that makes this play easier is the

shadow of the ball, which is visible

on the field when the ball is in the

air. The shadow can be a great help

in judging where the ball will land.

Positioning is also a key to in-

bounding well. The passer will

usually overthrow the ball, so the

player getting the throw-in should

be positioned about 3-5 strides

from the sideline and move away

from the passer to receive the ball.

It is also a good idea to try to keep

a defensive man between the

passer and the receiver. If you are

receiving the in-bounds pass in a

crowd it is sometimes a good play

to press the fire button at the in

stant the ball reaches your player.

If the positioning is right the player

will kick or head the ball forward.

When defending against an in

bounds pass it is best to stay be

hind the player receiving the pass

since you have better position to

get the ball. Another factor to keep

in mind is defensive position. It is a

good strategy to place your defen

sive player nearer your goal than

the receiver is. If the receiver seems

to be too far away from the passer,

the defensive player can gamble

and cut in front of the receiver to

steal the pass.

Comer kick, offensive strategy: Position

your receiver about one stride in front of

the goalie. Then run a loop away from the

goal and back toward the corner where

the ball was kicked.

A team gets a comer kick when

the opposing team is responsible

for kicking the ball over their own

end line. Corner kicks can be very

difficult to defend against if well

executed. There are several good

strategies for effective comer kicks.

The positioning of the player in

front of the net is again important,

as is his movement. He must "out

position" the defensive man to get

the ball, as well as place himself in

goal-scoring position.

If an offensive player is properly

manipulated it is possible to head

or kick the ball into the net before

the defense or goalie has a chance

to react. One strategy that is usu

ally effective is to position your

player about one stride in front of

the goalie. When the ball is kicked

run a loop away from the goal
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then back toward the comer from

where the ball was kicked. When

the ball reaches your player angle

him toward the net and press

the fire button. The defense will

be hard pressed to stop this

maneuver!

Of course they can stop it if

they play it right. The best defense

against a corner kick is usually to

keep your defensive man just in

front of the near post and move

out to intercept the pass before it

reaches its target. But do not press

the fire button unless you are ab

solutely certain that this player will

be able to kick the ball, because if

the offensive team gets possession

instead, when you press the fire

button your goalie will dive after

the ball. If the offense does not

shoot immediately, then he'll have

an open net to aim for while your

goalie tries to recover.

Goal feint: Fake toward the goal so the

goalie commits to making a save, then

kick the ball into the open net before the

goalie is able to recover

This brings up how to use the

goalie. The goalie automatically

saves balls kicked right at him. On

shots that he must move to save

(balls kicked over his head or to

his left or right) the fire button

must be pressed. The goalie will

then automatically go toward the

location of the ball. If the ball is

kicked left, he dives to the left to

make the save. If it's kicked over

his head, he jumps straight up. But

if the ball isn't kicked he dives in

futility, leaving the net undefended

and looking rather silly in the pro

cess. Timing is important; a poorly

timed jump can allow an easy

shot to score.

Utilizing this knowledge, you

can make an offensive opportunity

count by faking toward the goal,

getting the goalie to commit to

making a save, and kicking the ball

into the open net before the goalie

is able to recover. Another way

to score is to take a shot on goal,

forcing the goalie to make a save,

and putting the rebound home

before the goalie can recover. Re

bounds usually come out near the

edge of the goal crease, so if the

goalie had to dive to make the

save, a quick kick will score. The

only way for the defense to pre

vent this (if unable to capture the

rebound) is to try to cut off the

shot before it reaches the empty

net. There are other ways to score,

such as using certain angles to

shoot from or attacking the net

with two offensive players, that

also can be effective.

Opening maneuver: Steer the man with

the ball toward the otherforward, so they

go downfield in tandem. When they are

challenged by a defensive player maneu

ver them so the defense is covering the

player without the ball and the boll carrier

is in a position to make a break downfield.

The opportunities to develop

the nuances of this game are

nearly unlimited. Rather than give

away too much information (that

you'll probably enjoy discovering

and refining on your own) I'll dis

close one of the better opening

strategies that would be obvious

with a little experimentation. As

soon as the opening whistle sounds

steer the man with the ball toward

the other forward. When they are

both in contact with the ball they

will alternate turning color (light

blue and blue for the blue team,

pink and red, etc.) and will go

down the field in tandem. When

challenged by a defensive player

maneuver them so the defensive

player is covering the player with

out the ball and the ball carrier

is in a position to begin a break

downfield. This is easier than it

sounds, and often very effective.

Many strategies can be de

veloped for use against another

player or the computer. You'll find

what often works against the com

puter fails against the human ele

ment and vice versa. There are

many intrinsic elements of the game

that can be developed, formulated,

and refined.

This is a game that can be played

at several levels; it can be an easy,

straightforward contest or a territo

rial struggle in which the winner is

determined by superior strategy.

skill and even the occasional lucky

break (the pass that bounces off a

player's back right to an out-of-

position defender or the long

distance shot that rolls under the

diving goalie). It is a challenging

game that mirrors the excitement

of real-life soccer. This excitement

continues even after the game

when the winning team is pre

sented with a gold cup as their fans

in the stands cheer wildly. In short.

International Soccer is a game for

everybody! C
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GORFand Wizardof Wor:

Talking Games on Cartridge for the 64
GORF and Wizard of Wor, the

two latest Bally/Midway arcade

adaptations by Commodore, are

the best videogames yet. I know

I keep saying that, but the state-

of-the-art keeps advancing and

the games get better and better.

Remember just a few years ago

when the big craze was Pong?

These days arcade games feature

graphics and sounds so stunning

that they look almost real. The

newer games even talk!

Well, these new games for the

By Neil Harris

Wizard of Wor is a battle of

human science versus alien magic.

Your character in the game is a

little human figure in a space suit

with an impressive-looking ray

gun. The enemies are magical

monsters and the Wizard himself.

The first creatures on a level are

called Burwors, monsters that look
like blue squirrels. As you shoot

the Burwors they are replaced

by Garwors (looking like yellow
hamsters), which become invisible

when they're not near you. When

the Garwors are shot they are re

placed by Thorwors, which look

like red cats and stay invisible until
they're close to you. Finally, when

all monsters are gone from a level.

the next monster appears: the

64 will also talk to you, from taunts

like, "Hey—your space boot is

untied," and, "Prepare yourself for

annihilation," to grudging praise

like, "Nice shot, you have been

promoted," and, "Remember, I'm

the wizard, not you". All you need

to hear the games talk is Commo

dore's speech synthesizer (see

Betsy Byrne's review last issue).

Worluck (bet you thought it'd be

called a Starwor), which is kind of

a blue and yellow butterfly. Shoot

the Worluck and the next round

will be worth double score. At this

point, if you're doing too well, the

Wizard himself appears, teleport-

ing hither and yon while throwing

lightning bolts.

Each level takes you deeper

into the dungeon of Wor, which is

populated by monsters and other

unsavory characters. The dungeon

looks like a maze at the easier

levels, but most of the walls disap

pear as you get deeper, which

gives the monsters a clearer shot

at you. Level 4 is the Arena, where

most of the middle of the screen

is empty and level 13 (what else?)

is the Pit with no walls at all!

One special feature of this game

is the two-player option, which lets

two of you play simultaneously.

You can work together by teaming

up to kill the monsters or you can

play cut-throat and shoot the other

human in the back (you get 1000

points to tempt you).

The game cartridges plug right

into the speech module or directly

into the computer if you don't

want speech.

Graphically, these games use

the sprite features of the 64 to their

fullest advantage. The animation

of the little creatures is just superb,

with true fidelity to the arcade

originals. Keep in mind that arcade

machines have special hardware

that costs many times what your 64

did and you have to be impressed

with the efforts of the programmers.

SCORE:DOt?5H ttttt HSC0RE:0OnDDD
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GORF is not a translation of

the VIC version, but a completely

re-written game for the 64. The

graphics have been jazzed up

using the multi-color features of

sprites. Extras like the radiating

display in the Space Warp round

have been added, making the

action more true to the arcade

original. The action is just as fast

as in the arcade so you'd better
be quick!

For those of you not already

familiar with GORF, the game

consists of four different rounds.

In each round you, as Galactic

Defender, must shoot all the in

vading Gorfian robots. The first

round, Astro Battles, resembles

the "invaders" games like our
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own Avenger, with the addition of

a force shield to protect you. The

second round is Laser Battles, with

deadly laser beams blocking your

path. The third round is Space

Warp, with the enemy ships spi-

raling toward you and dropping

fireballs in your way. The last

round is Rag Ship, where you

must shoot through the Gorfian's

shields and hit the ship's reactor.

Once you complete the four

rounds, you are promoted in rank,

from Space Cadet to Space Cap

tain to Space Colonel to Space

General to Space Warrior to Space

Avenger (although, regardless of

how well I did, my wife still says

I'm a space cadet!). Each round

gets a little harder with higher ranks,

especially the Space Warp round,

which gets me every time.

I've played with these for sev

eral weeks now, with and without

the speech module. At first I was

skeptical of the "gimmicky" side

of the speech, but now I'm con

vinced that it really enhances my

enjoyment of the games. When

the machine tells me that I can't

escape the Gorfian robots, I usu

ally answer that they can't escape

me! These cartridges are challeng

ing, attractive and funny—what

more could you want? C

Table 1: Phrases from Wizard of Wor

Find me. the Wizard of Wor.

Get ready warrior.

My pets are getting hungry.

Remember, I'm the wizard, not you.

You'll never leave Wor alive, ha ha ha ha.

If you destroy my babies, I'll pop you in the oven.

You'll get the Arena.

You'll get the Pit.

Now you get the heavyweights, ha ha ha ha.

If you get too powerful, I'll take care of you myself.

Your bones will lie in the dungeons of Wor,

ha ha ha ha.

Garwor and Thorwor become invisible, ha ha ha ha.

Worlord be forewarned, you approach the Pit.

Beware, you are now in the Worlord dungeons.

Hey, your space boot is untied.

Oops! I must have forgotten the walls, ha ha ha ha.

Come back for more with the Wizard of Wor,

ha ha ha ha.

You can start anew but for now you're through,

ha ha ha ha.

He he he ho ho ho ha ha ha ha, that was fun.

Table 2: Phrases from GORF

1. Commodore presents Gorf, a Bally/Midway Game.

2. By Eric Cotton.

3. I am the Gorfian empire.

4. Long live Gorf.

5. Push the joystick button.

6. Gorfian robots attack, attack.

7. You will meet a Gorfian doom.

8. Survival is impossible.

9. Robot warriors seek and destroy.

10. My robot warriors are unbeatable.

11. Prepare yourself for annihilation.

12. Gorfians take no prisoners.

13. You cannot escape my Gorfian robots, ha ha ha.

14. Bad move.

15. Got you.

16. Another enemy ship destroyed, ha ha ha.

17. Your end draws near.

18. Some galactic defender you are.

19. Too bad.

20. Bite the dust.

21. Gorfians conquer another galaxy, ha ha ha.

22. All hail the supreme Gorfian empire.

23. Nice shot, you have been promoted.

24. Next time will be harder, but for now you have

been promoted.

25. In the Gorfian chronicles, you have been promoted.

26. For hitting my flagship you have been promoted.

Strategy hints from Eric
Cotton, programmer of

GORF:

1. Astro Battles: Kill columns of in

vaders from the edge to the middle.

At higher ranks you should stay at

the bottom of the screen because

you can crash into them.

2. Laser Attack: Kill the laser ship

when it is high up then get the other

ships as they drift down.
3. Space Warp: Duck and weave;

don't stand stilt. The fireballs are

smarter every second rank (Cap

tain, Genera! and Avenger). When

there's more than one fireball on the

screen pretend you're in a maze and

just concentrate on survival.

4. Flagship: Shoot a large opening in

the middle of the force screen then

aim for the reactor opening. At

higher ranks there can be more than

one fireball but there can be only

three enemy objects on the screen

at a time (not counting the ship). If

you don't kill the Gorfs, you'll have

fewer fireballs to worry about.
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DRAGONSDEN Quest

The sky gleaming blue,

the clouds floating white.

A winged horse glides by,

astride her a knight.

The horse's wings flap,

the knight raises his lance.

They fly toward the mountain,

a brazen advance.

The base of the mountain

holds five coal-colored caves

and five pterodactyl guards—

the DRAGONSDEN slaves.

As his winged steed descends,

the knight sights his prey.

His lance at the ready,

guides his mount to the fray.

He draws the five guards

out into the sun.

His lance slashes wings;

they fall one by one.

The caves lie unguarded,

none left to defend;

the knight enters a passage,

and starts to descend.

A tunnel forgotten,

toward danger it leads;

the knight enters slowly,

his tension recedes.

Large spiders attack,

dropping down from the ceiling.

Avoiding their sting,

he continues, unfeeling.

Bats come upon him

in the narrow expanse.

He wreaks havoc upon them;

By Steve Finkel

they all taste his lance.

Continuing onward,

leaving slain bats behind.

Toward the heart of the mountain,

to his mission resigned.

To face the next challenge,

a volley of spears;

his winged horse eludes them,

the knight perseveres.

The knight has survived

to face the scourge of all men,

reaches the core of the mountain,

to invade DRAGONSDEN.

In the fires of Hell

an egg waits to hatch

with deadly bat guardians

the knight must dispatch.

Throughout the knight's struggle,

the egg cracks in surges.

While the bats are defeated

the dragon emerges,

beginning the struggle

'tween dragon and knight,

a showdown gone airbom,

a duel in mid-flight.

The winged horse is swift,

the dragon immense.

The knight attacks fiercely,

no thought to defense.

The knight's will is steadfast

and sure is his aim;

absorbing two thrusts,

the dragon is game.

He turns and he charges,

bearing down on his foe;

the winged horse eludes him,

escaping the blow.

Spitting fire aloft,

the green beast enraged;

the knight feels triumphant,

his lance is engaged.

The pain and disgrace:

the dragon's retreat.

The knight follows after,

then flesh and lance meet.

A final explosion,

in colorful smoke.

The dragon is vanquished,

the knight has a Coke™.

DRAGONSDEN is an original fantasy/

action game on cartridge for the Commo

dore 64, for one or two players. C
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RealMen Don't Go North
An In-depth Review Of INFOCOM's Suspended:

on disk for the Commodore 64

By Jim Gracely

Why would I want to play an

adventure game? Because every

body needs a little adventure now

and then. But what is this thing

called adventure? To Funk &

Wagnall an adventure is "a stir

ring or thrilling experience...

risky or exciting activity". To me

an adventure is a chance to pit

my intellect and wits against

some obstacle or challenge. An

adventure is a life and death strug

gle to real men.

If an adventure is all of these

things, then what is an adventure

game? Why it must be an adven

ture within a game situation. Then

how do you play an adventure

game? Well, you imagine yourself

in another land, with dragons and

trolls and caves. Or you are flown

through space and time to the

earth in the far future or to the

outer reaches of the universe.

"In closing, I tell you that these

are the threads of which adven

tures are weaved."

Kravis Splenter: Closing

remarks of 1983 address to

the National Association of

Garment Gamers

The measure of an adventure's

success is the degree to which

you experience and live through

the choices and decisions you

have made.

Where do the masses of ad

venture games on the market

fit into this definition? Well, the

simplest of adventures limits your

vocabulary severely. How can I

experience a new world when the

most exciting thing I can do is "GO

NORTH"? The more advanced

games allow a greater vocabulary

but limit your actions. If I feel like

eating a rock I should be able to.

The only limiting feature of the

grand adventures [ZorkI, II and ///,

Deadline, Suspended and Star-

cross) is that you have to tell your

self (the 64) what you want to do.

You have to tell yourself to "TAKE

THE SWORD" to take the sword.

It's like always talking to yourself

(saying silently "now I'm going

to...") and real men don't do

that very much.

So now, what would you think

of a game that doesn't have this

limitation? A game which allows

the reality of your actions to be

come as real as you want to let

them. It allows you to choose your

destiny. To search out new worlds

and creatures. To boldly go where

no man has gone before

ta... da... da. da. da.da. dee...

(Sorry. I'm just trying to keep you

suspended).

Suspended is an adventure game

with some added features. Instead

of telling yourself what to do, you
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have a robot to instruct. Now, if

the robot can't do anything except

"GO NORTH" it's a little easier to

understand (but just wait!). In the

game you are sitting at a computer

keyboard with a monitor in front

of you (not hard to imagine). You

type in your instructions to the ro

bot, using the computer as an in

terpreter, and the robot responds

to you through your monitor. You

are no longer talking to yourself

and can resume the role of a real

man. I'm not telling you the

whole of it, however.

This game is much more than

just telling a robot what to do. In

fact you have six robots to control

simultaneously! Of course you can

only tell one robot at a time to do a

task (except under certain circum

stances) and you have to keep

track of where they all are at all

times. The robots exist in an un

derground complex. Under what

ground is up to your imagination

(are there tremors below your

feet or is the alpha centuri solar

system under your control?).

I should mention that the six

robots are your basic "see no

evil/hear no evil" types. That is,

one is specially designed to see

(that's Iris), one is designed to hear

(Auda), one is designed to sense

electrical currents (Sensa). Waldo

is all sonar (but he's also the en

gineer of the bunch) and Whiz is

your interface to the Central Li

brary Core. Last, but never least,

is Poet. Poet is able to examine

items by their "vibes". Alas, but

Poet was never taught regular

speech. His words often cre

ate more confusion than they

are worth:

It s.?.y=. "While traveling

the h i 9hway s and by wa y -i of

I 1 fe .■ 0' "i € d08 S Vi ' t .3.1 W 3. y £

have time to -stop and look

at theroadmaP' I think.
(But what do I know?

I can't read — I learned

all ma Philosophy ba

redact i ve absurd i utm . Ta. 1 k

to Iris and she'll read it

for you.)

The hardest challenge of this

game is trying to figure out what

the challenge of the game is. You

get a nice board-map of the un

derground complex, complete

with sticky decals of all your ro

bots. There is a small manual de

scribing the game setup and the

personalities of each robot. The

manual also includes descriptions

of the Central Library Core, the

Surface Systems (weather, hydro-

ponic and transportation) and

how to quit (very important). Be

fore the game actually starts you

feel prepared to do just about

anything. Once it begins you're

trying to find anything to do. Per

sonally, I spent a lot of time getting

to know my robots. Then I spent

some time sightseeing, followed

by some rest and then some more

sightseeing. After the first couple

of hundred moves things started to

become clear to me.

Let me talk about these robots

for a moment. These are definitely

not tin boxes that bump into walls

and reverse direction. You can

really relate to these robots (sorry,

real men can't). Each robot has a

personality, which is displayed in

the responses it gives you. I'm sure

that different people will find dif

ferent robots as their own "pets".

Switching to a technological view
point for a moment—it's amazing

to think of the amount of data

required to allow six robots to

respond entirely differently to

each room, object and situation.

Back to the game. Your overall

purpose in this game is to restore

the entire complex to a normal

balance. This will in turn allow you

to restore the entire surface world

to a normal balance. This is no

easy task. I've been playing this

game for hours (with a capital O)

and each time I think that I've

solved everything some unex

pected twist surfaces.

There are two special features

of this game that I must mention.

The first is available in all of INFO-

COM's adventure games, and

that is the ability to SAVE a game.

In fact the ability is there to save

many games at different stages

on the same disk. I always save

the game right before I try some

doubtful or hazardous move. If

I wind up dead, I can go back

to where I was and not do what

killed me.

The second special feature

restores the challenge of the

game once you have successfully

brought peace to the world. When

the game is first started you can

use a command called CONFIG

(for configure) to change some of

the beginning parameters of the

game. In this way you can increase

the difficulty of the game for your

self. After the game is completed

once, there is always room for

improving your score (number

of people who have died) or your

time (number of "cycles"). In try

ing to figure out this game the first

time, 1 have unsuccessfully saved

the lives of 10 million out of 30

million people and have used 380

cycles. This is just about as bad as

you can possibly do (you'll find

out why).

In the meantime, watch for

Poet on television, remember the
lady or the tiger, beware of the

Creators, don't flip upside-down
and have fun. C
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AndDon'tForget
These Favorites

More new releases for the Commodore 64 to light up anyone's Christmas!

Lazarian (cartridge)

This Bally/Midway hit plays ex

actly like the arcade version that

(up until now) has been sucking

quarters out of your favorite 64er's

pocket. The graphics are 64-ific,

and the background music (Bee

thoven's Ninth and the William

Tell Overture) positively inspiring.

In the first round you shoot all the

meteorites and rescue your lander.

Then you navigate the 'Tunnel

of Fear", inhabited by killer

fish, aliens and gun emplacements.

Finally you confront Lazarian

himself—a kind of octopus-cyclops-

pyramid with a deadly killer eye.

Once you've conquered all that, you

move on to increasingly difficult

levels of play.

What makes this game even bet

ter than the arcades (aside from

the fact that you don't have to

feed it with quarters) is that it has

a pause feature that lets you

freeze the screen, go off and grab

a snack, then come back and pick

up again exactly where you left

off. For the benefit of novice

players it also has a reset feature

so if you get wiped out in the first

level of play you can reset the

game and continue from where

you got killed, instead of having

to start all over.

Blueprint (cartridge)
A terrific—not to mention

slightly wacko—Bally/Midway

game with a couple of twists that

make it one of my favorites. The

version for the 64 looks, sounds

and plays just like the original ar

cade version.

The object is for a little guy in a

straw hat to find all the pieces of a

machine, put the pieces together

following a "blueprint" at the

bottom of the screen, and then use

the machine to shoot the ogre that

keeps chasing a gorgeous damsel

across the top of the screen. He

finds the pieces of the machine

stored in ten little houses. The

problem is that some of the houses

contain bombs instead, which he

then has to throw into a "bomb

pit" way down at the bottom of

the screen before they blow him to

bits. And there's this mischievous

monster named Willie who keeps

trying to make the machine fall

apart. And these killer flowerpots

that keep falling off the ledge

above...

If our hero succeeds, he gets the

fair lady—and gets to start over

again with less time, more bombs,

more killer flowerpots—oh, boy

isn't he lucky? If, however, he fails

and the ogre catches the poor be

leaguered (not to mention buxom)

damsel, our hardworking little

friend dies of a broken heart and

goes to heaven, complete with

halo. (This is a just reward?)
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More INFOCOM
Adventure Games on

Disk: The Zork Trilogy,

Deadline, Starcross

In addition to Suspended,

Commodore also has five other

mind-bending adventures from

INFOCOM for the Commodore

64. The three Zork games take

you on quests through magical

worlds seeking treasures, fighting

dragons and conquering wizards.

But watch out for the bats!

In Deadline you are the police

inspector assigned to investigate

the murder of wealthy Marshall

Robner. Was it Robner's wife? His

business partner? Or perhaps his

spoiled and hostile son? You have

twelve hours to gather evidence

and make an arrest.

Starcross takes you into space,

navigating a mining craft. You

dock at an asteroid—but what an

unusual asteroid. What is this odd

looking sculpture here on the dock

ing port? Explore all the possibili

ties. Can you escape with your
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life before your oxygen runs out?

All the INFOCOM adventures

for the Commodore 64 have large

vocabularies, so you have great

flexibility for asking questions

and giving commands. They also

have a weird sense of humor, so

be prepared.

Magic Desk (cartridge)

Make yourself comfortable in

Commodore's animated office,

where you can do office work

that feels like play. The first in

the Magic Desk series provides a

friendly word processor that looks

and sounds like a conventional

typewriter and a filing system for

storing and retrieving documents,

all in a "real" office that's created

graphically on your computer

screen. You even have a waste-

basket and a working clock. Use

the friendly flying finger controlled

by your joystick to choose the

function you want, whether it's
typing a document, printing it out,

filing it or throwing it away.

Additional Magic Desks are

on the way, with calculation and
financial capabilities, an artist's

easel for creating graphics—and

who knows what else. C
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The Micro Cookbook
There's Something Good Cooking at Commodore.

By April M. Koppenhaver

From its inception Commodore

has been committed to designing

and marketing fresh new ideas.

One of our latest delectables, the

Micro Cookbook, is a piping hot

software package for the Com

modore 64. Hosting over 150

international, tantalizing, savory

favorites, the Micro Cookbook

is now ready to be your comput

erized kitchen consultant.

The Micro Cookbook is the

computer age solution to home

information management. Just

to whet your appetite, the Micro

Cookbook provides you with a

smorgasbord of easy, fast, reliable

ways to:

• Enter, modify, store, search

and retrieve your recipes

• Select a recipe by ingredients

on hand

• Prepare shopping lists

• Print your favorite recipes

• Access important nutritional

and cooking information

• Automatically adjust recipes

for a specific number of

servings

Great for singles, families and

party planners, the Micro Cook

book lets you store hundreds of

your culinary creations on disk.

The Micro Cookbook can list the

dessert recipes using a certain fruit

that is in season or tell you the

number of calories in a serving of

strawberry cheesecake. The Micro

Cookbook can double your favor

ite recipe for tonight's sukiyaki or

even give you a definition of stir

fry. How's that for versatile?

When you begin the Micro

Cookbook, a "main menu" ap

pears on the screen, which lists a

feast of functions that can be per

formed. Simply enter the name of

the desired recipe or the number

associated with the function you

want your Micro Cookbook to

perform. Sounds simple doesn't

it? And the results are sensational!

In fact, the Micro Cookbook is en

tirely menu-driven. That means

the program displays the choices

and all you have to do is select the

one you want.

The Micro Cookbook can

search and retrieve your files very

quickly. The secret ingredient is

the way the program manages

your recipe data. It maintains sev

eral indices in order to do this.

There's an index for recipes, in

gredients and recipe classifications.

Each index lists the selections that

are available.

For example, by entering a "0"

at the main menu you can obtain

an index of recipes that are stored

on your recipe disk. Because you

can store hundreds of recipes on

a disk, the cookbook lists a maxi

mum of 32 names on the screen

at a time. To review the next set

of recipe names, simply press the

RETURN key. Enter "1" to review

the index of ingredients or "2" for
classifications. Also, if you prefer

to see the selections in alphabetical

order, specify the sorting option.

Then your Micro Cookbook and

Commodore computer will do it
all for you.

Here's more food for thought.

To access a specific file, you can

type in a recipe name (chile con

came), ingredient(s) (ground

beef), and/or classification

(mexican). Another alternative is to

scan the index screens and simply

move the cursor to the location of

your choice. Press CTRL-C and

the information you wanted will

be displayed. This "point select"

method is easier than typing!

If this isn't enough to make you

indulge, this easy-to-use kitchen

consultant also features a glossary

of cooking terms, calorie/nutrition

guides, a table of measurements

and equivalents, a table of ingre

dient substitutions and food buying,

storing and cooking tips. Drooling?

Tempted? Don't go hungry. Get

those juices flowing and call your

local dealer today. The time is ripe

to ask for your special take-home

order of Commodore's Micro

Cookbook. Also, be sure to make

reservations for your friends and

relatives. C
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Tickle Your Tonsils with
Robert Carrier's Menu Planner for the VIC20

Do you have trouble setting up

dinner for relatives? Even after

thinking hard for hours the only

recipes you can remember are the

ones that don't work, because

they got the most spectacular re

sults? Does cooking at home seem

to have degenerated to TV dinners

and cold sandwiches? Well, if you

would like to throw away some

moldy habits or just add some

spice to your life, your friendly VIC

20 and Robert Carrier's Menu

Planner may curry the day.

Robert Carrier's Menu Planner

is a British program intended for

the VIC 20 with at least 8K bytes

of memory expansion and the

Commodore datassette. The pro

gram manages a list of 120 dishes

and 20 wines. The program comes

with a data tape containing a sug

gested list of dishes and wines

selected by Robert Carrier, a

well-known British food person.

The recipes for these dishes are

contained in four cookbooks that

are listed in the program manual.

It is also possible to make a

customized list of dishes and

drinks that might fit your lifestyle

better. This does not have to be

limited to ordinary cuisine, either.

At my house we are always having

trouble figuring out what the cats

were served last. Even if we for

get, they always know if they are

served leftovers. Now it is possible

to make up a special gourmet kitty

database, with Kitty McNuggets,

By Walter Lounsbery

COMRJTB! SCRWME

Rabbit Chitlins or Beef Cuts in

Beef Gravy. As for ourselves, we

could put several "surprise" se

lections in the list such as "other

spouse cooks" or "fast food" or

"fine dining". In the first case the

VIC gets to excuse the current

cook for the day and in the last

two nobody has to cook, much

less clean up the dishes.

This brings us to discuss what

the program does with its list of

dishes and drinks. Actually, that is

only a small part of the database.

The program can also keep a list

of guests at parties, the date of the

party and what was served. The

program can save (remember) 30

to 60 names depending on the

memory expansion of the com

puter, although only eight per

party can be handled. Therefore,

the menu planner can keep track

of three things for you, dishes and

drinks, party dates and guests.

It might be seen that the menu

planner program actually does

quite a lot. With the aid of an

explicit, step-by-step manual and

good use of screen MENUS (well,

that is what they are called!), the

first-time user is able to exercise

his/her diet in short order. There

are very few points that can be

criticized, and none major enough

to talk about. The program can

even select dishes and drinks for

you, subject to your approval. If

you are holding a party, it can also

help select your guests and review

what you served at recent parties

(and who got it) in order to vary

the menu. The use of a program

like this could help a person a lot.

It would be unfair to close with

out suggesting ways to improve

the program. A disk-based version

would be nice, with the possibil

ity of more guests per party. Of

course, in the coming age of com

puters, it will soon be possible to

have a program that will call up

the people on the guest list and in

vite them over. This would elimi

nate a tedious chore and let your

computer get all the rejection.

Because, you see, it might be pos

sible that your computer will be

calling your guest's computer.

And your guest's computer will

remember how you burned what

you served the last time! C
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MICRO CALC

VTfe
MASTER

\

VIC CLOCK WORD DETECTIVE

VIC PLAVEH SORTINQ BREAKUP CHARACTERS

Mastering Your VIC20

By Phil Daley, Robert Tripp and Loren Wright.

Published by Commodore in conjunction with

Micro Ink.

Reviewed by Jim Gracely

If you want to become a pro

grammer or you just want to un

derstand how and why programs

work, this may be the book for

you. This book walks you through

eight chapters of programs. Each

chapter is based on one particu

lar program and may include a

number of shorter programs.

There are chapters on music,

sorting, word games, breakup

games, programmable characters

and even clocks.

Each chapter begins with a dis

cussion of what the program does

or what it is for. This is followed by

operating instructions for the pro

gram, complete with a picture of

the screen display. The next sec

tion in the chapter explains how to

use the program. This is a look at

the program from the "outside" or

from the user's point of view.

Once this material has been

presented, the program itself is

explained. First there is a list of all

the variables used in the program.

This is followed by the program

listing itself, which is supple

mented with a good detailed ex

planation. The explanations are

not always line-by-line but rather

a section-by-section description

of how the program works. In

the first chapter, "VIC Player" (a

piano program), there are three

pages of program listing and four

pages of documentation.

The next portion of each chap

ter discusses the programming

concepts used within the program.

This is the place where a beginner

can pick up the techniques of pro

gram writing. All of the concepts

used in the program are explained

here in much detail. For instance,

in the first chapter this section ex

plains making selections from a

menu, the differences between

integers and floating point num-
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bers and the INT (integer) func

tion. In the chapter titled "Breakup"

(a game) the concepts in the sec

ond section include reading the

joystick port and the paddle port.

In general the book progresses

from simple concepts through

some very difficult concepts in

the multi-color programmable

character section. The concepts

presented in each chapter are

used within the following chap

ters, which allows the programs to

become progressively more com

plex. This also allows the program

mer to progressively increase his

knowledge and understanding.

There are two additional very

strong features of this book. The

first is that the book comes with

a cassette tape containing all the

programs. This is nice for more

reasons than reducing the frustra

tion of typing in a long program.

Personally, I can't get excited

about learning how a new pro

gram works without using it first.

Whether the program is a game or

spreadsheet I like to see what fea

tures would be a challenge for me

to figure out. Once I am impressed

with the program I am willing to sit

down and examine how and why

it works.

The second strong feature of

this book is that the programs in

cluded are the type to impress

you. There are a number of very

nice programs here, which are

original in both their concept and

approach. The game of "Master"

is similar to the peg games on the

market, except that this version

will do all of the work for you. The

"VIC Clock" is a digital alarm

clock with BIG numbers and set

tings for the time and the alarm.

The "Bar Sort" program actually

displays 20 bars of random lengths

as they are being sorted by any

one of five sorting methods.

"Micro Calc" is a miniature

spreadsheet program. It allows

ten lines of data to be processed

at once and with modifications

(included in text) allows 20 lines.

There are bound to be a few

people out there in VIC land who

would turn up their noses at this

book and say "I already know how

to do all of that!" but I'm sure not

one of them. C

More Books for the VIC 20

from the Commodore

Christmas Bookshelf

There's no such thing as too

much information about your favor

ite computer. That's why Commo

dore's four-book package for the

VIC 20, published in conjunction

with Hayden Books, will be a spe

cial treat for any VIC 20 owner.

The package contains four time-

tested favorites by topnotch au

thors: Stimulating Simulations for

the VIC by C. W. Engel and three

from the well known British VIC

expert Nick Hampshire, including

VIC Revealed, VIC Games and

VIC Graphics.

All four books provide practical

programming advice and exciting

programs with clear explanations.

Each book gives the VIC user a

more thorough understanding of

the VIC's capabilities and hands-on
experience in creating all kinds of

effects on the wonder computer.

If you like to get (or give) your in

formation right from the source, then

books from Commodore are the ob

vious choice. C
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By Danny Byrne

The 1701 color monitor recently

introduced by Commodore was a

pleasant surprise and a welcome

addition to our family's computer

system. It wasn't too long ago that

I faced a small lynch mob because

I decided I needed to use the fam

ily color TV during prime time.

After a few close encounters like

that (more accurately, out-right

battles) the rest of the family de

cided that we needed another

color television.

We shopped around, compared

prices and features and had almost

decided on a popular brand that

was conveniently on sale, when

we learned that Commodore had

a color monitor that performed

wonders with the picture on the

Commodore 64.

I called a family conference, and

almost everyone was all for buy

ing the 1701 monitor, particularly

since the price ($299.00 list) was

less than we had planned on pay

ing for the color TV. The one hold

out was our 14 year-old daughter,

Beth. Her objection was, "If you

can't watch 'Fame' or 'Family

Ties' on it, it's not worth buying

at any price!".

Of course her objections were

overruled (she was outnumbered

when we put it to a vote) and

when I brought the 1701 home

and Beth saw the quality of the

video display with her favorite

Commodore video game, I heard

no more of that "television non

sense" (or so I thought!).

My wife Betsy, sympathetic
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to Beth's plight (she always has

spoiled that kid) called up the

salesman at the place we bought

the monitor and asked if there

might be a way to interface it with

our ancient RCA video cassette

recorder and use it as a television

set Her reasoning was that since

the VCR contains a television

tuner, and when we watch TV

through the VCR we are only

using the picture tube and the

speakers, that it should be possi

ble to access the 1701 monitor in

the same fashion.

The salesman told Betsy that

he had never thought about it, but

it did sound logical. He asked her

to let him know the outcome of

our experiment. Armed with this

"expert" confirmation of her idea,

Betsy joined forces with Beth to

confront me. I was skeptical at

first, but they convinced me to

give it a try.

The first thing I had done when I

bought the 1701 was make a cable

to hook our 64 up to the rear con

nection, on the advice of Jim But-

terfield and other 64 owners who

had tried it (more on this in a min

ute). This left the front hook-ups

free for connecting to our VCR.

I used two RCA cables with pin

jacks and plugged them into the

video-out and audio-out on the

VCR. (These are standard 75 ohm

RCA plugs, available just about

anywhere for around $3.) This

procedure not only worked, but

gave the Byrne family an auxiliary

color TV set that had better color.

sound and resolution (in our opin

ion) than any of the "real" televi

sions we had considered buying!

I also found that I could go one

step further and feed signals from

the computer into the audio/

video-in jacks on the VCR, which

passes the signal through to the

monitor. This enables me to re

cord graphics and sound from the

64 on video tape, just like some of

the impressive computer graphics

and sound exhibitions you may

have seen on television.

Beth's prime time problems and

Betsy's intuition had resulted in an

entire modular home learning and

entertainment center consisting

of our Commodore 64, 1701

color monitor, the video cassette

recorder and our stereo system

(hooked up to the 64 monitor

cable's audio-out plug). I would

venture a guess that some kind of

matching system containing these

components (and maybe some

that I haven't thought of—laser

disk?) will be the norm in the

homes of the very near future.

The real reason I (not Beth) had

wanted to buy the 1701 was the

excellent color and resolution that

I had seen demonstrated at the

Commodore dealer. In the 1701

my hopes for really showing off

my 64's graphics had crystalized

into reality, but to obtain the best

display, as I mentioned, I did have

to build my own cable to connect

my Commodore 64 to the rear

hook-up on the 1701.

According to the manual that

comes with the 1701: "The use of

this terminal (rear hook-up) allows

the display of a picture with better

resolution than the ordinary con

nection ...". If anything, this is an

understatement, but the manual

forgets to mention that the cable

for this connection is not included.

I know several people, not being

forewarned, who searched for the

"other cable" in the monitor box

and packings with (predictably)

disappointing results.

Let me again say—the rear

hook-up cable is not included.

Although I understand that some

electronic stores carry a ready-

made cable that fits the bill for

around $10,1 couldn't find one

in Albuquerque, so 1 built my

own with parts costing less than

$5. However, if you are not inclined

to whip out your soldering gun

and start sticking wires and plugs

together, what you need to do is

go to your local computer or elec

tronics store and get a five-pin

DIN-to-three-RCA plug designed

to go from computer to monitor.

If you can't find one ready-made,

you might ask your dealer to make

one for you.

The manual that comes with

the 1701 Commodore color moni

tor is short (ten pages) but to the

point. 1 find it very useful and

easy to understand, with excellent

drawings and diagrams (some are

included as illustrations for this ar

ticle). In an age of indecipherable

hardware manuals, this is no mean

feat! One of the things my wife

likes best about the monitor (be

lieve it or not) is the fact that it

matches the 64 and the 1541

disk drive. Together they make

a handsome system that no one

could mistake for anything less

than a real computer.
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Commodore Persona! Computer

1. The Commodore 1701 color monitor

comes with a cable that plugs into

the front. The display is excellent

using this configuration.
Audio Inpul

2. For the best possible display, con

nectors are available in the back of

the monitor.

Audio Input —

Luma Input —

Chroma Input

Signal Selector-

Power Cord-

®

iiiiimiiiiiiiin I-. | lillilillilUJ

Commodore Personal Computer

3. Use a special five-pm DIN-to-three-

RCA plug, available at computer

dealers and electronics stores, to

access the rear connectors.

Audio Input (White)

Chroma

/Input

(Red)

Signal Selector
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Browse here for even more great ideas for Christmas giving.

Order

Number Product Name and Description

Commodore Consumer Range—VIC Series
VIC 20™

Full-featured, expandable color

computer system. 5K RAM, includes

RF Modulator & TV switch box.

Commodore Personal Computer Range—
64 Series

Commodore 64™

64K RAM personal computer features

16 colors, music synthesizer, high res

olution graphics, (320 x 200 pixels),

8 movable sprites, and CP/M* option.

Provides access to 2 joysticks, 4 pad

dles or a light pen. Display: 40 column

x 25 lines

• CP/M is a Registered TradeMark of Digital Research, Inc.

Commodore Personal Computer Range—
4000 Series

PET® 4032N

System includes graphic keyboard and

numeric keypad; Display: 40 column

x 25 lines; 32K RAM

Commodore Business Computer Range—
8000 Series

CBM® 8032B

Typewriter style keyboard, numeric

keypad, 80 column x 25 line display.

32K RAM, BASIC 4.0.

CBM 64K Memory Expansion Board

64K Add On-Memory. Expands CBM

8032 to 96K RAM.

Upgrade Board

Upgrades CBM 8032 to SuperPET

Commodore Advanced Computer Range—
9000 Series

SuperPET™ Computer SP9000

Enhanced 8032 with additional 6809

microprocessor; total 134K memory

with 96K RAM. Languages include

Waterloo microBASIC, Waterloo

microAPL, Waterloo microPASCAL,

Waterloo microFORTRAN, Waterloo

microCOBOL, interpreters and

Waterloo 6809 Assembler.

Order

Number Product Name and Description

Commodore Systems Peripherals—Disk Drives
VIC 1530 <C2N)Datassette

Cassette storage for PET/CBM/

VIC/C64

VIC 1541 Single Disk

Single drive intelligent 514" floppy disk

system for the VIC 20 and Commo

dore 64. Media compatible with CBM

2031 and 4040 diskettes. (170K)

CBM 2031 Single Disk

Single drive intelligent 51/4" floppy disk

system. 170K (DOS 2.6).

CBM 4040 Dual Drive

Dual drive intelligent 51/4" mini-floppy

disk system. 340K (DOS 2.1).

CBM 8050 Dual Drive

Dual drive intelligent 51/4" mini-floppy

diskdystem. 1 Megabyte (DOS 2.5).
CBM 8250 Dual Drive

Dual drive intelligent 51/T floppy disk

system. 2.1 Megabyte, dual sided

(DOS 2.7).

D9060 Hard Drive

5V4" "Winchester" drive (DOS 3.0)

5.0 MB

D9090 5V4" "Winchester" drive (DOS 3.0)
7.5 MB

All Commodore disk units feature compatible DOS command language

and file handling capabilities to allow upward expansion of systems

as required.

Printers
VIC 1525

CBM 4022

CBM 8023P

Graphic Printer

VIC dot matrix printer for the VIC 20

and Commodore 64. 30 CPS, 80 col

umn; prints full VIC character set;

tractor feed.

Printer

Dot matrix printer with tractor feed,

80 column, prints full PET graphics,

variable line spacing, bi-directional,

80 CPS.

Printer

Dot matrix printer with tractor feed,

136 column. Fully programmable

graphics, bi-directional, pseudo letter

quality, 150 CPS.
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Order

Number Product Name and Description

Order

Number Product Name

CBM8300P Printer

True letter quality, daisy wheel printer

with 10,12, 15 pitch or proportional

spacing and optional tractor feed. Bi

directional; 40 CPS; supports APL &

foreign language print wheels.

Cables
IEEE-IEEE

Designed to connect more than

one peripheral to any PET/CBM

computer.

PET-IEEE

Used for connecting one peripheral to

any PET/CBM computer.

Accessories
CT500

VIC 1311

VIC 1312

VIC 1600

VIC 1525

Commodore Computer Desk

26" x l1/8"T-molding with rounded

comers; heavy steel legs with adjustable

leveling glides; typewriter height with

a ventilated shelf for the disk drive.

Joystick for VIC 20 and Commo

dore 64

Paddles for VIC 20 and Commo

dore 64

VICMODEM

Telephone Interface Cartridge. Lets

VIC 20 & Commodore 64 owners com

municate by telephone, access tele

computing and timesharing service.

Includes terminal software on tape.

Plus FREE CompuServe Subscription.

Printer Paper

1000 Sheets

Peripheral Compatibility...

CBM Peripherals can be used with the PET, CBM, and

SuperPET range of computers, and also with the VIC 20

and Commodore 64 computers if a special IEEE cartridge

is purchased.

VIC Memory Expansion Cartridges
VIC1110 VIC 8K Memory Expander Cartridge

8K RAM expansion cartridge plugs

directly into the VIC.

VIC1111 VIC 16K Memory Expander Cartridge

For use with the VIC 20.

VIC Interface Cartridges
VIC1011A RS232 Terminal Interface

Provides interface between the VIC 20

& C-64 and RS232 telecommunica

tions modems. Connects to the VIC's

& 64's user port.

Applications

400020

400021

400030

400031

400040

400050

400051

400060

400061

500010

500011

500039

500041

500049

500043

500045

500046

500047

500048

500050

500051

500052

900040

Software for PET/CBM

Assembler Development—8050

Assembler Development—4040

Integer Basic Compiler—8050

Integer Basic Compiler—4040

CMAR Record Handler

UCSD Pascal (Without Board)—8050

UCSD Pascal (Without Board)—4040

PETSpeed Basic Compiler—8050

PETSpeed Basic Compiler—4040

OZZ—8050

OZZ—4040

Dow Jones Portfolio Management

System (80 Col. RS232)

BPI Accounts Receivable

BPI Accounts Payable

BPI General Ledger—8050

BPI General Ledger—4040

BPI Job Cost

BPI Inventory

BPI Payroll

Legal Time Accounting

Medical Accounting System

Atlas 1200 Service and Maintenance

I.R.M.A. II (Information Retrieval &

Management Aid)

VIC 20 Software

VIC Business

VIC-2001

VIC-2002

VIC-2003

VIC-2004

VIC-2005

Series

Simplicalc (Disk)

VIC File (Disk)

VIC Writer (Disk)

Money Decisions I (Tape)

Money Decisions II (Tape)

VIC Home Information Series on Disk

VIC-3001

VIC-3002

VIC-3003

VIC-3004

VIC-3005

Quizmaster

Know Your Child's IQ

Know Your Own IQ

Know Your Personality

Menu Planner
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Older

Number Product Name

Order

Number Product Name

VIC20 Recreation Games on Cartridge

Video Arcade Series

VIC1901

VIC1904

VIC1906

VIC1907

VIC1908

VIC1909

VIC1910

VIC1913

VIC1919

VIC1920

VIC1921

VIC1922

VIC1923

VIC1924

VIC1925

VIC1931

VIC1937

VIC1938

VIC1939

VIC Avenger

SuperSlot

Super Alien

Jupiter Lander

Draw Poker

Road Race/Midnight Drive

Radar Rat Race

Raid on Fort Knox

Sargon II Chess

Pinball Spectacular

Super Smash

Cosmic Cruncher

Gorf*

Omega Race*

Money Wars

Clowns*

Sea Wolf*

Tooth Invaders

Star Post

Scott Adams Adventure Games

VIC1914 Adventure Land Adventure

VIC1915 Pirate Cove

VIC1916 Mission Impossible Adventure

VIC1917 The Count

VIC1918 VooDoo Castle

Children's Series

VIC1911

VIC1912

VIC1928

VIC1930

VIC1933

VIC1935

VIC1941

The Sky Is Falling

Mole Attack

Home Babysitter

Visible Solar System

Bingo/Speed Math

Commodore Artist

Number Nabber

Home Improvement Cartridges

VIC1929 Personal Finance

VIC Programming Aid Cartridges

VIC1211A VIC 20 Super Expander

VIC1212 Programmers Aid Cartridge

VIC 1213 VICMon Machine Language Monitor

* Bally Midway Games developed under Commodore's

licensing agreement with Bally Manufacturing Company.
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VIC Teach Yourself Programming Series

VL102 Introduction to BASIC

Programming—Part I (Tape and

book)

VL103 BASIC Programming—Part II (Tape

and book)

VL110 GORTEK and the Microchips (Tape

and book)

VIC1001 Waterloo BASIC (Disk)

VIC Application Programs on T^pe

The following pre-recorded programs are designed for

use with the Commodore Datassette tape recorder.

Programs on tape come in several varieties and are color

coded by category as follows: Recreation (red),

Education (blue), Business Calculation (green), Home

Utility (orange), and Computing Aid (black).

VT106A

VT107A

VT108

VT109

VT164

VT232

Commodore

Recreation Program Six Pack

Home Calculation Program Six Pack

Math Improvement Six Pack

(grades 2-6)

Sampler Six Pack

Programmable Character

Set/Gamegraphics Editor

Term 20/40—Terminal Emulator

64 Software

Recreation Series on Cartridge

C64601

C64602

C64603

C64604

C64605

C64606

C64609

C64610

C64612

C64613

C64614

C64615

C64616

C64617

C64618

C64621

C64622

C64623

C64624

C64631

Jupiter Lander

Kickman*

Sea Wolf*

Bingo/Speed Math

Radar Rat Race

Clowns*

Visible Solar System

Tooth Invaders

Blueprint*

Lazarian*

Omega Race*

Wizard of Wor

Lamans

Pinball Spectacular

Gorf

Avenger

Super Smash

Star Post

Frogmaster

Star Ranger



Order

Number Product Name

Educational Public Domain on Disk

C64700

C64701

C64702

C64703

C64704

C64705

C64706

C64707

C64708

C64709

C64710

C64711

C64712

C64713

C64714

C64715

C64716

C64717

C64718

C64719

C64720

C64721

C64722

C64723

C64724

C64725

C64726

Business "BA"

Geography "RA'

English "EA"

English "EB"

English "EC"

English "ED"

English "EE"

English "EF"

English "EG"

Math "MA"

Math "MB"

Math "MC"

Math "MD"

Math "ME"

Math "MF'

Math "MG"

Math "MH"

CompSd"CA"

Science "SA"

Science "SB"

Science "SC"

Science "SD"

Tech "TA"

History "HA"

Games "GA"

Games "GB"

Games "GC"

Mind-Challenging Games From INFOCOM on Disk**

C64625 Zork I

C64626 Zork II

C64627 Zork III

C64628 Suspended

C64629 Starcross
C64630 Deadline

* * INFOCOM games developed under Commodore's

licensing agreement with INFOCOM, INC. INFOCOM
is a registered trademark of INFOCOM, INC.

EASY Business Series on Disk

C64200 Easy Calc 64

C64210 Word/Name Machine
C64202 Easy Finance 164

C64212 Easy Finance II64

C64213 Easy Finance III 64

Order

Number

C64214

C64215

C64204

C64207

C64208

C64216

Product Name

Easy Finance IV 64

Easy Finance V 64

Easy Mail 64

Easy Script 64

Easy Spell 64

The Manager

Small Business System Series on Disk

C64220

C64221

C64222

C64223

C64224

C64225

General Ledger

Accounts Receivable

Accounts Payable

Payroll/Check Writing

Inventory Management

Codewriter

Learning Series

C64303

C64310

GORTEK and the Microchips (Tape)

Easy Lesson/Easy Quiz 64 (Disk)

Programming Series

C64101

C64103

C64104

C64105

C64106

C64107

C64108

C64109

C64110

C64111

C64301

Assembler 64 (Disk)

Bonus Pack (Disk)

C64 Super Expander (VSP)

(Cartridge)

LOGO (Disk)

Pilot (Disk)

PET Emulator (Disk)

Simons' BASIC (Cartridge)

Screen Editor (Disk)

CPM 2.2 Operating System***

Nevada COBOL (Disk)

Intro to BASIC I (Tape)

Art and Music Series

C64402 Music Machine (Cartridge)

C64403 Music Composer (Cartridge)

Telecomputing Series

VT232 Term 20/40 Software Terminal
Emulator (Tape)

* *CPM is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc.
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MAKING
FRIENDS
WITH

PARTS
Paulstarted this series in the Winter, 1982, issue of

Power/Play. Those ofyou with the fortitude to have

followedhim all the way through are about to be

rewarded with a lovely rendition ofBach's Prelude in C,

playedfor you by your 64's SoundInterface Device (SID),

By Paul Higginbottom

As I said at the end of the last

article, this, the last in this series

of articles, will add lines to our

program to let us put a tune into

the computer in DATA statements

which the computer will READ

and play when we RUN the pro

gram, instead of us playing a tune

on the keyboard, as our program

stands at present.

To do this, all we have to do

is to change the program to

read DATA statements instead

of the keyboard and play the

notes accordingly.

A logical format for the DATA is

three numbers per note: octave,

semitone and duration of the note.

The modifications to this program

will not allow three-part tunes to

be played; it will simply be a mod

ification to read the notes from

DATA instead of our "typed" input,

playing the notes in voices one,

two and three, and then back to

one, as explained in the last article.
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LOAD the final program from

the last article (see page 70 in this

issue) and delete lines 700 to 760

(simply enter the line numbers and

press RETURN). These lines were

used to create an array of numbers

corresponding to the ASCII codes

of the keys in our keyboard layout,

as well as to print the layout on

the screen.

At the start of our tune DATA

we'll have a "tempo" (the speed

the notes will be played and read).

So enter:

77@ RERD TEMPO

Our playing loop will replace

some of the lines in the "playing"

section (lines 800 onward).

Change line 800 to:

808 REflD OCT,SEM,DUR:

IF OCT<0 GOTO 9G0:REM

REflD NOTE FIND EXIT

IF END

This line changes the note in

put from keyboard to DATA state

ments, and checks to see if it's

reached the end of the tune, by

seeing if the OCT[ave] variable is

negative (that's how we'll mark

the end of a tune in our DATA). It

will branch to line 900 if the end

is reached.

Final SID Program

Delete lines 810 and 820, which

used to work out the key position

from the A$ input in the GET

statement, and which we obvi

ously no longer need.

Change line 830 to:

83Q FRQ=FOXT,SEN>

This simply changes the varia

ble for the semitone subscript

from KEY (which we no longer

use) to SEM, the value of which

was READ from the DATA in our

new line 800. Lines 835, 840,

850, 860, and 870 will work just

as they did before.

Enter:

875 FOR 1=1 TO OUR*

TEMPO:NEXT

This is our timekeeping line,

which waits for the duration of the

note (DUR) multiplied by our

overall TEMPO (our first DATA

value, read in 770).

90S FOR 1=1 TO 1006:

NEXT

910 POKE SID+24,0sEND

Line 900 is branched to from line

800 when the end of the DATA

is reached and it simply waits for

approximately one second (an

"empty" loop) to allow the last

note to end. 910 turns off the vol

ume because the tune has finished

and the program ENDs.

We'll make Une 1000 contain

the tempo and lines 2000 onward

the tune DATA, and add a line

9000 with the DATA containing

a negative value for OCT to indi

cate the end of the tune (that gives

us TONS of space for a tune!!).

Thus, enter:

1000 DflTR ,5:REM TEMPO

900O DflTfi -1,0,0:REM

END OF TUNE

Don't faint when you see the

next TON of lines; you don't have

to enter them all. I went mad (how

could I GO mad; I am, right?!) one

night and worked out all the DATA

for Bach's first Prelude. As the sun

rose, I ran the program and it was

(literally) music to my ears. You can

enter as much of this DATA as you

want but I'm sure that you'll want

to hear the whole tune, as I did!

As I said at the start of this arti

cle, this is to be the last in my

mini-series on the SID. If you've

followed them from the first,

hopefully you're now a little more

aware of the capabilities of our

friend SID.

Happy programming! C

100 FR=3520:REM A IN TOP OCTAVE

110 CO=2~(1/12):REM CONSTANT MULTIPLIER FOR NEXT SEMITONE

120 FOR 1=1 TO 9:FR=FR/C0:NEXT:REM START FR AT C BY GOING

BACK 9 SEMITONES

130 SS=16777216:REM SID CLOCK

140 CS=1022730:REM CPU CLOCK

150 FC=SS/CS:REM FREQUENCY MULTIPLYING CONSTANT

200 DIM F(7,11):REM FREQUENCY ARRAY (OCTAVE, SEMITONE)

300 FOR 1=0 TO 11:REM CYCLE THROUGH 12 SEMITONES

310 S=FR*FC:REM CALCULATE SID VALUE OF SEMITONE IN TOP OC

TAVE

400 FOR J=7 TO 0 STEP-1:F(J,I)=S:S=S/2

410 NEXT:REM CALC VALUE FOR ALL 8 OCTAVES

420 FR=FR*CO:REM GO ONTO NEXT SEMITONE

430 NEXT:REM CONTINUE THROUGH ALL 12 SEMITONES

500 SID=54272

510 VOICE=0:OCT=3:WAVE=32

520 VM=7:HI=256

530 FOR 1=0 TO 23:POKE SID+I,0:NEXT

540 POKE SID+24,15+16

550 READ A,D,S,R,PW,C,RE

560 FOR 1=0 TO 2:INDEX=SID+I*VM

570 POKE INDEX+5,A*16+D

580 POKE INDEX+6,S*16+R

590 NEXT
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600

610

620

630

770

800

820

830

835

840

850

860

870

875

880

900

910

2O00

20 1 0

2026

2030

2040

2050

2060

2070

208©

2030

2 1 00

2110

2120

2138

2140

2150

2160

2170

2180

2190

220O

2210

2220

2230

2240

2250

2260

2270

2280

2290

2300

2310

2320

2338

2340

2350

2360

2370

DATA

POKE

3,10,0,

SID+23,

CH=INT(C/8):

POKE

READ

READ

SID+21,

TEMPO

OCT,SEM

0,800,2000

7+RE*16

CL=C-CH*8

,15

CL:POKE SID+22, CH

,DUR:IF OCT<0 THEN 900

FRQ=F(OCT,SEM)

FRQ=F(OCT,SEM)

FH=INT(FRQ/HI) :FL=FRO_-FH*HI

INDEX=SID+VOICE*VM

POKE

POKE

INDEX,FLrPOKE INDEX+1,

INDEX+4 ,WAVE:POKE

FH

INDEX+4,WAVE+1

VOICE=VOICE+1:IF VOICE>2 THEN VOICE=0

FOR

GOTO

FOR

POKE

REM

DflTfl

OflTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

REM

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DfiTR

DRTR

DflTR

DRTR

REM

DRTR

DflTR

DRTR

1=1 TO DUR*TEMPO:NEXT

800

1=1 TO 1000:NEXT

SID+24,

MEflSURE

4,0,120

4,4,120

4,7,120

5,0,120

5,4,120

4,7,128

5,9,120

5,4,120

4,9,120

4,4,120

4,7,120

5,0,129

5,4,120

4,7,120

5,0,120

5,4,120

MEflSURE

4,0,120

4,2,120

4,9,120

5,2,120

5,5,126

4,9,120

5,2,120

5,5,120

4,0,120

4,2,120

4,9,129

5,2,120

5,5,129

4,9,120

5,2,120

5,5,120

MEflSURE

0:END

1 2380

2390

2400

2418

2420

2430

2440

2450

2460

2470

2480

2490

2500

2510

2520

2538

2 2540

2550

256U

2S70
2580

2599

260O

2610

2620

2630

2640

2650

2660

2670

26S0

2690

2700

r> 2710

3,11,120 ?I2?
4,2,120

4,7,120

2730

2740

DRTR

DRTR

DRT6
DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DfiTft

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

5,2,120

5,5,12©

4,7,120

5,2,120

5,5,120

3,11,12©

4,2,120

4,7,120

5,2,120

5,5,120

4,7,120

5,2,120

5,5,120

REM MERSURE 4

<SRME ftS 1>

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DflTfl

DRTR

DflTfl

DRTR

DRTR

DflTR

DflTfl

DflTfl

DRTR

DRTR

DflTfl

DRTR

DRTR

4,0,120

4,4,120

4,7,120

5,0,120

5,4,120

4,7,120

5,0,120

5,4,120

4,0,120

4,4,128

4,7,120

5,0,120

5,4,120

4,7,120

5,6,120

5,4,120

REM MERSURE 5

DRTR

DflTfl

DRTR

DflTR

DflTfl

DRTR

4,0,120

4,4,120

4,9,120

5,4,120

5,9,120

4,9,129

2750 DRTR

2760 DflTfl

2770 DRTR

2780 DflTfl

2790 DRTR

2300 DRTR

2310 DRTR

2820 DflTR

2830 DRTR

2846 DflTR

5,4,120

5,9,120

4,0,120

4,4,126

4,9,129

5,4,120

5,9,120

4,9,120

5,4,120

5,9,120

2850 REM MERSURE 6

2860 DflTfl

2870 DRTR

2S80 DRTR

2890 DRTR

29O0 DflTfl

2910 DRTR

2920 DRTR

2930 DRTR

2940 DflTR

2950 DRTR

2960 DRTR

2970 DflTfl

2980 DRTR

2990 DflTfl

3000 DRTR

3010 DflTfl

4,0,120

4,2,120

4,6,126

4,9,120

5,2,128

4,6,120

4,9,120

5,2,120

4 , 0 , 120

4,2,120

4,6,120

4,9,120

5,2,120

4,6,120

4,9,120

5,2,120

3620 REM MEflSURE 7

3830 DRTR

3040 DRTR

3050 DRTR

3060 DRTR

3070 DRTR

3080 DRTR

3090 DRTR

3160 DRTR

3110 DflTR

3120 DRTR

3,11,126

4,2,120

4,7,126

5,2,120

5,7,129

4,7,120

5,2,120

5,7,120

3,11,120

4,2,120
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3139 DfiTfl

3140 DfiTfi
3150 DflTfl

3160 DATR

3179 DflTR

31S0 DftTfi

319© REM f

3266 DRTfi

3210 DflTfl

3220 DflTfl

3230 DRTfl

3240 DflTfl

3258 DflTR

3260 DRTfl

3278 DflTR

3280 DRTR

3290 DRTR

3300 DRTfl

3310 DRTfl

3320 DflTR

3330 DflTfl

3340 DRTR

3350 DRTR

4,7,120

5,2,120

5,7,120

4,7,120

5,7,120

1ERSURE 8

3,11,128

4,0,128

4,4,120

4,7,12©

5,0,120

4,4,120

4,7,120

5,0,129

3,11,120

4,0,128

4,4,120

4,7,120

5,0,120

4,4,120

4,7,120

5,0,120

336G REM MERSURE 9

3370 DflTfl

3380 DRTR

3390 DRTfl

3400 DflTR

3410 DRTfl

3420 DRTR

3438 DRTR

3440 DRTfl

3450 DRTR

3460 DRTR

347Q DflTR

3480 DflTfl

3490 DflTR

3500 DRTR

3510 DflTR

3520 DflTfl

3,9,128

4,0,120

4,4,128

4,7,120

5,0,120

4,4,120

4,7,129

5,0,120

3,9,120

4,8,120

4,4,120

4,7,120

5,0,120

4,4,120

4,7,120

5,0,120

3530 REM MERSURE 10

3540 DflTR

3550 DRTR

3560 DRTR

3570 DRTR

3580 DflTR

3590 DRTR

3609 DflTfl

3610 DRTR

3620 DRTR

3630 DRTfi

3640 DflTR

3650 DRTfl

3660 DRTR

3670 DRTfl

3,2,120

3,9,120

4,2,120

4,6,129

5,0,120

4,2,129

4,6,120

5,0,120

3,2,120

3,9,120

4,2,120

4,6,120

5,0,126

4,2,120

3680

3690

3706

3710

3720

3730

3740

3750

3760

3770

3788
379S

3300

3S10

3820

3830

3840

3850

3860

3370

3380

3890

3900

3910

3920

3930

3940

3950

3960

3970

3986

3990

4000

4010

4020

4039

4040

4050

4060

4970

4080

4090

4160

4110

4120

4130

4140

4159

4160

4179

4180

4190

4200

4210

4220

DflTfl

DRTR

REM

DRTR

DflTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTfl

DflTR

DRTR

DRTfl

DflTfl

REM

DflTft

DRTR

DRTfl

DRTR

DflTfl

DflTR

DRTR

DRTfl

DRTfl

DflTR

DflTfl

DflTR

DRTR

DRTfl

DflTfl

DRTR

REM

DflTR

DflTfl

DflTfl

DflTfl

DflTfl

DflTfl

DRTfl

DflTR

DRTfl

DftTfl

DflTfl

DflTR

DflTfl

DflTR

DflTfl

DRTR

REM

DRTR

4,6,120

5,0,120

MERSURE 11

3,7,120

3,11,120

4,2,129

4,7,120

4,11,120

4,2,120

4,7,129

4,11,126

3,7,120

3,11,120

4,2,120

4,7,126

4,11,120

4,2,120

4,7,120

4,11,120

MEFISURE 12

3,7,120

3,19,120

4,4,120

4,7,120

5,1,120

4,4,120

4,7,120

5,1,120

3,7,120

3,18,120

4,4,129

4,7,120

5,1,120

4,4,129

4,7,120

5,1,120

MEflSURE 13

3,5,126

3,9,120

4,2,120

4,9,120

5,2,120

4,2,120

4,9,120

5,2,120

3,5,120

3,9,120

4,2,120

4,9,120

5,2,120

4,2,120

4,9,128

5,2,120

MEflSURE 14

3,5,120

4230

4240

4250

4260

4270

4280

4290

4300

4310

4320

4330

4340

4350

4360

4370

4380

4390

4400

441G

4420

4430

4440

4450

4460

4470

4488

4496

4500

4510

4520

4530

4540

4550

4560

4570

4580

4590

4600

4619

4620

4630

4640

4650

4660

4679

4680

4690

4700

4710

4720

4730

4740

4750

4760

4770

DflTfl

DRTfl

DRTfl

DflTfl

DRTfl

DfiTfl

DflTR

DflTfl

DflTR

DflTfl

DflTR

DflTfl

DflTR

DRTR

DRTR

REM

DRTfl

DflTR

DRTR

DflTfl

DRTR

DflTR

DRTR

DRTfl

DRTR

DflTfl

DRTfl

DflTR

DRTR

DflTR

DRTR

DRTfl

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

,8

,2

,5

, 1

P2

,5

,1
,5

,8

,2

,5

,1
-2

,5

,1

lEflS

3

4

4

■-

4

4,

5

3,

w

4,

4

5,

4,

4,

5,

,4

r r

, 0

P f

,0

,0

-7

,0

.4

-7

0

7

0

0

7

0

,129

,120

,120

1,120

,120

,12©

1,120

,120

,120

,120

,120

1,120

,12@

,120

1,120

JRE 15

, 129

,120

,120

,126

,128

,120

,120

,120

,120

,120

,120

,120

,120

,120

,129

,126

REM MERSURE 16

DflTR

DRTR

DRTfl

DRTfl

DRTfl

DflTfl

DRTR

DRTfl

DflTfl

DRTfl

DflTfl

DRTfl

DRTfl

DRTfi

DflTR

DRTfl

1;

3',
3f

4,

4,
^
%■/,

4,

4,

3,

w ,

3,

4,

4,

3,

4,

4,

4

5

9
0

5

9,

9.
5.

4.

9,

5.

9,

0,
5,

,120

,120

.120

120

126

128

120

129

120

120

120

120

120

120

120

120

REM MERSURE 17

DRTR

DRTR

DflTfl

DflTR

DRTfl

3,

3,

3,

4,

4,

2,

5,

9,

3,

5,

120

120

120

120

120
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4780

4730

4800

481S

4820

4830

4840

4850

4860

4870

4880

4890

4900

4910

4920

4930

4940

4950

4968

497S

4989

4990

5000

5010

5920

5030

5O40

5650

506S

5970

5080

5090

5100

5118

5120

5139

5140

5159

5160

5170

51SS

5196

5280

5219

5220

5230

5240

5250

5269

5270

5286

5290

5380

5310

532©

OflTR

DflTfl

DflTfl

DflTfl

DflTR

DflTfl

DflTfl

DflTfl

DflTfl

DflTR

DflTfl

4,0,120

4,5,120

3,2,120

3,5,120

3,9,129

4,0,120

4,5,120

3,9,120

4,0,120

4,5,128

REN MERSURE 18

DRTR

DflTfl

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DflTR

DRTR

DflTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTfl

2,7,120

3,2,120

3,7,120

3,11,120

4,5,120

3,7,120

3,11,120

4,5,126

2,7,120

3,2,120

3,7,12©

3,11,120

4,5,120

3,7,120

3,11,126

4,5,128

REM MERSURE 19

DRTfl

DflTfl

DflTfl

DflTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTfl

DRTR

DRTfl

DRTR

DRTR

DflTfl

DRTR

DflTR

3,0,120

3,4,120

3,7,120

4,0,120

4,4,129

3,7,120

4,0,126

4,4,120

3,0,120

3,4,120

3,7,120

4,0,120

4,4,120

3,7,126

4,9,120

4,4,120

REM MERSURE 2©

DRTfl

DflTfl

DRTfl

DRTfl

DflTfl

DRTR

DflTfl

DflTfl

DflTR

3,6,126

3,7,120

3,10,126

4,0,129

4,4,129

3,10,120

4,0,128

4,4,120

3,0,126

5330

5340

5350

5360

5370

5380

5399

5406

5410

5420

5430

5440

5450

5460

5470

5489

5490

5500

5518

5520

5530

5546

5550

5566

557G

5580

5590

5660

5610

5620

5630

5640

5650

5660

5679

5680

5690

5700

5710

5720

5730

5740

5750

5766

5770

5786

5790

5860

5810

5826

5830

5S40

5850

5860

5876

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTfi

DRTR

DRTR

REM r

DRTR

DflTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTfl

DRTfl

DflTfl

DflTfl

DflTfl

DRTfl

DflTR

DflTfl

DflTfl

DflTR

DRTfi

DflTR

3,7,120

3,10,120

4,0,126

4,4,120

3,10,120

4,6,120

4,4,129

1ERSURE 21

2,5,120

3,5,126

3,9,120

4,8,120

4,4,120

3,9,120

4,0,120

4,4,120

2,5,120

3,5,126

3,9,120

4,0,126

4,4,120

3,9,128

4,0,129

4,4,120

REM MERSURE 22

DflTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTfl

DflTR

DRTR

DflTR

DRTfi

DRTfl

DflTR

DflTR

DflTR

DRTR

DRTfl

DRTR

DRTR

2,6,120

3,9,120

3,9,120

4,0,120

4,4,120

3,9,126

4,6,120

4,4,120

2,6,126

3,0,120

3,9,128

4,0,120

4,4,120

3,9,120

4,0,126

4,4,120

REM MERSURE 23

DflTfl

DRTR

DRTfl

DflTfl

DRTR

DRTR

DflTfl

DflTR

DRTfl

DflTfl

DflTR

DflTfl

DflTfl

2,8,126

3,5.126

3,11,126

4,6,126

4,2,120

3,11,120

4,6,128

4,2,120

2,8,120

3,5,120

3,11,120

4,6,126

4,2,120

5880

5890

5900

5918

5928

5930

5948

5956

5960

5978

5988

5998

6680

6618

6828

6830

6640

6858

6866

6670

6686

6090

6108

6110

6128

6130

6146

6150

G160

6170

6180

6198

6288

6218

6220

6238

6240

6250

6266

6270

6288

6290

6368

6310

6326

6338

6346

6350

6366

6378

6386

6390

6406

6418

6426

DRTR

DRTfl

DRTR

REM

DRTR

DRTR

DflTR

DRTfl

DflTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTfl

DRTR

DRTfl

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTfl

DflTfl

DRTfl

REM

DRTR

DflTfl

DflTR

DRTfl

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

REM

DRTR

DRTfl

DflTfl

DflTfl

DflTfl

DflTfl

DRTfl

DRTR

DftTfl

DflTfl

DflTR

DflTfl

DRTfl

DflTR

DflTR

DRTR

REM

3,11,120

4,6,120

4,2,120

MERSURE 24

2,7,120

3,5,120

3,7,120

3,11,128

4,2,126

3,7,120

3,11,120

4,2,129

2,7,120

3,5,120

3,7,126

3,11,120

4,2,128

3,7,120

3,11,120

4,2,126

MERSURE 25

2,7,126

3,4,126

3,7,120

4,6,126

4,4,126

3,7,128

4,8,120

4,4,126

2,7,120

3,4,126

3,7,120

4,6,120

4,4,120

3,7,120

4,0,120

4,4,126

MERSURE 26

2,7,126

3,2,120

3,'7,120

4,0,129

4,5,120

3,7,120

4,0,120

4,5,120

2,7,128

3,2,120

3,7,128

4,6,120

4,5,128

3,7,120

4,6,128

4,5,120

MERSURE 27
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6430

6440

6450

6460

6470

6480

6490

6590

6510

6520

6530

6540

6550

6560

6570

6580

6590

6688

6610

6620

6630

6640

6659

6€>'S0

667Q

6689

eese

6700

6710

6720

6730

6740

675Q

6760

6770

6780

6790

6800

6810

6820

6830

6840

6858

6860

6870

6880

6890

6960

6910

6920

6930

6940

6950

6960

6970

DflTfl

DflTfl

DflTfl

DRTfi

DflTfl

DRTfl

DflTfi

DflTfl

DRTR

DflTfl

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DflTfl

DRTR

REM

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DflTfl

DRTfl

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DflTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

2,7,120

3,2,126

3,7,12©

3,11,120

4,5,120

3,7,120

3,11,120

4,5,120

2,7,129

3,2,120

3,7,129

3,11,120

4,5,129

3,7,120

3,11,120

4,5,126

•1ERSURE 28

2,7,120

3,3,129

3,9,120

4,0,120

4,6,120

3,9,120

4,0,120

4,6,129

2,7,120

3,3,120

3,9,120

4,0,129

4,6,120

3,9,129

4,0,120

4,6,120

REM MERSURE 29

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTfl

DRTR

DRTR

DflTfl

DRTfl

DflTfl

DflTfl

DRTfl

DflTR

DRTR

2,7,120

3,5,126

3,7,128

4,9,126

4,7,120

3,7,120

4,0,120

4,7,120

2,7,126

3,5,120

3,7,126

4,6,120

4,7,128

3,7,120

4,0,129

4,7,120

REM MEflSURE

DRTR

DRTfl

DATR

DflTR

2,7,128

3,2,128

3,7,120

4,9,120

69S^

6990

7000

7010

7020

7039

7040

7050

7660

7970

7080

7090

7160

7110

7120

7130

7140

7158

7166

7170

7180

7190

7200

7210

7220

7230

7240

7250

7266

7270

7280

7290

7360

7310

7320

?£:30

7-340
7350

7360

7570
7380

7399

7400

7410

7420

7439

7440

7450

7460

7479

?48@

7490

7500

751©

7520

DRTR

DflTfl

DflTR

DRTR

DflTfl

DRTfi

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTR

REM

DRTR

DflTR

DRTR

DflTR

DflTR

DRTfl

DRTR

DflTR

DRTR

DRTR

DRTfl

DRTR

DRTR

DflTR

DRTfl

DRTR

4,5

3., 7

4,0

4,5

2,7

3,2

3,7

4,0

4,5

3,7

4,0

4^5
MERS

2,7

3,7

3,1

4,5

->, r

3,1

4,5

2,7

■_■,£-

3,7

3,1

4,5

3,7

3,1

4,5

REM MERS

DRTR

DRTR

DRTfl

DRTR

DRTR

OfiTfl

DRTR

DflTfl

DflTfl

DRTR

DRTfl

DRTR

DflTfl

DRTfl

DRTfl

DRTR

2,0

3,0

3,7

,120

,120

, 120

, 128

,126

,129

,120

,129

,120

,120

,120

,120

JRE 31

,129

,126

,120

1,120

,129

, 128

1,120

,120

,126

, 120

,120

1,120

,120

, 128

1,120

,120

JRE 32

,120

,120

,120

3,10,120

4,4

•3 , r

,126

,129

3,19,120
4,4

2,0.

3,6
3,7,

.128

120

.120

3,10,129

4,4,

3,7,

12©

129

3,10,12©

4,4, 129

REM MEflSURE 33

DRTFI

DRTfl

DflTfl

DRTfl

DRTfl

DRTfl

DRTfl

DflTR

2,0,
3,0,

3,5,

3,9,

4,0,

4,5,

4,0,

3,9,

129

120

120

120

120

128

129

120

7530

7540

7550

7560

7570

75S0

7590

7608

7610

7620

7630

7640

765@

766S

7670

7680

7696

7700

7716

7720

7730

7740

7759

7760

7779

7780

779Q

7S00

7810

7820

OflTfl

DRTR

DRTfl

DRTfl

DRTR

DRTfl

DRTfl

DflTR

4,0,129

3,9,120

3,5,120

3,9,120

3,5,129

3,2,120

3,5,120

3,2,120

REM MEflSURE 34

DflTfl

DRTR

DflTfl

DRTR

DRTfl

DRTfl

DRTfl

DRTfl

DflTfl

DRTfl

DflTR

DRTfl

DflTfl

DflTfl

DflTR

DRTfl

2,0,120

2,11,120

4,7,120

4,11,120

5,2,120

5,5,120

5,2,120

4,11,120

5,2,120

4,11,120

4,7,128

4,11,120

4,2,120

4,5,129

4,4,128

4,2,120

REM MEflSURE 35

DRTR

DRTR

DflTfl

DRTfl

4,4,0

4,7,0

5,8,0

0,0,-9999
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SID Program from Fall Issue (Part 4)

Use this program listing as a reference for Paul's changes here in Part 5.

100 FR=3520 :REM NOTE 'A1 IN TOP OCTAVE

110 CO=2*(1/12)

120 FOR 1=1 TO 9:FR=FR/CO:NEXT

130 SS=16777216

140 CS=1022730

150 FC=SS/CS

200 DIM F(7,ll)

300 FOR 1=0 TO 11

310 S=FR*FC

400 FOR J=7 TO 0 STEP-1:F(J,I)=S:S=S/2

410 NEXT

420 FR=FR*CO

430 NEXT

500 SID=54272

510 VOICE=0:OCT=3:WAVE=32

520 VM=7:HI=256

530 FOR 1=0 TO 23:POKE SID+I,0:NEXT

540 POKE SID+24,15+16

550 READ A,D,S,R,PW,C,RE

560 FOR 1=0 TO 2:INDEX=SID+I*VM

570 POKE INDEX+5,A*16+D

580 POKE INDEX+6,S*16+R

585 POKE INDEX+2,PW AND 255

590 NEXT

600 DATA 0,10,0,0,800,2000,15

610 POKE SID+23,7+RE*16

620 CH=INT(C/8):CL=C-CH*8

630 POKE SID+21,CL:POKE SID+22,CH

686 POKE INDEX+3,PW/HI

700 K$="Q2W3ER5T6Y7UI9O0P@-*[POUND]A"

710 DIM K(255)

720 FOR 1=1 TO LEN(K$)

730 K(ASC(MID$(K$,I,1)))=I

740 NEXT

750 PRINT:PRINT"[SPACE]2[SPACE]3[SPACE2]5[SPACE]6[SPACE]7

[SPACE2]9[SPACE]0[SPACE2]-[SPACE,POUND]"

760 PRINT"Q[SPACE]W[SPACE]E[SPACE]R[SPACE]T[SPACE]Y[SPACE]

U[SPACE]I[SPACE]O[SPACE]P[SPACE]@[SPACE]*[SPACE]~"

800 GET A$:IF A$=""GOTO 800

810 KEY=K(ASC(A$))-l:IF KEY<0 GOTO 800

820 IF KEY>11 THEN FRQ=F{OCT+1,KEY-12):GOTO 835

830 FRQ=F(OCT,KEY)

835 FH=INT(FRQ/HI):FL=FRQ-FH*HI

840 INDEX=SID+VOICE*VM

850 POKE INDEX,FL:POKE INDEX+1,FH

860 POKE INDEX+4,WAVE:POKE INDEX+4,WAVE+1

870 VOICE=VOICE+1:IF VOICE>2 THEN VOICE=0

880 GOTO 800
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Everyone Needs A

Disk Drive

Sale
FACTS

• It has been estimated that 60% of all drive downtime is directly related to poorly maintained drives.

• Drives should be cleaned each week regardless of use.

• Drives are sensitive to smoke, dust and all micro particles.

• Systematic operator performed maintenance is the best way of ensuring error free use of your

computer system.

The Cheetah disk drive cleaner can be used with single or double sided 51/z" disk drives. The Cheetah is
an easy to use fast method of maintaining efficient floppy diskette drive operation.

The Cheetah cleaner comes with 2 disks and is packed in a protective plastic folder to prevent
contamination. List $29.95 / Sale $19.95

Features

Cleanings Per Kit

Price

Abrasivity

Programming

Required

Cheetah

40 +

$19.95

None

No

3M

25

$34.95

Minimum

No

Discwasher

30

$24.95

High

Yes

Verbatim

2 original ■ 10 refill

$12.95

Moderate

No

Add $3.00-for postage. Add $6.00 lor CANADA, PUERTO RICO HAWAII '
orders. WE DO NOT EXPORT TO OTHER COUNTRIES. |

Enclose Cashiers Check. Money Order or Personal Check. Allow 14 |
days for delivery. 2 to 7 days for phone orders. 1 day express mail-
Canada orders must be in U.S. dollars. We accept Visa and Master- '
Card. BOX 550, BARRINQTON, ILLINOIS 60010

Phont 312/362-5244 to order
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A Contest for Commodore 64

Kids, Too!

In the Fall issue of Power/Play

we ran a computer drawing con

test for kids who have VIC 20's,

using Commodore's Alpha Draw

program (available in the Sampler

Six Pack). We're still in the process

of judging that one, but. mean

while, we thought kids who have

Commodore 64's should have a

contest, too. I was straining my

brain to decide just what kind of

contest to have when I received

this great letter from Tim Vocelka

in Monrovia, California. Read the

letter and see if you can guess

what the contest is going to be. I

will tell you all about it after the

letter so you can see if you were

right and find out how to enter!

i
Tim Vocelka

Moveable Martin

Dear Betsy,

Our family owns a Commodore

64, which mainly my dad and I

use. I'm glad you wrote your arti

cle because there are some ques

tions that we'd like answers to. I'm

planning on making a game of my

own. Right now I'm working on

getting sprites down for graphics.

Next I'll get working on sound. I'm

hoping my game will be a lot like

an arcade game and sooner or

later I'll be finished and send it in.

Oh, and I'm eleven years old.

My dad and I have entered all

the large programs at the back of

the user guide and the one I think

is the best is the piano keyboard.

Neither of us could figure out the

program JOTTO, which we guess

may be impossible to find the

solution to! (Note: there were

some typos in the user guide.

Most corrections appear in the

Programmers Reference Guide;

or check with your local users

group. Betsy)

We think there ought to be

more programs for the 64 in

Power/Play, and I also wanted to

ask if you need a disk or tape to do

the LOGO in the last edition of the

magazine. (To do the LOGO pro

grams you must have the LOGO

software package, available for

less than $50.00 at your Commo

dore dealer. We have lots of fun

with LOGO at our house! Betsy)

Since it wouldn't be great just

to know that I'm going to write a

program, I decided to make a sim

ple one first. I am sending you a

tape with only one program on it,

for the Commodore 64.1 called

the program "Moveable Martin".

All it is, is a multi-color sprite that

you can move by pressing the let

ters, H,J,N, and U. At the begin

ning of the program there are a

few instructions that are easy to

follow. When you press 'Q' it will

stop the program. Also when you

go out one side of the screen and

you keep pressing the same key

you will come in the other side. If

you want to expand Martin's size,

break the program and type:

25 POKE U+23,1:PGKE

v+29,1:D=i88:H=288

Now Martin will be a lot bigger

than he was! There's one last thing

I have to say about the program;
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after the instructions have gone by

it will ask for the SIZE OF STEP.

The larger the number you type

in, the bigger step Martin will take.

For example, if I type 20, Martin

Movable Martin

will move one full amount of his

size in whatever direction I tell

him to.

We'd greatly appreciate the an

swers to our questions. I'm glad to

send my program in and hope it

will be of some use.

Thanks a lot,

Tim Vocelka

Monrovia, California

0 PRINT"[CLEAR,D0WN8]"

1 REM MOVABLE MARIO

2 PRINT"WHEN[SPACE]SIZE[SPACE]OF[SPACE]STEP[SPACE]SHOWS

[SPACE]ON[SPACE]SCREEN":PRINT

3 PRINT"TYPE[SPACE]A[SPACE]NUMBER[SPACE]FROM[SPACE]1

[SPACE]TO[SPACE]INFINITY.":PRINT:PRINT:PRINT

4 PRINT"WHEN[SPACE]MAN[SPACE]SHOWS[SPACE]ON[SPACE]SCREEN"

:PRINT"PRESS[SPACE]U[SPACE]TO[SPACE]MOVE[SPACE]UP"

:PRINT"H[SPACE]TO[SPACEJMOVE[SPACE]LEFT";

5 PRINT":J[SPACE]TO[SPACE]MOVE[SPACE]RIGHT":PRINT

:PRINT"AND[SPACE]N[SPACE]TO[SPACE]MOVE[SPACE]DOMN"

6 FOR X=0 TO 20000:NEXT:PRINT"[CLEAR]"

7 POKE 53281,0:POKE 53280,1

8 PRINT"SIZE[SPACE]OF[SPACE]STEP";:INPUT Z

10 V=53248:POKE V+21,1:POKE V+39,2:POKE V+28,1:POKE V+37,6

:POKE V+38,1

20 POKE 2040,13

25 D=100:H=150

27 FOR N=0 TO 62:READ Q:POKE 832+N,Q:NEXT

30 IF D<0 THEN D = 255

31 IF D>255 THEN D=0

32 IF H<0 THEN H=255

33 IF H>255 THEN H=0

35 POKE V+0,H:POKE V+1,D

39 POKE V+0,H:POKE V+l, D

50 GET A$:IF A$=""THEN 50

55 IF A$="H"THEN H=H-Z

60 IF A$="J"THEN H=H+Z

70 IF A$="U"THEN D=D-Z

80 IF A$="N"THEN D=D+Z

90 IF A$="Q"THEN PRINT"[CLEAR]":POKE V+21,0:STOP

95 GOTO 30

100 DATA 0,170,128,2,170,128,85,85,64,0,255,192,15,207,0,
15,255,0

200 DATA 0,255,0,0,252,0,2,150,0,2,150,0,2,90,0,2,90,0,2,
250,0,2,250,0,1,85,0

300 DATA 2,170,0,2,138,0,2,138,0,2,138,0,15,255,0,15,255,0
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Reach

for

MICRO-ED!

Over 500

Educational

Programs for

•Pet"

• Vic20
TM

and

• The new

Commodore 64™
VIC 20 and CommodoK 64 are trademarks ol Commodore

Electronics Ltd.

PET is a registered trademark ot Commodore Business Maen ires. Inc

Send for FREE CXIALOG

SPECIFY MICRO

Please Send me your

FREE CATALOG(S)

Name

Address

City

State 2ip

for □ PETD VIC™

□ New

Commodore 64™

Micro-Ed, Inc.

P.O. Box 24156

Minneapolis, MN 55424

You can call

us at

612-926-2292
VIC 20 and Commodore 64 are trademarks ol

Commodore Electronics Lid.

PET is a registered trademark ot Commodore

Business Machines. Inc.

If you haven't guessed by now,

it's going to be a sprite-making

contest, of course! What other

kind of contest could we possibly

have for Commodore 64 kids?

Tim's program is ideally suited for

plugging in your own sprite data.

To make your sprites, you can use

either Commodore's Sprite Maker

(can be purchased in the Screen

Editor software package from a

Commodore dealer), a sprite maker

you type in yourself (there's one

in the Programmer's Reference

Guide, and Tim Villanueva's

version was published in the Sum

mer, 1983, Power/Play) or one

you make on your own. Type in

Tim Vocelka's Movable Martin

program and substitute your sprite

data for the data that makes Mar

tin. If you want to modify Tim's

program a little, that's OK; just

don't make it too long. One of the

reasons we don't have more 64

programs in the magazines is that

most are VERY long and we just

don't have the space. After you

are done with your program, make

sure it works and if you have made

any changes be sure to include

the directions! Then save it to disk

or tape and send it to me using

the directions for sending stuff

that you will find elsewhere in this

issue. Don't forget to tell me some

thing about yourself and include

a picture of you. C

Contest Rules

1. There will be a prize awarded for the best sprite in

three age groups:

Group A: Age 7 and under.

Group B: Age 8 to 11.

Group C: Age 12 to 18.

2. You may enter as many sprites as you like but all

sprite data must be attached to the "Martin" program

or one like it.

3. The winner in each age group will receive a free sub

scription to Power/Play and the Commodore Software

package of their choice. All entries become the property

of Power/Play and cannot be returned.

4. Winners will be announced in the Summer, 1984,

issue of Power/Play, along with a picture of and data for

the winning sprite. GOOD LUCK!!
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Learn to Read Music
by Alan M.Larson

"Dear Miss Byrne,

I'm 6 years old. I know my notes

from this program. Erik Jensen"

A program (by a grown-up)

to help kids learn the names

ofthe notes, lines and

spaces on the music staff.

This version wilt run on

either the VIC 20 or

Commodore 64.

My grandson, Erik Jensen, was

six years old on August 30 and

entered the first grade Challenge

Class at Little Egg Harbor Elemen

tary School in Tuckerton, New

Jersey, in September. I have intro

duced him to the VIC 20; he can

LOAD and RUN cassettes and he

knows the keyboard fairly well.

I thought Erik should learn a

little about reading music, so I

concocted the program below

as a means of having him leam

the music staff and the names of

notes. He liked the program and

learned the rule of naming notes.

More importantly he learned the

concept of mnemonics and the

idea that music is, in a sense,

a language.

The program is designed

for young children with adult

supervision. C

30

40

50

60

65

70

80

PRINT"[RIGHT2]4[SHFT

PRINT"[RIGHT2]3[SHFT

PRINT"[RIGHT2]2[SHFT

PRINT"[RIGHT2]1[SHFT

1 REM LEARNING NAMES OF MUSIC STAFF LINES& SPACES&NOTES

2 REM A.M.LARSON VIC20

10 PRINT"[CLEAR]"

20 PRINT"[DOWN,RIGHT2]5[SHFT C7]F[SPACE]INE"

C7]D[SPACE]OES"

C7]B[SPACE]OY"

C7]G[SPACE]OOD"

C7]E[SPACE]VERY"
PRINT

PRINT"THE[SPACE]STAFF[SPACE]HAS[SPACE]5[SPACE]

LINES.EACH[SPACE]LINE[SPACE]HAS[SPACE]A[SPACE]LETTER

[SPACE]NAME[SPACE]AS[SPACE5]SHOWN.

PRINT"A[SPACE]MEMORY[SPACE]AID[SPACE2]IS[SPACE7]'EVERY
[SPACE]GOOD[SPACE]BOY[SPACE]DOES[SPACE]FINE■"

85 PRINT

90 PRINT"PRESS[SPACE]ANY[SPACE]KEY"
100 GET B$:IF B$=""THEN 100
110 PRINT"[CLEAR]"

120 PRINT"[DOWN,RIGHT3,SHFT C7]"

130 PRINT"[SPACE2]4[SPACE8]E"
140 PRINT"[RIGHT3,SHFT C7]"
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kids'corner

150 PRINT"[SPACE2]3[SPACE8]C"
160 PRINT"[RIGHT3,SHFT C7]"
170 PRINT"[SPACE2]2[SPACE8]A"
180 PRINT"[RIGHT3,SHFT C7]"
190 PRINT"[SPACE2]1[SPACE8]F»
200 PRINT"[RIGHT3,SHFT C7]"
210 PRINT

220 fSPACE2lPAr^r ZltHV EACH [SPACEJ SPACE [SPACE] HAS [SPACE] A [SPACE4 ]
LETTER[SPACE]NAME[SPACE]AS[SPACE]SHOWN."

230 PRINT"A[SPACE]MEMORY[SPACE]AID[SPACE]IS[SPACE1THE
[SPACE4]WORD[SPACE]'FACE'" J

240 PRINT"PRESS[SPACE]ANY[SPACE]KEY"
250 GET B$:IF B$=""THEN 250
260 PRINT"[CLEAR]"

270 PRINT"A[SPACE]NOTE[SPACE]LOOKS[SPACE]LIKE[SPACE]A

QDar« 1 ^c2i^PACE] AN° [SPACEJ IS [SPACE] PLACED [SPACE] ON
[SPACE3]A[SPACE]LINE[SPACE]OR[SPACE]SPACE"

271 PRINT

272 PRINT"A[SPACE]NOTE[SPACE]GETS[SPACE]ITS[SPACE]NAME
[SPACE4]FROM[SPACE]THE[SPACE]LINE[SPACE]OR[SPACE61
SPACE[SPACE]IT[SPACE]IS[SPACE]ON"

275 PRINT

280 PRINT"THE[SPACE]NAMES[SPACE]OF[SPACE]THE[SPACE]NOTES
[SPACE]ARE[SPACE]A,B,C,D,E,F,G"

290 PRINT"PRESS[SPACE]ANY[SPACE]KEY"
300 GET B$:IF B$=""THEN 300

310 PRINT"[CLEAR]"

320 PRINT"[RIGHT5,SHFT C8]"

330 PRINT

340 PRINT"[RIGHT5,SHFT C8]"

350 PRINT"[SPACE8]O[SPACE2]"

360 PRINT"[RIGHT5,SHFT C8]"
370 PRINT

380 PRINT"[RIGHT5,SHFT C8]"

390 PRINT

400 PRINT"[RIGHT5,SHFT C8]"

410 PRINT

420 PRINT"THIS[SPACE]NOTE[SPACE]IS[SPACE]C[SPACE]BECAUSE

[SPACE]IT[SPACE]IS[SPACE]ON[SPACE]SPACE[SPACE]3

[SPACE6]WHICH[SPACE]IS[SPACEJNAMED[SPACE]CM

430 PRINT

440 PRINT"HIT[SPACE]ANY[SPACE]KEY"
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710

720

730

740

750

760

no

780

790

800

810

820

830

840

850

450

460

470

480

490

500

510

520

530

540

550

560

570

580

590

600

610

620

630

635

637

640

650

660

670

680

690

700

PRINT" [CLEAR]11

LET A$="A"
INPUT"NAME[SPACE]NOTE[SPACE]ON[SPACE]SPACE[SPACE]2";A§

IF A$="A"THEN 770

PRINT"NOT[SPACE]RIGHT"

GOTO 730

PRINT"CORRECT"

PRINT

PRINT"HIT[SPACE]ANY

GET B$:IF B$=""THEN

PRINT"[CLEAR]"

PRINT

PRINT"[RIGHT5,SHFT

PRINT

PRINT"[RIGHT5,SHFT

GET B$:IF B$=""THEN

PRINT"[CLEAR]"

PRINT

PRINT"[RIGHT5,SHFT

PRINT"[SPACE7]O"

PRINT"[RIGHT5,SHFT

PRINT

PRINT"[RIGHT5,SHFT

PRINT

PRINT"[RIGHT5,SHFT

PRINT

PRINT"[RIGHT5,SHFT

PRINT

PRINT"NOTICE[SPACE]

PRINT

PRINT"HIT[SPACE]ANY

GET B$:IF B$=""THEN

PRINT"[CLEAR]"

LET A$="E"

PRINT"ANSWER[SPACE]

KEY"

PRINT

[SPACE]KEY"

800

C8]"

C3]O[SHFT C4]"

450

C8]11

C8]"

C8]"

C8]"

C4]O[SHFT C3]"

BOTH[SPACE]NOTES[SPACE6]ARE[SPACE]E

[SPACE]KEY"

610

&[SPACE]HIT[SPACE]RETURN[SPACE4]

INPUT"NAME[SPACE]NOTE[SPACE]ON[SPACE]LINE[SPACE]1";A$

IF A$="E"THEN 680

PRINT"WRONG-TRY[SPACE]AGAIN"

GOTO 640

PRINT"RIGHT"

PRINT"HIT[SPACE]ANY

GET B$:IF B$=""THEN

[SPACE]KEY"

700
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kids9corner

860 PRINT

870 PRINT"[RIGHT5,SHFT C8]"
880 PRINT

890 PRINT"[RIGHT5,SHFT C8]"
900 PRINT

910 PRINT"[RIGHT5,SHFT C8]"
920 PRINT

930 LET A$="D"

940 INPUT"NAME[SPACE]NOTE[SPACE]ON[SPACE]STAFF";A$
950 IF A$="D"THEN 980

960 PRINT"WRONG"

970 GOTO 940

980 PRINT"RIGHT[SPACE]ON"
990 PRINT

1000 PRINT"HIT[SPACE]ANY[SPACE]KEY"
1010 GET B$:IF B$=""THEN 1010

1020 PRINT"[CLEAR]"

1030 PRINT"[RIGHT5,SHFT C8]"
1040 PRINT

1050 PRINT"[RIGHT5,SHFT C8]"

1060 PRINT

1070 PRINT"[RIGHT5,SHFT C8]"
1080 PRINT

1090 PRINT"[RIGHTS,SHFT C4]O[SHFT C]O[SHFT C]"
1100 PRINT

1110 PRINT"[RIGHT5,SHFT C2]O[SHFT C5]"
1120 PRINT

1130 INPUT"NAME[SPACE]WORD[SPACE]ON[SPACE]STAFF";A$
1140 IF A$="EGG"THEN 1170

1150 PRINT"WRONG"

1160 GOTO 1130

1170 PRINT"FANTASTIC"

1180 PRINT

1190 PRINT"HIT[SPACE]ANY [SPACE]KEY"

1200 GET B$:IF B$=""THEN 1200

1210 PRINT"[CLEAR]"

1220 PRINT"IT'S[SPACE]STORY[SPACE]TIME "

1230 PRINT

1240 PRINT"ROBBIT[SPACE]WAS[SPACE]A"

1250 PRINT

1260 PRINT"[RIGHT4,SHFT C8]"

1270 PRINT

1280 PRINT"[RIGHT4,SHFT C6]O[SHFT C]"

1290 PRINT
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1300

1310

1320

1330

1340

1350

1360

1370

1380

1390

1400

1410

1420

1430

1440

1450

1460

1470

1480

1490

1500

1510

1520

1550

1560

1570

1580

1590

1600

1610

1620

1630

PRINT"[RIGHT4,SHFT C]O[SHFT C6]"

PRINT"[SPACE8]0[SPACE3]"

PRINT"[RIGHT4,SHFT C8]"

PRINT

PRINT"[RIGHT4/SHFT C8]"

PRINT

PRINT"PIRATE.[SPACE]HE[SPACE]STOLE[SPACE]MONEY[SPACE]

FROM[SPACE]A[SPACE]RICH[SPACE]KING"

PRINT"HIT[SPACE]ANY[SPACE]KEY"

GET B$:IF B$=""THEN 1380

PRINT"[CLEAR]"

PRINT"ROBBIT[SPACE]HID[SPACE]THE[SPACE]MONEY[SPACE3]

SO[SPACE]NO[SPACE]ONE[SPACE]COULD[SPACE]ROB[SPACE4]

HIM."

PRINT"ONE[SPACE]DAY[SPACE]A[SPACE]POLICEMAN[SPACE3]

PUT[SPACE]ROBBIT[SPACE] IN [SPACE]JAIL."

PRINT"ROBBIT[SPACE]LEFT[SPACE]HIS[SPACE]MOTHER[SPACE]

&[SPACE]HIS[SPACE]PARROT[SPACE]AT[SPACE]HOME"

PRINT"ONE[SPACE]DAY[SPACE]THE[SPACE]PARROT[SPACES]

FLEW[SPACE]INTO[SPACE]THE[SPACE]JAIL"

PRINT"1YOUR[SPACE]MOTHER[SPACE]IS[SPACE]HUNGRY

[SPACE4]SHE[SPACE]HAS[SPACE]NO[SPACE]MONEY[SPACE3]

FOR[SPACE]FOOD1"

PRINT"ROBBIT[SPACE]WROTE[SPACE]A[SPACE]SECRET[SPACE]

CODED[SPACE]MESSAGE[SPACE]ON[SPACE]THE[SPACE3]

PARROT'S[SPACE3]BEAK"

PRINT"HE[SPACE]SAID,'THIS[SPACE]WILL[SPACE4]TELL

[SPACE]MOTHER[SPACE]WHERE[SPACE]THE[SPACE]MONEY

[SPACE]IS1"

PRINT"THE[SPACE]PARROT[SPACE]FLEW[SPACE]HOME"

PRINT"HIT[SPACE]ANY[SPACE]KEY"

GET B$:IF B$=""THEN 1490

PRINT"[CLEAR]"

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT"THE[SPACE]MESSAGE[SPACE]WAS—"

PRINT

PRINT"[RIGHT4,SHFT C8]"

PRINT

PRINT"[RIGHT4,SHFT

PRINT

PRINT"[RIGHT4,SHFT

PRINT

PRINT"[RIGHT4,SHFT

C6]O[SHFT C]

C]O[SHFT C6]

C8
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1640 PRINT

1650 PRINT"[RIGHT4,SHFT C4]O[SHFT C3]"

1660 PRINT

1670 INPUT"WHERE[SPACE]IS[SPACE]THE[SPACE]MONEY";A$

1680 IF A$="BED"THEN 1710

1690 PRINTnWRONG"

1700 GOTO 1670

1710 PRINT"IN[SPACE]BED—YOU[SPACE]ARE[SPACE]RIGHT"

1720 PRINT"THE[SPACE]END"

1730 STOP

A Case of Convenience
Now that you cant live without your personal

computer, why leave it behind? With TravelMaster™

your Commodore™ goes wherever you do.

The foam interiors of TravelMaster cases are

custom cut to cradle your Commodore 64™ or VIC 20.™

The rugged, double-wall, molded exterior protects

each delicate piece.

Call your dealer today hell tell you how to

travel with your computer safely in style — and

for a lot less than you might expect.

What could be more convenient?

Commodore ti-1 and \TC 20 ME n-jJcnwik. ol Commodow Ikamnics Lid

TravelMaster
Manufactured by Southern Case. Inc.

TravelMaster Division ■ RO. Box 28147 • Raleigh. NC 2761 (919)821-0877
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—A High-Res Pen—

At A Low-Res Price!

Our NEW Edumate

Light Pen™ is revolution

izing the world of com

puter graphics. Before the

Edumate, hi-resolution

light pens cost in excess

of $100.00. Now for $29.95

you can accurately draw

on your TV or monitor,

play games or utilize edu

cational programs.

Each Edumate Light

Pen™ comes with FREE

programs* including a

draw routine, games and

a disk utility that allows

you to enter information

into the computer with

just a touch of your pen.

Our entire line of Play

ground Software™, a fun-

filled educational series

for kids is light pen com

patible.

It's EASY to use; just

connect the light pen to

your computer's joystick

port and load the soft

ware. Within seconds

you'll be able to use your

computer by simply

touching the screen!

The Edumate Light

Pen™ is ideal for pre

schoolers, artists, engi

neers, educators, and all

computer enthusiasts

seeking a quick and easy

way to interact with their

computer.

•4 programs for Vic 20™
computers

"3 programs for Commodore

64™ computers

Enjoy the world of com

puter graphics with the

Edumate Light Pen™ —

It's still the right pen at the

right price — only better.

For

Commodore 64* , Vic 20®

Prices subject to change without notice. See your local dealer or order direct. New catalog available

Add $3.00 for postage and handling. Credit card orders call toll free: 1-800-334-SOFT

RO. Box 3470, Dept.R Chape! Hill. NC 27514 919-967-0861
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Shootout
by Peter Deal

"Shootout" is for the 40-

column PET, but it will work on

the Commodore 64 if you change

line 290. Change PEEK(151) to

PEEK(197) and 255 to 64. Also,

you may need to change keys 4, 6

and F to some other keys.

"Shootout" starts by showing

a brief version of the instructions

followed by the keys to use. You

are on the bottom of the screen

shooting at shifted Vs, which are

at the top. If you want to shoot

Shootout

some other character instead of

V's, you can just change C$ to fit

your needs. One game lasts thirty

seconds, but you can change T so

the game lasts as long as you want

"Shootout" is the kind of game

where nobody wins and nobody

loses. Of course, if you are playing

against someone else, whoever

hits more blocks wins.

Here's how it started. Once, a

man was playing "Breakout". He

liked the idea of hitting blocks but

he didn't like having to watch the

ball so the game wouldn't end.

He thought up an idea for a game

where you shoot the blocks and

have a time limit. I just heard of his

idea and wrote "Shootout". {I hope

by now you know this isn't the

math Shootout.)

Well, happy typing!! C

Peter is the son ofElizabeth Deal, one of

our regular contributors to Commodore

magazine.

20 T=30:GOSUB430

30 HS=0:DIMT(39)

40 FORI=0TO39:T(I)=12:NEXTI

50 PRINT"[CLEAR]":TI$="000000"
60 A$ = "[DOWN,SPACE,RVS,SHFT ) ,SPACE3,SHFT BACK ARROW,RVOFF,SPACE,UP]"

70 A$=A$+"[LEFT6,SPACE,SHFT ,]~[SHFT ;,SPACE]"

90 B$="[LEFT,SPACE,UP,LEFT,SHIFT ]]"

95 PRINT"[HOME,RVS,SPACE39,RVOFF]"

100 C$="[SHFT V39]"

110 F0RI=lT08:PRINTC$:NEXTI

120 D$="[HOME,DOWN 20]"

130 PRINTD$

140 R$="[RIGHT39]"

150 C=15:S=0:I$=""

160 IFC<0THENC=0

170 IFO33THENC=33

180 PRINT"[UP]"LEFT$(R$,C)A$;

190 IFF=0GOTO250

200 PRINT"[LEFT2]";

210 FORI=1TOT(C):PRINTB$;:NEXT

220 F=0:PRINT"[LEFT,SPACE]"D$;

230 T(C)=T(C)+1:IFT(C)<21THENS=S+1
240 IFT(C)>20THENFORI=lTO20:POKE59468,26-PEEK(59468):NEXTI

250 PRINT

260 IFVAL(TI$)>TGOTO340
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270 Z$=I$:GETI$
280 IFI$ = ""THENIFPEEK(151)O255THENI$ = Z$

290 IFI$<>"4nANDI$<>"6"ANDI$<>"F"GOTO260

300 IFI$="4"THENC=C-l:GOTO160

310 IFI$="6"THENC=C+l:GOTO160

320 IFI$ = "FttTHENF =l:GOTO160

340 PRINT"[CLEAR,SPACE8]****[SPACE2]SHOOTOUT[SPACE]****"

350 IF S>HS THEN HS=S
360 PRINT"[DOWN,SPACE]YOU[SPACE]SHOT"S"BLOCKS[SPACE]

INTSECONDS."
370 PRINT"[DOWN,SPACE]THE[SPACE]MOST[SPACE]SHOT[SPACE]

WAS"HS"•

380 PRINT"[DOWN2,SPACE]DO[SPACE]YOU[SPACE]WANT[SPACE]TO
[SPACE]PLAY[SPACE]AGAIN?[SPACE](Y/N)"

390 GET I$:IF I$O"Y"AND I$O"N"G0T0 390

400 IF I$="Y"GOTO 40

410 PRINT"[DOWN,SPACE]THANKS[SPACE]FOR[SPACE]PLAYING,

[SPACE]BYE! I 1"

420 END

430 REM

440 PRINT"[CLEAR,SPACE9]****[SPACE2J SHOOTOUT[SPACE2]****"
450 PRINT"[DOWN,SPACE13]BY[SPACE]PETER[SPACE]DEALM

4 60 PRINT"[DOWN,SPACE2]YOU[SPACE]ARE[SPACE]ON[SPACE]THE

[SPACE]BOTTOM[SPACE]OF[SPACE]THE[SPACE]SCREEN."

470 PRINT"[DOWN,SPACE]THE[SPACE]OBJECT[SPACE]IS[SPACE]TO

[SPACE]SHOOT[SPACE]AS[SPACE]MANY[SPACE]BLOCKS"
480 PRINT"[DOWN,SPACE]AS[SPACE]POSSIBLE[SPACE]

IN"T"SECONDS.[SPACE]THE[SPACE]BLOCKS"

490 PRINT"[DOWN,SPACE]LOOK[SPACE]LIKE[SPACE]THIS-[SHFT V]

n

500 PRINT"[DOWN2,SPACE9]PRESS[SPACE,RVS]4[RVOFF,SPACE]TO

[SPACE]GO[SPACE]LEFT."

510 PRINT"[DOWN,SPACE9]PRESS[SPACE,RVS]6[RVOFF,SPACE]TO

[SPACE]GO[SPACE]RIGHT."

520 PRINT"[DOWN,SPACE9]PRESS[SPACE,RVS]F[RVOFF,SPACE]TO

[SPACE]FIRE[SPACE]MISSILE."

530 PRINT"[DOWN2,RVS]GOOD[SPACE]LUCK!![RVOFF]"

5 40 PRINT"[DOWN,SPACE6]PRESS[SPACE]ANY[SPACE]KEY[SPACE]TO

[SPACE]START."

550 GET I$:IF I$=""GOTO 550

560 RETURN
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COmiHJSETTE

Only
AT

WHOLESAJJ

PRICES

Shipping & Handling (UPS Brown Label)

(12-24}*3" 136%)*" (250) *]2"" Misc/ttms T'eo

!J0"' Minimum Order

SAME DAY PROCESSING

ORDERS

ONLV
1-800-553-0035 Ext 80

1-800-528-6050 Ext 3005

2665 C Busby Road

Oak Harbor. Wash.. 98277

'PUBLIC DOMAIN""

- SOFTWARE -

Supporting »H COMMODORE computer!

Written by man, (or uian

* GAMES * UTILITIES * EDUCATIONAL +

vie so"
collection * 1 - collection 92 - collection *3

collection »4 - collection • 5

70+ pfogr»m» per eolliclion - T*p«/Oiik - J10.00

COMMODORE 64-
M colliction #1-M collection »2

04 colliction #3 - 6* eolliclion *4

26+ piogrimi pei collection - T»pa/Diil( - J10.00

PET* / CBM*
S Utility - Tapei/OiUi - S10.00 i«eh

11 Gime - Tipei-'Diiti - 110.00 «*cn

0 Eflucitionil - Tip««/D.ik« - SI 0 00 nch

AM price* Include ihippms •"* handling

CHECK. MONEY ORDERS.
VISA ind MASTERCARD accepted.

For A free Cattlog Write:

Public Domain, Inc.
5026 a R»«gilin« Rd. W. Mitlon. OH 45383

10:00 J.m. - 5:00 p.m. EST - Mon. Ihni Fn.

(513) 698-5638 ot (513) 339-1725

How to Submit Things

to Kids' Corner

Programs: Must be sent on

disk or tape, clearly marked with

computer type and your name,

address, and PHONE NUMBER.

If your program is for the VIC,

mark the label with the amount of

memory you had plugged in when

you saved the program. Send a

printout (listing) if you can, and

BE SURE that your disk or tape is

mailed in a PADDED protective

envelope. Tapes should be in a

mailing case, disks between two

pieces of stiff cardboard. Protec

tive envelopes are found at office

supply stores for around 25 cents.

They're worth it!

Articles, Stories, Poems,

etc.: Should be typed or com

puter printed, double spaced,

each page numbered, and headed

with the title and author's name,

address, and phone number. I

can, if absolutely necessary, accept

text that is neatly hand printed

on every other line, each page

numbered and headed as des

cribed above.

Photographs: Color or black

and white, preferably 35mm.

Taped or otherwise attached to a

stiff piece of paper or cardboard

(but make sure they can be re

moved without damaging them).

Label the paper with some type of

caption, the name(s) of the per

sons) pictured, and the name,

address, and phone number of
the sender. (School pictures are

just fine.)

Drawings: Black and white

might be best; at least outline

things in a dark color if you can.

Make them big enough that de

tails will show if they have to be

reduced. If you are sending a

cartoon, print the captions in the

balloons very carefully, or get

someone who is really good at print

ing to do the words for you. Mail

them using the same directions as

for photographs.

If you are sending a program,

don't forget to include the di

rections! It's a good idea to have

them right in the program if you

can. Be sure to keep a copy of ev

erything you send. I might need

to call you about it, and unfortu

nately, I can't send anything back.

If you have already sent some

thing in and didn' t see it in this

issue, remember that we have to

get Power/Play ready for printing

almost THREE months before you

read it! If something you sent is

going to be in the magazine, you

will probably get a phone call from

me before you see it in print so

don't forget to include your AREA

CODE and phone number.

Even if you are sending a draw

ing, photo or program, write some

thing that tells a little bit about

YOU. Don't forget to send a pic

ture of yourself!

The address to send things to is:

COMMODORE KIDS

c/o BETSY BYRNE

6212 KARLSON NE

ALBUQUERQUE NM 87113 C
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Stop Gambling.

Start Winning.

Now.
It's a fact. You will beat the dealer if

you play Blackjack correctly. In Las

Vegas. In Atlantic City. In dozens of

foreign countries throughout the world.

They haven't changed the rules. Even

multiple-deck games pose no problem

if you play properly. You can win just

as easily in 1983 as you could in 1961

when the first Blackjack strategies

were created.

This ad is your cue to join the small

group of Blackjack players who are

no longer gambling. Become a strategy

player and win. Consistently.

The Obstacle

Despite the wild claims made by the

Blackjack system charlatans, it is not

possible to learn an effective strategy

overnight. Learning an effective strate

gy takes time and discipline. If learning

a strategy were easy, everyone would

be making a living playing Blackjack.

As it stands, less than one percent

play well enough to make money.

The Solution

BLACKJACKTEACHER simulates, in

precise detail, the events that tran

spire in actual casino play. The display

screen depicts the top view of a

Blackjack table. You interact with the

program just as you would an actual

game. Computer controlled players

occupy adjacent seats. All events

occur in real-time.

BLACKJACK TEACHER teaches seven

different strategies of varying complex

ity and accuracy. This spectrum of

strategies allows you to select a

strategy that suits your needs.

BLACKJACKTEACHER monitors your

betting and strategy decisions (hit/

stand/double/split/insurance). If your

decisions are incorrect within the

guidelines of your strategy, the system

will display error messages showing

you the correct decisions.

BLACKJACK TEACHER is the result of

over ten years of Blackjack research .

The strategies encompassed by the

system were developed using com

puters. The more complex strategies

are among the most powerful ever

devised.

Complete documentation is included

which tells you everything you need to

know to become an expert strategy

player.

The SOTA Story

SOTA'Enterprises has consistently

produced nothing less than the

highest quality software. When you

buy software from SOTA, we do our

utmost to make sure you get your

money's worth.

ATTENTION VIC 20 USERS

A new version of BLACKJACK

TEACHER is now available for the

VIC 20. Although not as compre

hensive as the original 32K program,

the VIC 20 version does teach Basic

Strategy - a must for the Blackjack

strategy beginner!

FILL OUT AND MAIL TODAY!

Name

Address

City

State Zip

Check Box

□ VIC 20 ($19.95)

□ COMMODORE 64 ($49.95)

□ PET (32K) ($49.95)

D PET 2001 (32K) ($49.95)

D CBM 4032 ($49.95)

Media

□ Cassette D Disc.

Make Check or Money Order Payable to:

SOTA Enterprises, Inc.

833 Garfield Ave, Suite 101

South Pasadena, CA 91030

Include $2.50 Postage and Handling ^California Residents add QVz% Sales Tax
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Gone Fishing
by Harry E. Watts

No need to get wet and cold to catch

these computer fish on your unexpanded

VIC20.

Like fishing? Try your luck with this program on

the VIC 20. It's possible to catch 20 species of com

puter fish weighing from one to 50+ pounds. Read

the old fishing adage and begin your adventure

from the comfort of your home.

Wind from the North...

Don't go forth.

Wind from the East...

Fishing is least

Wind from the South...

Blows the bait in their mouth.

Wind from the West...

Fishing is best.

Enter a skill level. The VIC will give you the lake

size and wind direction. Enter the fishing depth you

prefer and the VIC gives you the corresponding

water temperature. Select your fishing line weight

and choice of bait.

Suspense. What will you catch? Perhaps you

caught a 37-pound 9-ounce muskie! Could it be a

1-pound 2-ounce bluegill or did the fish break your

Gone Fishing

line? Maybe you couldn't hook the fish. Just try

again. These are all possibilities in "Gone Fishing."

Simple Explanation of the Program
Like true fishing, "Gone Fishing" incorporates

both skill and luck. Random numbers are generated

within a fixed range for lake size and wind direction.

Lake size and wind direction with the input of depth

determine water temperature, which in turn deter

mines the species of fish. The species of fish and a

random number with a high limit determine the

weight of fish.

Skill is needed in deciding on the line weight and

bait size. Change the parameters in lines 570 and

580 to make the program easier or more difficult.

The fish species and high weight limits are defined

by arrays. Change F$ in lines 20 to 60 to use species

of fish in your area and W in lines 70 to 90 for the

corresponding maximum weights. Numbers close to

Minnesota state records were used for maximum

weights in this program.

Improvements
How can "Gone Fishing" be improved? Can

barometric pressure, lunar period or other variables

be included in the program? There are 252 bytes left

in an unexpanded VIC. Done fishing. C

5 REM GONE FISHING BY HARRY

6 REM DULUTH,MN,55811,JULY,

10 DIM F$(20),W(20),WD$(4V

20

WATTS,

1983

315 OAK BEND DRIVE

DIM ifi? (ZU) ,W (ZV) ,YiUi? (4J

F$(1)="LAKE[SPACE]TROUT":F$(2)="SPLAKE1I:F$(3)="CHINOOK"

:F$(4)="COHO"

30 F$(5)="CATFISH":F$(6)="PINK[SPACE]SALMON"

:F$(7)="BROOK[SPACE]TROUT":F$(8)="SUCKER"

40 F$(9)="RAINBOW":F$(10)="BRN[SPACE]TROUT"

:F$(11)="DOGFISH1I:F$(12)="MUSKIE"

50 F$(13)="NORTHERN":F$(14)="BURBOT":F$(15)="WALLEYE"

:F$(16)="SM[SPACE]BASS"
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60 F$(17)="BLUEGILL":F$(18)="PERCH":F$(19)="CRAPPIE"

:F$(20)="LM[SPACE]BASS"

70 W(l)=40:W(2)=(8):W(3)=(40):W(4)=9:W{5)=37:W(6)=2:W(7)=5

80 W(8)=8:W(9)=16:W(10)=15:W(11)=10:W(12)=54:W(13)=44

:W(14)=13

90 W(15)=15:W(16)=7:W(17)=2:W(18)=2:W(19)=4:W(20)=9

100 WD$(1)="NORTH":WD$(2)="EAST":WD$(3)="SOUTH"

:WD$(4)="WEST"

110 GOSUB 2000

120 PRINT"[DOWN3,RIGHT5]GONE[SPACE]FISHING"

130 GOSUB 1100

140 FOR 1=1 TO 2000:NEXT

150 PRINT"[CLEAR]":

160 PRINT"THIS[SPACE]PROGRAM[SPACE]WILL"

170 PRINT"TEST[SPACE]YOUR"

174 PRINT"FISHING[SPACE]SKILLS."

180 PRINT:PRINT"WIND[SPACE]FROM[SPACE]NORTH.."

190 PRINT"DON'T[SPACE]GO[SPACE]FORTH."

200 PRINT:PRINT"WIND[SPACE]FROM[SPACE]THE[SPACE]EAST.."

210 PRINT"FISHING[SPACE]IS[SPACE]LEAST."

220 PRINT:PRINT"WIND[SPACE]FROM[SPACE]THE[SPACE]SOUTH.."

230 PRINT"BLOWS[SPACE]THE[SPACE]BAIT"

240 PRINT"IN[SPACE]THEIR[SPACE]MOUTH."

250 PRINT:PRINT"WIND[SPACE]FROM[SPACE]THE[SPACE]WEST.."

260 PRINT"FISHING[SPACE]IS[SPACE]BEST."

263 FOR 1=1 TO 5000:NEXT:GOSUB 1000

264 PRINT"[CLEAR]":PRINT"ENTER[SPACE]YOUR[SPACE]ANSWER"

265 PRINT"AFTER[SPACE]THE[SPACE]?[SPACE]AND"

266 PRINT"PRESS[SPACE]RETURN."

270 PRINT: PRINT"AT[SPACE]WHAT[SPACE]SKILL[SPACE]LEVEL"

280 PRINT"WILL[SPACE]YOU[SPACE]PLAY?"

290 PRINT:PRINT"1-EASY[SPACE]5-DIFFICULT"

300 INPUT"1-5";S:IF S<1 OR S>5 THEN 300

310 LS=INT(RND(l)*5000)+300:WD=INT{(RND(1)*4)+1)

320 PRINT:PRINT "THE[SPACE]SIZE[SPACE]OF[SPACE]YOUR"

330 PRINT"LAKE[SPACE]IS";LS;"ACRES."

340 PRINT:PRINT"THE[SPACE]WIND[SPACE]IS[SPACE]FROM"

350 PRINT"THE[SPACE]";WD$(WD);"[SPACE]TODAY."

360 PRINT:PRINT"AT[SPACE]WHAT[SPACE]DEPTH[SPACE]WILL"

370 PRINT"YOU[SPACE]FISH?"

380 INPUT"5-75";D

390 IF D<5 OR D>75 THEN 380

395 GOSUB 1000
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400 T=INT(SQR((LS/WDJ/D))+51:IF T>71 THEN T=71

410 PRINT"[CLEAR]":PRINT"THE[SPACE]LAKE[SPACE]TEMPERATURE"

420 PRINT"AT[SPACE]THIS[SPACE]DEPTH[SPACE]IS";T

430 PRINT:PRINT"WHAT[SPACE]WEIGHT[SPACE]FISHING"

440 PRINT"LINE[SPACE]WILL[SPACE]YOU[SPACE]USE?"

450 INPUT "2-25";W

460 IF W<2 OR W>25 THEN 450

470 PRINT:PRINT"WHAT[SPACE]KIND[SPACE]OF[SPACE]BAIT"

480 PRINT"WILL[SPACE]YOU[SPACE]USE?"

490 PRINT:PRINT"[RIGHT3](l)WORM"

500 PRINT"[RIGHT3](2)LEECH"

505 PRINT"[RIGHT3](3)MINNOW"

510 PRINT"[RIGHT3] (4)SPOON"

515 PRINT"[RIGHT3] (5)PLUG"

520 PRINT:INPUT"[RIGHT3]1-5";B

525 K=SQR((LS/WD)/D):IF K>20 THEN K=20

530 KW=INT(RND(1)*W(K))+1:Z = INT(RND{1)*15) +1

535 GOSUB 1000

540 PRINT"[CLEAR]":PRINT"YOU[SPACE]HAVE[SPACE]A[SPACE]

BITE..."

550 FOR 1=1 TO 1000:NEXT:PRINT

570 IF(W*2.3)-S<KW THEN PRINT"BUT[SPACE]THE[SPACE]FISH

[SPACE]BROKE[SPACE5]YOUR[SPACE]LINE.":GOTO 610

580 IF KW<B THEN PRINT"BUT[SPACE]YOU[SPACE]COULD[SPACE]

NOT [SPACE]HOOK[SPACE]THE[SPACE]FISH":GOTO 610

590 PRINT"[SPACE]AND[SPACE]CAUGHT[SPACE]A[SPACE]"

600 PRINT KW;"#";Z;"OZ[SPACE]";F$(K)

610 PRINT:PRINT"WOULD[SPACE]YOU[SPACE]LIKE[SPACE]TO[SPACE]

TRY"

620 PRINT"AGAIN?[SPACE]TYPE[SPACE]Y[SPACE]OR[SPACE]N"

630 INPUT "AND[SPACE]PRESS[SPACE]RETURN";A$

640 IF A$="Y"THEN 264

650 IF A$="NMTHEN GOSUB 2000

670 PRINT CHR$(142):PRINT"[DOWN3,RIGHT5]DONE[SPACE]

FISHING"

675 GOSUB 1100

680 GET A$:IF A$=""THEN 680

690 END

1000 A$="[RVS]"

1010 FOR L=l TO 1000

1020 PRINT"[HOME]"
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1030

1040

1050

1060

1070

1080

1100

1110

1120

1130

1140

1150

1160

1170

1180

1190

1200

1210

1220

1230

1240

2000

2020

2030

2040

2050

2060

PRINT TAB(2)A$;"[DOWN20]HIT[SPACE]RETURN[SPACE]TO

[SPACE]CONT."

GET R$:IF R$=CHR$(13)THEN RETURN

FOR 1=1 TO 333:NEXT

IF A$="[RVS]"THEN A$="[RVOFF]":GOTO 1080

IF A$="[RVOFF]"THEN

NEXT

PRINT"[RIGHT4,CMDR

PRINT"[RIGHT4,SHFT

PRINT"[RIGHT4,SHFT

PRINT"[RIGHT4,SHFT

PRINT"[RIGHT4,SHFT

SHFT M]"

PRINT"[RIGHT4,SHFT

PRINT"[RIGHT4,SHFT

PRINT"[RIGHT4,SHFT

PRINT"[RIGHT4,SHFT

PRINT"[RIGHT4,SHFT

PRINT"[RIGHT4,SHFT

SHFT N,CMDR G]"

PRINT"[RIGHT4,SHFT

CMDR G]"

PRINT"[RIGHT7,SHFT

CMDR G]"

PRINT"[RIGHT8,CMDR

RETURN

PRINT"[CLEAR]"

FOR J=0 TO 21:POKE

FOR J=0 TO 440 STEP

:NEXT

FOR J=21 TO 0 STEP-

:NEXT

A$="[RVS]":GOTO 1080

D]"

-,SHFT M]"

-,SPACE,SHFT M]"

-,SPACE2,SHFT M,SPACE2,SHFT W]"

-,SPACE3,SHFT M,SHFT N,CMDR + ,

-,SPACE,CMDR @4,CMDR +,CMDR @5]"

-,SPACE,SHFT M,SPACE8,SHFT N]"

-,SPACE2,SHFT M,SPACE6,SHFT N]"

-,SPACE3,CMDR T6]"

-,SPACE3,CMDR @2]"

-,SPACE2,SHFT N,SPACE2,SHFT M,

J,SHFT K]<.[SPACE2,CMDR M,SPACE,

M,SHFT K,SPACE,SHFT N,SHFT M,

T2] "

7680+J,160:POKE 38400+J,0:NEXT

22:POKE 7723+J,160:POKE 38443+J,0

1:POKE 8164+J,160:POKE 38884+J,0

FOR J=440 TO 0 STEP-22:POKE 7702+J,160:POKE 38422+J,0

:NEXT

RETURN
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More Cartoons for the VIC 20
byJohnStilwell

Last issue we ran two of

John's cartoons for the VIC

20, which were so much

fun we decided to run two

more in this issue. (Apolo

gies for misspelling your

name last time, John.)

For the last year and a half, I

have worked on a local television

show called the FRP show. Before

you ask, FRP stands for Fantasy

Role Playing. Each month we have

a different game like "Dungeons

and Dragons" and "Traveler".

Less than a year ago I advanced

from cameraman to the control

room. There I did computer graph

ics for the show. The station's

equipment could only handle text,

so each month I used my VIC 20.

In the beginning I worked up a

series of cartoons, one for each of

the subjects that the show touched.

Since the show is live and three

hours long the guests tend to tire

out. To help keep things moving

I would occasionally superimpose

a cartoon on the players. They

would eventually notice it on the

studio monitor, thus momentarily

throwing a monkey wrench into

the action. The viewers loved it.

Below are two more cartoons

that I wrote for the show. The

first one is for games that revolve

around the idea of super heroes. It

is also the longest cartoon that I

wrote. "Super Fight" is the battle

between a generic super hero and

the Crabman! When we did games

like "Campions", this program

was sure to be used.

Another kind of game that we

did was of the sword-and-sorcery

style. In one adventure the fearless

warriors were exploring a dank

network of caverns. The odor of

reptile was heavy in the air as they

approached a half rotted door in the

moldy rock wall. In the torch light

they listened for telltale sounds

from within the next room. The

second cartoon is what they saw

when they opened the door.

Both programs work on the un-

expanded VIC 20. Line 20 sets the

pointers so the program won't

write over the character set. Lines

20 to 60 set up the new character

set. The final pictures are made up

of several characters. The last part

of the program puts these charac

ters together like the pieces of a

puzzle. Then individual pieces are

replaced, giving the illusion of mo

tion. In the "Super Fight" program

this is accomplished by lines 80 to

110 and lines 470 to the end. In

the "Dragon Power" program this

is from line 460 to the end.

The action starts immediately

in "Dragon Power". In "Super

Fight" you have to start it yourself.

When the Crabman appears push

any key to start the fight. I'm sure

that you will like these cartoons.

They really show off the graphics

capability of the VIC.

If you do not want to type these

programs in, send me $3 and I will

be very happy to send you a tape.

My address is 5018 Marathon

Drive, Madison, Wisconsin 53705.

Super Fight

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

POKE

:CLR

36879,

CS = 256*PEE1

FOR

READ

FOR

POKE

FOR

I=CS TO

27: X=27: POKE 52

(52J+PEEK

CS+511:

X:IF X<0

I=X TO

36869,

1 = 1 TO

X + 7

255

500

THEN

:READ

:G0T0

:NEXT

POKE I,

60

J:POKE

470

:RETURN

,X:P0KE 56,X:POKE 51,PEEK(55)

PEEK(I+32768-CS):NEXT

I,J:NEXT:G0TO 40
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80 PRINT TAB(ll)"[SPACE3,LEFT3,DOWN,SPACE]ST[DOWN,LEFT3]

UVW[LEFT,DOWN,LEFT2,SPACE]X[SPACE,LEFT2,DOWN,SPACE2,UP,

LEFT,UP3]"

90 FOR 1=1 TO 100:NEXT:RETURN

100 PRINT"@A[LEFT2,DOWN,LEFT]BC[LEFT2,DOWN]DEF[LEFT3,DOWN]

I [SPACE]*11: RETURN

110 PRINT TAB(3)"@A[LEFT2,DOWN,LEFT]BC[LEFT2,DOWN]DEF

[LEFT3,DOWN]GH#":RETURN

120 DATA 7168,0,60,66,66,34,16,17,18

130 DATA 7176,0,0,0,56,72,136,8,8

140 DATA 7184,0,0,1,2,4,8,8,8

150 DATA 7192,20,24,254,9,31,17,20,127

160 DATA 7200,16,18,18,18,34,34,33,64

170 DATA 7208,64,64,64,64,65,127,3,255

180 DATA 7216,0,0,120,132,252,84,0,84

190 DATA 7224,64,64,70,137,144,160,248,248

200 DATA 7232,128,128,64,32,160,160,248,248

210 DATA 7240,65,118,20,20,20,20,31,31

220 DATA 7248,16,18,18,19,32,32,32,64

230 DATA 7256,128,255,0,255,128,128,128,128

240 DATA 7264,213,192,192,192,85,63,33,30

250 DATA 7272,0,0,0,0,0,62,65,127

260 DATA 7280,20,24,254,9,31,1,126,64

270 DATA 7288,0,0,0,2,1,249,5,2

280 DATA 7296,0,0,0,4,10,9,72,48

290 DATA 7304,240,144,144,176,128,128,156,148

300 DATA 7312,162,197,170,20,40,16,32,64

310 DATA 7320,62,127,107,203,67,65,62,28

320 DATA 7328,248,136,136,136,136,136,16,32

330 DATA 7336,0,0,0,1,3,6,28,0

340 DATA 7344,47,102,227,163,34,34,62,30

350 DATA 7352,224,0,0,128,192,112,0,0

360 DATA 7360,30,28,56,127,127,27,56,56

370 DATA 7368,63,44,102,255,255,36,60,28

380 DATA 7376,128,64,160,144,144,80,120,0

390 DATA 7384,30,55,99,99,99,99,231,231

400 DATA 7392,127,127,0,0,0,0,0,0

410 DATA 7400,251,250,99,98,34,34,62,30

420 DATA 7408,240,14,194,34,18,30,0,0

430 DATA 7416,0,63,63,0,0,0,0,0

440 DATA 7432,47,230,227,255,255,34,62,30

450 DATA 7448,252,132,120,0,0,0,0,0

460 DATA 7424,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,-1

470 PRINT"[CLEAR,DOWN18,RIGHT4]";:GOSUB 100
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GET A$:IF A$=""THEN 480

PRINT TAB(3)"[UP,SPACE,UP,LEFT,SPACE,UP,LEFT,SPACE,

LEFT,SPACE2]";:GOSUB 110:GOSUB 70

PRINT TAB(4)"[UP,SPACE,UP,LEFT,SPACE,UP,LEFT,SPACE,

LEFT,SPACE2]";:GOSUB 100:GOSUB 90

PRINT TAB(5)"[UPSPACEUPLEFTSPACEUPLEFTSPACE

LEFT,SPACE2]";:GOSUB 100:GOSUB 90

PRINT TAB(5)"[UP,SPACE,UP,LEFT,SPACE,UP,LEFT,SPACE,

LEFT,SPACE2]";:GOSUB 110:GOSUB 70

PRINT TAB(6)"[UP,SPACE,UP,LEFT,SPACE,UP,LEFT,SPACE,

LEFT,SPACE2]";:GOSUB 100:GOSUB 90

PRINT TAB(7)"[UPSPACEUPLEFTSPACEUPLEFTSPACE

LEFT,SPACE2]";:GOSUB 110:GOSUB 70

PRINT TAB(8)"[UP4]PQ[SPACE,LEFT2,DOWN]R":GOSUB 70

PRINT"[HOME]";:FOR J = l TO 19:GOSUB 80:NEXT J

FOR J=l TO 5:PRINT TAB(8)"[UP,SPACE]@A[DOWN,LEFT2

[SPACE,RIGHT2,SPACE,DOWN,LEFT3,SPACE]YZ[DOWN,LEFT

:GOSUB 90

[SPACE,RIGHT2,SPACE,DOWN,LEFT3,SPACE]YZ[DOWN,LEFT2]

:GOSUB 90

PRINT TAB(8)"[UP3,RIGHT]N[UP]":GOSUB 90:NEXT J

FOR M=l TO 3:PRINT TAB(8)"[DOWN]JKL[UP,LEFT]M[LEFT,

DOWN2,SPACE,UP3]"

PRINT"[UP2]";:GOSUB 80:PRINT"[UP2]";:GOSUB 80

PRINT TAB(8)"[DOWN4,SPACE,UP,LEFT,SPACE,UP,LEFT,SPA

UP]PQ[LEFT,DOWN,LEFT]BR[LEFT2,DOWN]DEF[LEFT3,DOWN]I

[#"

570

580

590

600

610

620

630

640

650

660

670

lACE,UP3] "

!P2]";:GOSUB 80:PRINT"[UP2]";:GOSUB 80

JB(8)"[DOWN4,SPACE,UP,LEFT,SPACE,UP,LEFT,SPACE,

*[LEFT,DOWN,LEFT]BR[LEFT2,DOWN]DEF[LEFT3,DOWN]I

[SPACE]#":GOSUB 70

PRINT TAB(7)"[UP,SPACE,UP,LEFT,SPACE,UP,LEFT,SPACE,UP,

LEFT,SPACE2]@A[SPACE,LEFT3,DOWN,LEFT]BC[SPACE,LEFT3,

DOWN]DEF[SPACE,LEFT4,DOWN]GH#[SPACE]":PRINT"[UP5]";

:GOSUB 80

GOSUB 80:PRINT TAB(13)"[SPACE,DOWN,LEFT3,BACK ARROW]

<~[LEFT2,DOWN] [ [UP3]":GOSUB 70:NEXT M

FOR M=l TO 5:PRINT TAB(9)"N[UP]0":GOSUB 70

:PRINT TAB(9) " [UP,RIGHT]A":GOSUB 70:NEXT M

PRINT:FOR J=l TO 9:PRINT TAB(11)"[POUND]]~[UP]"

:GOSUB 90:PRINT TAB(11)"[SPACE]YZ[UP]":GOSUB 90

PRINT TAB(11)"[BACK ARROW] I *[UP]":GOSUB 90

:PRINT TAB(ll)"[SPACE]YZ[UP]":GOSUB 90:NEXT J

PRINT TAB(IO)"[RVS,SHFT U,SHFT K,SHFT I,UP2]":GOSUB 90

:PRINT TAB(7)"[RVS,SHFT U2,SPACE,SHFT K,SPACE,SHFT J,

SHFT I2]":PRINT TAB(8)"[UP2,RVS,SHFT U2,UP,SHFT U,

SHFT I,DOWN,LEFT2,SHFT N,SPACE,SHFT 12]"

GOSUB 70:PRINT TAB (7) "[RVS,SHFT J,SHFT M,SPACE,SHFT K,

SHFT J,SHFT N,SPACE,SHFT K]11: PRINT TAB(8)"[RVS,

SHFT J2,SPACE,DOWN,LEFT3,SHFT J,SHFT K,SHFT J,SHFT K,

SHFT J,SHFT K,LEFT3,UP,SHFT K3,UP3]":GOSUB 70
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680 PRINT:FOR K=l TO 7:PRINT TAB(9)"[RVS,SPACE,SHFT W,UP]

X[DOWN2]*[UP2]":GOSUB 70:PRINT TAB(9)"[RVS,SHFT J,

SPACE,SHFT K,DOWN,LEFT,SHFT N,SPACE,UP2]":GOSUB 70

690 PRINT TAB(IO)"[UP,RVS,SHFT V,LEFT,SHFT U,SHFT I,SPACE,

DOWN,LEFT4,SHFT J,SHFT U,SHFT I,SHFT K,SHFT U,DOWN,

LEFT4,SHFT J,SHFT I,SHFT U,SHFT K,UP2]":GOSUB 70

:NEXT K

700 GOSUB 70:PRINT TAB(8)"[UP,SPACE,UP,SPACE4]":GOSUB 70

:PRINT TAB(7)"[DOWN,SPACE2,DOWN,LEFT,SPACE,DOWN,LEFT,

SPACE,RIGHT4,SPACE,UP,LEFT,SPACE2,LEFT2,UP,SPACE2,UP,

LEFT2,SPACE]"

710 GOSUB 70:PRINT TAB(10)"[UP]";:GOSUB 100

:PRINT TAB(10)"[UP3]N[UP,LEFT]":GOSUB 70

720 PRINT TAB(9)"[UP,SPACE,DOWN,LEFT,SPACE,DOWN,LEFT,

SPACE,DOWN,LEFT,SPACE,UP3,SPACE]";:GOSUB 110

:PRINT TAB(11)"[UP3]N":GOSUB 70:GOSUB 70

730 PRINT TAB(12)"[UP,SPACE,UP,LEFT]O":GOSUB 70

:PRINT TAB(ll)"C[RIGHT,RVS,SHIFT *,SPACE]BELCH I"

740 GOTO 740

Dragon Power

10 POKE 36879,25:X=27:POKE 52,X:POKE 56,X:POKE 51,PEEK(55)

:CLR

20 CS=256*PEEK(52)+PEEK(51)

30 FOR I=CS TO CS+511:POKE I,PEEK(I+32768-CS):NEXT

40 READ X:IF X<0 THEN 60

50 FOR I=X TO X+7:READ J:POKE I,J:NEXT:GOTO 40

60 POKE 36869,255:GOTO 460

70 FOR 1=1 TO 300:NEXT:RETURN

80 DATA 7168,0,0,0,0,0,15,48,64

90 DATA 7176,0,1,3,3,3,247,15,3

100 DATA 7184,8,24,24,156,189,189,189,255

110 DATA 7192,64,64,194,226,230,230,247,255

120 DATA 7200,0,1,7,8,8,16,16,16

130 DATA 7208,0,255,48,168,168,152,64,32

140 DATA 7216,128,15,0,0,0,0,0,1

150 DATA 7224,2,241,0,0,0,0,1,128

160 DATA 7232,0,48,182,134,128,131,179,48
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170 DATA 7240,0,0,28,34,65,65,65,65

180 DATA 7248,31,16,16,17,10,7,3,4

190 DATA 7256,255,32,64,128,0,252,255,1

200 DATA 7264,254,0,0,0,0,0,255,224

210 DATA 7272,14,17,32,32,32,17,206,127

220 DATA 7280,0,0,128,128,128,0,1,254

230 DATA 7288,65,65,65,65,65,129,1,1

240 DATA 7296,4,4,52,79,147,36,72,137

250 DATA 7304,1,0,1,254,65,64,128,0

260 DATA 7312,159,102,153,100,146,73,37,21

270 DATA 7320,128,0,0,128,127,32,32,64

280 DATA 7328,1,2,2,12,240,0,0,0

290 DATA 7336,0,0,0,3,12,16,32,224

300 DATA 7344,0,0,0,240,12,2,1,1

310 DATA 7352,1,1,1,1,1,129,65,65

320 DATA 7360,192,224,48,24,12,4,6,6

330 DATA 7368,32,32,32,32,16,16,16,248

340 DATA 7376,33,33,17,17,9,9,5,6

350 DATA 7384,0,0,0,0,0,254,1,0

360 DATA 7392,5,5,5,9,9,17,17,161

370 DATA 7400,0,0,0,0,3,60,192,63

380 DATA 7408,0,0,15,19,228,73,138,255

390 DATA 7432,4,4,2,3,2,252,0,255

400 DATA 7448,0,3,124,128,0,0,0,255

410 DATA 7456,193,129,1,2,2,12,16,224

420 DATA 7464,12,4,248,32,64,159,32,255

430 DATA 7472,0,0,0,56,68,68,40,16

440 DATA 7480,24,36,106,129,145,102,36,24

450 DATA 7424,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,-1

460 PRINT"[CLEAR]"

470 PRINT11 [HOME,GREEN,DOWN17,RIGHT6]@ABC[DOWN,LEFT6]

DEFGHI[DOWN,LEFT6]JKLMNO[DOWN,LEFT6]PQRS[RVS,SHIFT *,

RVOFF]T"

480 PRINT"[HOME,DOWN17,RIGHT10,RVS,CMDR @2,RVOFF]UV[RVS,

CMDR @,DOWN,LEFT3,SHFT G,RVOFF]W[SPACE]X[DOWN,LEFT6,

RVS,CMDR @2,RVOFF]YZ[[POUND,DOWN,LEFT6]]*%!#$"

490 PRINT"[RIGHT4,RVS,BLACK]DRAGON[SPACE]POWER"

500 GOSUB 70:PRINT"[HOME,DOWN17,RIGHT5]&"

510 GOSUB 70:PRINT"[UP,RIGHT5,SPACE,UP,LEFT]'";

520 FOR X=l TO 6

530 GOSUB 70:PRINT"[LEFT,SPACE,UP]'";:NEXT X

:PRINT"[LEFT,SPACE]":GOTO 500
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Quick Tricks for the VIC
by Karen Pierce

A mysterious syntax error that your VIC

is too "tired" to fix, letters that print

backwards on your screen and a display

that might make you seasick. Try these

quick tricks on your computer-using

friends—ifyou don't mindhaving them

not speaking to you for a while, that is.

For the unexpanded VIC'20.

All work and no play makes VIC a dull toy.

If you're like me, you need a break now and then

from serious programming. (Even if the end product

is a game, the programming can get pretty serious!)

So here are some silly ideas for some silly tricks

your VIC can perform.

Want to bewilder your friends (or parents)? Type

this program in, type RUN, then call your unsus

pecting VICtim over to the VIC.

10 PRINT "[CLEAR]"

20 PRINT "7SYNTAX":PRINT"[SPACE]

ERROR[SPACE]IN[SPACE]30"

30 PRINT "READY."

40 PRINT "[RVS,SPACE]"

50 FOR T=l TO 300:NEXT

60 PRINT "[UP,SPACE]"

70 FOR T=l TO 300:NEXT

80 PRINT "[UP,RVS,SPACE]"

85 N = 0

90 GET A$:IF A$=""THEN 50

120 PRINT "[UP]" SPC(N) A$:N=N+1

130 IF A$=CHR$(13) THEN 150

135 SV$=A$

140 GET A$:IF A$=""THEN 140

145 GOTO 120

150 IF SV$O"T" AND SV$<>"

[SHFT I]"THEN 210

155

160

170

180

190

200

210

220

230

PRINT 1110 [SPACE] REM [SPACE]

ADDING[SPACE]PROGRAM

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

"20[SPACE]A=0:B=l:C=0

"30[SPACE]C=A+B

"40 [SPACE]PRINT[SPACE]

C: [SPACE]A=C

PRINT

GOTO

PRINT

PRINT

GOTO

"50[SPACE]GOTO[SPACE]30

30

"?VIC[SPACE]TIRED"

"NOT[SPACE]READY."

40

Now say, "Can you help me figure out what's

wrong?" What appears on the screen is:

?SYNTAX

ERROR IN 30

READY.

When he does a LIST, he sees a simple "program"

with no discemable error in 30 or anywhere else!

Try not to giggle while he is frowning and squinting.

Should he type any character now, he will get a

message saying:

?VIC TIRED

NOT READY

By now the friend has caught on, and is probably

throwing something at you!

How did we do it? Mostly with simple PRINT

statements. The "dummy" program listing is con

tained in lines 155-190. In lines 40-80 we create a

blinking cursor and wait for the VICtim to type

"LIST' or "L^J'. If he types anything different we just

go to 210, since we don't want to create an entire
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"pretend" version of the BASIC editor here, do we?

(Remember, we are playing.)

Now here's one for another day and another

audience, since your first dupe no longer believes

a word you utter. Type in this program:

20 FOR 1=7168 TO 7679

30 OL=PEEK(I+25600):NW=0

40 IF OL>127 THEN NW=NW+1:OL=

OL-128

50 IF OL>63 THEN NW=NW+2:OL=OL-64

60 IF OL>31 THEN NW=NW+4:OL=OL-32

70 IF OL>15 THEN NW=NW+8:0L=0L-16

80 IF OL>7 THEN NW=NW+16:OL=OL-8

90 IF OL>3 THEN NW=NW+32:0L=0L-4

100 IF OL>1 THEN NW=NW+64:0L=0L-2

110 IF OL>0 THEN NW=NW+128:

OL=OL-1

120 POKE I,NW: NEXT I

130 POKE 52,28:POKE 56,28:CLR

140 POKE 36869,255

150 FOR T=l TO 7OO5NEXT

160 POKE 36869,240

170 FOR T=l TO 700:NEXT

180 GOTO 140

Now type RUN, and watch the fun!

Try adding an END after line 140, then RUN it.

Now you can clear the screen and create a mysteri

ous message like:

!PLEH

DEPPARTM'I

RETUPMOCEHTEDISNI

Is this silly enough for you?

To accomplish this totally useless effect, we had to

create a set of special characters. The "picture" of

each letter is stored in ROM as eight bytes, each of

which represents one horizontal row of eight bits. To

create a backwards letter, we had to note which bits

are turned on in the usual character, and create a

new character in which the symmetrically opposite

bits were turned on. The IF statements in lines 40

thru 110 do that. OL stands for "OLd character",

NW for "NeW character".

Then in lines 140-180 we changed location

36869 back and forth from its usual value, 240,

which points to the normal character set in ROM, to

255, which points to our special backwards charac

ter set. So, with a time delay after each POKE, we

could watch the characters flip-flop.

Someone might like to figure out a formula to

turn the letters upside down, or make them lie flat

on their backs.

This last one is not quite as silly; it might even

have some (ugh!) practical uses. There are two spe

cial locations in the VIC RAM. One, 36865, deter

mines the vertical orientation of the 21 x 22 screen.

Its normal value is 25. The other, 36864, determines

the horizontal orientation of the screen. Its normal

value is 5.

To change the vertical just try:

POKE 36865, V

with V equal to anything from zero to 255.

OOPS! Did you lose your screen completely?

Try a value closer to 25. Note that when the screen

totally disappears you can still type a command

and it will work, even though you can't see what

you typed—spooky!

Changing the horizontal is really just as easy but

there's a bit more to type:

POKE 36864,PEEK(36864)AND128OR H

with H equal to anything from zero to 255. The rea

sons for this formula are as obscure to me as they

are to you. I just lifted it from the VIC 20 Program

mer's Reference Guide.

Have fun experimenting. Fill your screen with in

teresting characters and write a simple loop to make

the whole screen come alive in motion: gliding,

marching, shaking, zooming, zigzagging.

Here is a program that will produce a circular

(well, almost) motion along with a rather nauseating

sound effect. I call it "Vertigo":

10 V=25:POKE 36878,15

20 FOR H=10 TO 5 STEP-.5

30 V=V+2
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40

50

60

70

80

90

100

110

120

130

140

150

160

170

180

GOSUB 2000

NEXT H

FOR H=5 TO 0

V=V-2

GOSUB 2000

NEXT H

FOR H=0 TO

V=V-2

GOSUB 2000

NEXT H

FOR H=5 TO

V=V+2

GOSUB 2000

NEXT H

GOTO 10

2000 POKE 36864

128 OR INT

2010 POKE 36875

2020 FOR T=l TO

2030 RETURN

STEP-.5

5 STEP.5

10 STEP.5

,PEEK(36864)AND

(H) :POKE 36865,V

,190-V

10:NEXT

If you wish, change the value on line 2020 to

make it whirl faster or slower. Or change the values

in lines 30, 70,110, and 150 to make the circle

more elliptical.

Now, you could call your father over and say

"Hey, Dad, our TV must be broken!" But maybe,

especially if you might need him someday to help

you with a real honest-to-goodness programming

problem, you'd better not. C

Author's Note: Much credit goes to Tyler Pierce,

age seven, for the phony SYN

TAX ERROR idea.

NEW Home Workstation!

The OA'T will organize your lorol computer system and provide a large work

orea with plenty of storage spoce for software ond manuals.

• COMPACT Requires minimum

floor spoce

• FUNCTIONAL Centralizes hard-

ware and software. Large work

orea. Right or left hand oriented.

Wnrer paper feeds rhrough shelf.

• COMFORTABLE Standard typing

height, keyboard shelf. Adjustable

leg levelers.

ATTRACTIVE Designed to fit any

decor. Vinyl, wolnut finished

shelves for mainrenance free

beauty.

STURDY Engineered for year* of

service. 16 gauge steel. 5/6"

laminated, fiakeboard shelves.

56 lbs.

EASY TO A5SEMDLE Assembles in

m inures.

NOW AVAILABLE ATA tj jtr\ r\c
5PECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE J> 1 4Y.YD
Visa or Waster Chorge Shipping charges collect.

Narl. 800-872-3333 Coll Toll Free PA 800-2<J

Nome

Address

City

Fhone

Cord No

Check enclosed, $

. Store Zip

MCD VISA D

for

Expiration Dote .

_ Computer Access Tobies. Model C

PA rewxxin ocO 0% !

Order today from: Suckle Manufacturing Corp.

733 Davis Street Scranron. PA 18505
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The Pleasures of the Joystick
by Felipe Lebron

You can use the Super Expander cartridge with your VIC20 to read thejoystick with ease.

Just type and save these routines to make yourprogramming a little simpler.

VIC 20 owners who read "Joysticks, Paddles and

Light-Pen", explaining how to read the game port

on the Commodore 64, in the Winter 1982 issue of

Power/Play magazine were understandably envi

ous. If only our computer had a similar single ad

dress that could be used to read the joystick! Envy

no more. The versatile Super Expander cartridge

provides a function, RJOY(x), which returns the po

sition of the joystick in almost precisely the same

way as the Commodore 64's single address.

Until now, routines designed to read the position

of the joystick, which have appeared in this maga

zine and elsewhere, all have had one thing in com

mon: they require POKEing and PEEKing into four

different addresses and some rather fancy bit ma

nipulation. The possibilities for error are numerous.

Let's try something different. Plug in your Super

Expander cartridge and your joystick and type in

the following lines:

10 J=RJOY(0)AND15:F=RJOY(0)AND

128:PRINTJ,F:GOTO10

Your screen will soon fill with two columns of

zeros. If you now move the joystick, the values of

the left column will change according to the follow

ing chart:

Position of Joystick

CENTER

UP

DOWN

LEFT

UP & LEFT

DOWN & LEFT

RIGHT

UP & RIGHT

DOWN & RIGHT

Value of Left Column

0

1

2

4

5

6

8

9

10

Similarly, pressing the fire button will change the

value of the right column from 0 to 128.

Some users will be surprised that the RJOY(x)

function can be used in the text mode, i.e., one

need not be in the high-resolution or multi-color

mode. This is one important fact the Super Ex

pander instruction manual fails to mention and

which adds true versatility to the cartridge.

The RJOY(x) function can be used in two ways.

Those who prefer the X/Y coordinate method of

POKEing characters on the screen can employ a di

rected GOTO to change the values of X and Y. But

there is an easier method. The subroutine in lines

1000 to 1020 below will return XI and Yl values

of zero, -1 or +1 according to the position of the

joystick. Try it. Lines 10 to 30 serve only to illustrate

the operation and your own program would take

their place.

10 GOSUB1000:PRINTX1;Y1;:IFF=

0THEN30

20 PRINT" FIRE!":GOTO10

30 PRINT:GOTO10

1000 J=RJOY(0)AND 15:F=RJOY(0

AND128

1010 K=J/4:L=INT(K):M=4*(K-L)

1020 Xl=(L=l)-(L=2):Y1=(M=1)

-(M=2):RETURN

For those who prefer the direct method of

POKEing there's an equally simple subroutine:

10 GOSUB1000:PRINTP;:IFF=0THEN30

20 PRINT" FIRE!":GOTO10

30 PRINT:GOTO10

1000 J=RJOY(0)AND 15:F=RJOY

(O)AND128
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1010 K=J/4:L=INT(K):M=4*(K-L)

1020 P=(L=l)-(L=2)+(M<>0)*(1.

5-M)*44:RETURN

Expressions such as (L=2) need not be confus

ing. Their value is either -1 or zero, depending on

the truth of the expression. Pretty much like an IF

statement. If L=2, (L=2) will equal -1, otherwise it

is zero. The expression (M<>0) will equal -1 if, and

only if, M is not zero. In all other cases it is zero.

Depending on which of the above programs

you run, the screen will fill with one or two columns

of zeros. The chart below shows how values of XI,

Yl and P will change according to the position of

the joystick:

Position of

Joystick

CENTER

UP

DOWN

LEFT

UP & LEFT

DOWN & LEFT

RIGHT

UP & RIGHT

DOWN & RIGHT

PROGRAM 1

XI

0

0

0

-1

-1

-1

1

1

1

Yl

0

-1

1

0

-1

1

0

-1

1

PROGRAM2

P

0

-22

22
_ i

-23

21

1

-21

23

In both programs, pressing the fire button will

cause the word "FIRE!" to appear on the right side

of the screen.

So envy no more. Put your Super Expander to

work instead. C

TM

VIC-20™ ^ Commodore 64

EXPflNDER BDHRD5
PTI offers the finest selection

of expander boards available

for the VIC-20 and CBM 64.

The design features, quality

construction, and competitive

prices make any of them an
4 Slol lor the 64. Toggle swilcries and exceptional value. New pro-

resel s*ltch ducts are being added monthly,
P/N C64 *69.95 so write for complete catalog.

6 Slot for the VIC. Toggle switches

and rese! switch

P/N V36 '79.95 P/N V13

Slot lor the VIC. No switches rese!. or

(use

'49.95

4 Slol forlhe VIC. Toggleswitchesand 3 Slol tor the Vic. Slide switches, no

resel switch reset swilch

P/N V24 *69.95 P/N V23 *59.95

VIC 20 and Commodore 64 are trademarks of Commodore Electronics Ltd.

PRECISION TECHNOLOGY. INC.

COMPUTER PRODUCTS DIVISION

P O BOX IMM

SALT LAKE CITY UTAH B4I1S

See your dealer, or place

your order direct

VISA-M/C-CHECK-COD

QUIT PLAYING AND
GET TO ZORK.

>cliHb the: tree
up a Tree■
¥ou are about 10 feet abcivt- the ground
nestled ;mon3 soar largo branches. Ihe
nearest bnanth a^ove you, is abova your

reach.

i>e?ide your on the branch »■■ v snail
bird's nest,

- bird's nest is. a larytf egg
ted wi-th preciyus jewels,

ntly scavenged sonewttere by a
ess songbird. Tfhe P99 is cciveped
inc gold inlay, and ornaKentel in

lazuli and HOther-'.i f -pearl,
linlike hioat eggs, this: one is hmgeo
and has a delicate loohing csasp

Koidiny it closed. The egg appears

extrenely fragile.

Introducing Zork.

A series of six games that challenge

the mind, not merely the reflexes. Using

word commands, a player must discover

and escape with the Twenty Treasures of

Zork. Kids learn to think logically while

having fun >tcommodore

^COMPUTERS
Zork is a trademark of Infocom, Inc.
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FULL FEATURE MAGAZINE

on

CASSETTE

FOR THE

,TM
VIC 20'""and COMMODORE 64TM

GAMES

EDUCATION

REVIEWS

TUTORIALS

BUSINESS

UTILITIES

• READY TO RUN PROGRAMS •

1 YEAR (12 issues) . . S49.95

6 MOS. (6 issues) S28.95

1 TRIAL ISSUE $8.50

subscribe today

PEEK MAGAZINE

4145 BROOKSIDE BLVD.

CLEVELAND, OHIO 44135

VIC 20™ and COMMODORE 64™ is a
trademark of Commodore Electronics Ltd.

poke into peek

VIC 2O™/COMMODORE 64

Investment Portfolio Manager — for the Commodore

64 with disk drive or tape (printer optional), is menu

driven and provides one summary page and nine

detail pages. Each page can accept nine entries of up

to $99,999 each. The program can handle over $8

miliion. The IPM is quick and makes it easy to track

volatile assets such as stocks and stock options. The
summary page displays the grand total and the per
cent of grand total for each of nine investment

categories. Price: $14.95

Disk Directory Manager — for the VIC 20 (16K

min. exp.) or Commodore 64 with 1540/41 disk

drive and 1525 printer. The DDM is a handy utility

which inputs directly from the directories of

diskettes and sods up to 1556 records on the

Commodore 64 and up to 1047 records on the VIC

20. Each record contains file name, file size, file

lype and disk ID. A page formatted master direc

tory is sent to the printer, The DDM is written

completely in fast and efficient machine language.

Price: 519.95

Ridge Runner — for the unexpanded VIC 20 on

tape or disk format. 100% mactiine language.

Maneuver your multicolor U.F.O, through a field

of blinking mines while blasting spinning

asteroids and various enemy ships with laser fire.

Features include a horizontally scrolling playfield,

hi-resolution/multicolor graphics, excellent

sound, high score, pause button, bonus ships,

and ever increasing levels ot difficulty. Joystick

required. Price: S14.95
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Sundial
by Paul R. Machula

Use this program for the

unexpanded VIC 20 or

Commodore 64 as an aid in

creating your own sundial

As a resident of Arizona I am an

avid fan of our local resident star,

the sun. I am also a great admirer

of the friendly computer, Com

modore's VIC 20. Recognizing the

fact that the sun follows natural

laws and that a computer is par

ticularly adept in manipulating

numbers, I decided to use my

computer as an aid in producing

one of my favorite solar instru

ments, a sundial. The program

"Sundial" will help anyone

else who wishes to make their

own dial.

It may be helpful to those who

are unacquainted with dials (as

well as "Sundial") to consider the

following points:

1. Time indicated on a sundial is

not standard {"watch") time.

For standard time, corrections

must be made for the local

longitude difference and the

equation of time. If these

values are desired they are

obtainable from almost any

book on dialling.

2. All dials are accurate only for

the latitude for which they

are made. It is for this reason

that the INPUT statement

on latitude is included in

"Sundial" (line ten).

3. Hour angles are measured

from the center of dial (low

point of gnomon), not from

the foot of the high point of

the gnomon. (The gnomon is

the wedge-shaped piece that

casts a shadow on the dial.)

4. The angle of the style (upper

edge of gnomon) must be

equal to the latitude of the

dial's position. The gnomon

must be mounted perpen

dicular to the dial face.

5. In order to function properly

the dial must be oriented cor

rectly: the dial face must be

level and the high point of

the gnomon must point, not

towards the sun, but to true

north (pole star, not mag

netic north).

6. The lengths of the hour lines

and of the style are irrele

vant; rather, their angles are

essential.

7. "Sundial" uses decimal

degrees. If degrees-minutes-

seconds are desired the pro

gram must be slightly

modified.

8. The time values in "Sundial"

occur at five-minute intervals.

9. The hour angles indicated in

"Sundial" are actually appli

cable to two time values (a.m.

and p.m.). For example, the

hour angle for time value

11:55 a.m. is the same as

12:05 p.m.; 11:50 a.m. is the
same as 12:10 p.m.; 11:45

a.m. is 12:15 p.m., etc.

10. "Sundial" prints the time val

ues and hour angles onto the

screen continuously (no scroll

stop). The operator may wish

to use the RUN-STOP key

together with the command

CONT to stop the scrolling,

allowing time to copy the val

ues. The CONTROL key

could also be used.
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For those who are interested,

further information regarding sun

dials can be found in almost any

Sundial

library. You will discover that the

calculations found in most dialling

books can readily be adapted to

the VIC 20.

Happy—painless—dialling!

3 REM ***SUNDIAL***BY PAUL R. MACHULA

4 REM GLOBE, AZ 85501

6 A$="**********************":PRINT"[CLEAR,D0WN7]"A$

7 PRINT"[RIGHT2]HOUR[SPACE]ANGLES[SPACE]FOR[SPACE]A

[SPACE5]HORIZONTAL[SPACE]SUNDIAL":PRINT:PRINT A$

8 FOR A = l TO 10~4:NEXT

9 PRINT"[CLEAR]"A$"[RIGHT2]ENTER[SPACE]YOUR[SPACE]

LATITUDE[SPACE3](IN[SPACE]DECIMAL[SPACE]DEGREES)"A$

10 INPUT Q

32 PRINT"[CLEAR]"

42 REM DEG-RAD CONVERSION

45 DR=[PI]/180

46 RD=180/[PI]

50 L=Q*DR

55 PRINT"TIME","HOUR[SPACE]ANGLES":PRINT A$

56 REM BEGIN HOUR ANGLE COUNTER

60 X=0

65 REM BEGIN HOUR LOOP

70 FOR Y=ll TO 5 STEP-1

100 IF Y=5 THEN 210

105 REM BEGIN MINUTE LOOP

110 FOR Z=60 TO 5 STEP-5

113 REM BEGIN PRINT FORMAT

120 IF Y=ll AND Z=60 THEN PRINT"[SPACE]12[SPACE]

:[SPACE]00","[SPACE]0.00":PRINT

125 IF Y=ll AND Z=60 THEN 190

130 IF Z = 60 THEN PRINT Y + l": [SPACE]00",

135 IF Z=60 THEN 160

140 IF Z=5 THEN PRINT Y":[SPACE]05",

150 IF ZO5 THEN PRINT Y":";

155 REM CALCULATE HOUR ANGLES

160 X=X+1.25*DR

165 H=ATN(TAN(X)*SIN(L))*RD

166 IF Z=5 THEN 180

167 REM FINISH PRINT FORMAT

170 IF ZO60 THEN PRINT Z,

180 PRINT H

190 NEXT Z

200 NEXT Y

210 PRINT"[SPACE]6[SPACE]:[SPACE]00","[SPACE]90.00"

215 PRINT:PRINT"*********END**********"
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Raster Interrupts

On The Commodore 64

Part 1: Introduction and Theory
by Dave Berezowski

Updated from The Transactor, July, 1983

One feature of the Commodore 64 that is proba

bly least understood and most powerful is the ability

to "muck-about" with the raster beam. Many things

are possible, such as continuous smooth scrolling of

the entire screen, mixed-graphic modes (i.e., text

and hi-res), flicker-free animation, more than eight

sprites on the screen at one time, etc. In this and

subsequent articles, I will attempt to explain how

raster interrupts work and how you can use them.

I'll assume that you have first learned the basic con

cept of interrupt coding, and how the other features

of the VIC II chip work, such as background color,

border color, etc. Raster interrupts will allow you to

use these features to obtain more interesting effects

in your programs.

Let's stop here for a moment and explain some

terms we'll need to know. The first thing that you

need to know is how the picture gets drawn on your

T. V. or monitor. Imagine that the screen is a grid of

320 dots across by 200 dots down. Each dot, some

times called a "pixel", is made of a phosphorescent

material that glows when struck by electrical energy.

Color pixels are made of three bits of phosphor—

red, green, and blue. This combination allows for

all the colors by hitting each dot with a controlled

amount of energy. However, to avoid potentially

confusing details concerning color theory, we'll

assume each dot will glow in the same color,

or simply "on" or "off".

Energy is supplied to each dot by the cathode

ray or electron beam that is controlled by that large

cylindrical object on the back of the picture tube.

Most of you have probably seen this; it's covered

with several wrappings of copper wire and referred

to as the electron gun. The electron gun can direct

the beam at any dot on the screen. By rapidly

switching the beam on or off, each dot either glows

or does not glow. Since the cathode ray tube (CRT)

is not very smart, it doesn't know that it's drawing

letters, numbers, sprites, etc. It only knows that it's

turning dots on or off. The end result is a pattern of

on and off dots that forms the picture that we see,

something we all merely take for granted.

The beam starts on the top line (line 1) of the

screen and "draws" 320 dots across from left to

right. Then it zips back to the beginning of line two,

and draws 320 more dots. Each line of 320 dots is

known as a "raster". The beam essentially draws a

whole line in one swoop, so we refer to it as the

"raster beam", a term that fits very nicely since

we're dealing with raster interrupts.

A "raster interrupt", therefore, does exactly what

the term implies. It allows us to "interrupt" the pro

cess of drawing the entire screen and perform some

operation in between two "rasters". The two can be

ANY two of your choosing, and the operation, for

example, might be a change of background color,

so that the top half of the screen has a background

Figure 1. Vertical Retrace

Vertical

Re-Trace

* 00 ^

49 -
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Non-Visible Raster Area

320 Dots

Screen

249

250 i

262 J

Visible

Raster Area

(200 Lines)

Non-Visible Raster Area
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color of red and the bottom half is in blue. We'll be

looking at this later, but taking it one step further, we

could change the background color back to red (or

another color) just before reaching the bottom of

the screen. And ultimately, we could change the

background color for every raster on the screen.

All this and more is possible using the raster inter

rupt feature.

Once again then, the raster beam starts drawing

rasters from line one at the top of the screen, until it

gets down to the bottom of the screen at line 200.

After it finishes drawing line 200 it zips back up to

the top of the screen (known as "vertical retrace")

and starts all over again. It draws a complete picture

on your screen 60 times per second. So, we could

say that every line gets re-drawn once every l/60th

of a second or every 16,667 micro-seconds (assum

ing that the Commodore 64 has a clock speed

of 1 Mhz.) In Figure 1 we take a pictorial look at

what's happening.

Now I should explain something here so as not to

confuse you. The full-range of the raster beam is

from raster line zero (RL0) to raster line 262 (RL262).

However, the visible raster lines are from RL50 to

RL249. What this means is that when the raster

beam is drawing the first line of dots on your screen,

it is really on its fiftieth line. Therefore, raster lines

0-49 and 250-262 are actually drawn off screen and

make up what I referred to earlier as the "vertical-

retrace". (Incidentally, the raster beam values and

the sprite positions are the same. So when a sprite is

at y position 51, it is also on the fifty-first raster beam.)

The Raster Beam Registers

Now that you understand (I hope) how the raster
beam works, I can introduce some of the registers
of the video chip that we'll need to use. Familiarize
yourself with register 17 ($D011 or 53265) and reg
ister 18 ($D012 or 53266) which are dual purpose
registers. When you read them, they return the

current position of the raster beam (be it on or off

screen). When you write to them, it sets up a

raster-compare value which can generate a raster

interrupt when the raster beam position equals the

number that you put in the register. It is like saying

to the video chip, "Tell me when the raster beam

is at position xxx".

Note that because the raster beam can have a

value greater than 255, we need nine bits to tell us

its position. So, the eighth bit of register 17 ($D011
or 53265) is used and is actually the ninth bit of the

raster value. Naturally, bits 1-8 of register 18 are bits

1-8 of the raster beam. To read the raster beam you

could perform the following:

10 RV=PEEK(53266)+PEEK(53265)

AND128)*256

20 PRINT"RASTER IS AT LINE ";RV

To write to the raster register to set up a raster-

compare value we could code: (remember, we must

not disturb the other bits in register 17)

10 RC=250:REM END OF SCREEN,

FOR EXAMPLE

20 POKE53266,RC AND 255:REM PUT

LOWER 8 BITS IN REGISTER 17

30 POKE53265,(PEEK(53265) AND

127) OR (INT(RC/256)*128)

40 PRINT"RASTER-COMPARE NOW

SET AT LINE ";RC

The next two registers we have to be aware of are

registers 25 ($D019 or 53273) and 26 ($D01A or

53274). Register 25 is the interrupt status register. It

tells us who has generated an interrupt on the IRQ

line (Interrupt ReQuest). The interrupts can come

from the light pen, sprite-sprite collisions, sprite-
background collisions or raster-compare matches. In
this case we are only concerned with raster-compare

interrupts and need only look at bit 0 of register 25.

Here is a description of register 25:

Register 25 ($D01A or 53274)

Interrupt Status/Clear Register

BIT 7: has anybody requested an IRQ?

BIT 3: has a light pen IRQ been requested?

BIT 2: has a sprite-to-sprite IRQ been requested?
BIT 1: has a sprite-to-background IRQ been

requested?
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BIT 0: has a raster-compare IRQ been requested?

A zero in the corresponding bit position means

that an IRQ has not been requested, whereas a one

means that an IRQ has been requested.

This register is also used to clear the interrupt

status. You must write a one back to the corre

sponding bit of the interrupt that you serviced.

Example: Let's say that a raster-compare interrupt

occurs and that you service (take care of) it and

return. If you forget to tell the video chip that you

serviced the interrupt, as soon as you exit from

the interrupt the CPU will think the video chip has

another interrupt needing service. Thus your ma

chine will just sit there and constantly interrupt itself.

(From your point of view, the machine will have ap

peared to have crashed!) So as I said, to clear the

interrupt you must write a one to the bit of the inter

rupt that you serviced. In this case we would code:

POKE 53274,PEEK(53274) OR 1

Register 26 is the interrupt-enable register. It tells

the system which interrupt it should recognize. That

is, a raster-compare interrupt could occur BUT if

you haven't enabled it, then it will be ignored. For

convenience sake register 26 is laid out the same as

register 25 with respect to the ordering of the dif

ferent types of interrupts:

Register 26 ($D01B or 53275)
Interrupt Enable Register

BIT 3: are light pen IRQs enabled?

BIT 2: are sprite-to-sprite IRQs enabled?

BIT 1: are sprite-to-background IRQs enabled?

BIT 0: are raster-compare IRQs enabled?

A zero in the corresponding bit position means

that an IRQ has not been enabled, whereas a one

means that an IRQ has been enabled.

One more register to worry about and then we

can get into an example. First some background

info. Every 1/60 of a second the 6526 (CIA #1) lo
cated at $DC00-DC0F (56320-56335) generates an

interrupt on the IRQ line. It does this so that your 64

can flash the cursor, update the time-clock, check

the stop-key, read the keyboard, etc. So unless we

are working deep within machine language and

don't need BASIC, we better make sure that this

routine is still being called or else we won't have a

cursor, can't press the stop-key, etc. We are left with

three choices when dealing with raster-interrupts in

what to do with the normal interrupt as follows:

1) We can leave this routine alone and allow it to

occur normally every 1/60 of a second. But now we

are going to have two interrupts occurring every

1/60 of a second, our raster-compare IRQ and the

normal IRQ. There's nothing wrong with this, just so

long as you check which interrupt occurred so that

you can service the proper one.

2) We can disable the normal IRQ, but jump to it

after we have finished doing our stuff. So we will

have only one interrupt occurring but it will be per

forming two functions. (We must jump to the normal

IRQ routine every 1/60 of a second if we want the

use of the cursor, stop key, etc.). This is the method

I chose in the program that follows the article.

3) If we don't need BASIC at all then we can disable

the normal IRQ routine and instead of jumping to it,

exit our routine with the following code:

PLA: TAY: PLA: TAX: PLA: RTI.

(note: this piece of coding is located at $FEBC)

For those of you who don't know, this code restores

the status of the X, Y and A registers before return

ing from the interrupt.

Anyway, we better get back to the CIA. The part

of the CIA #1 we need to worry about is $DC0E

(56334). It controls all sorts of things, but the main

thing is that bit zero controls whether timer A is run

ning or not. Timer A counts down to zero every 1/60

of a second and generates an interrupt. If we stop

timer A, then no normal IRQ interrupts will occur:

CIA#1 Control Register

($DC0E or 56334) Bit Description

7 Time of day clock freq : l-50Hz, 0-60Hz

6 Serial port I/O mode : 1-output 0-input
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5 Timer A counts

4 Force load timer A

3 Timer A run mode

2 Timer A output on PB6

1 Timer A output on PB6

0 Start/Stop Timer A

1-cntsgnls, 0-system

02 sgnls

1-yes, 0-no

1-one, 0-continuous

1-toggle, 0-pulse

1-yes, 0-no

1-start, 0-stop

To stop timer A we code:

POKE 56334,PEEK(56334) AND 254

To start timer A we code:

POKE 56334,PEEK(56334) OR 1

NOTE: I must point out that all of the examples I

have been giving you are in BASIC for readability

sake only. BASIC is far too slow for working with

raster interrupts. You must code in machine lan

guage. For example:

POKE 56334,PEEK(56334) AND 254

would become...

LDA $DC0E

AND #254

STA $DC0E

Let's leave all the technical stuff for now and

apply what we have learned. Below is a program

(a BASIC loader and the documented assembly

source file) to give us a two-color screen. The top

half color of the screen can be controlled by POKE

24582, ch and the bottom half by POKE 24581, cl

(ch and cl range from 0-15). Refer to Figure 2 to see

what's going on.

Next Issue:

A) For you technical types, I'll go into the riming

constraints of raster interrupts (time taken to draw

one raster line, total cycle time, vertical-retrace time,

etc.) and why you need to know this stuff.

B) How to get a mixed-mode screen. We'll end up

with 20 lines of hi-res and five lines of text on the
same screen.

C) ???

In future articles, I'd like to go into the art of smooth

scrolling, flicker-free animation, more than eight

sprites on one screen, ???.

Digest what you learned for now and I'll see you

next issue. C

Figure 2.

150

Raster Beam Value

250

Upper Half of Screen

Displays Color in'CH'

Lower Half Of Screen

Displays Color in 'CL'

First IRQ occurs here.

(change screen color to

CL'and exit via RTI.)

2nd IRQ occurs here.

(change screen color to

'CH' and exit via jump

to normal IRQ routine.)
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Raster Interrupts on the Commodore 64: BASIC Loader

100

110

120

130

140

150

160

170

180

190

200

210

220

230

240

250

260

270

280

290

300

1000

1010

1020

1030

1040

1050

1060

1070

1080

1090

1100

1110

1120

1130

1140

1150

1160

1170

1180

1190

1200

REM RASTER.BAS

GOSUB 1000

Z=6*4096:SYS Z

Rl=Z+4

Cl=150

GET A$

IF A$ =

IF A$ =

IF A$ =

IF A$ =

IF A$ =

IF A$ =

:R2=Z+3:R3=Z+6:R4=Z+5

:C2=250:C3=0:C4=l

:IF AS=""THEN 150

11 [DOWN] "THEN C1=C1+1 AND 255

"[UP]"THEN C1=C1-1

:GOTO 230

AND 255:GOTO 230

"[RIGHT]"THEN C2=C2+1 AND 255:GOTO 230

11 [LEFT] "THEN C2=C2-

"[Fl]"THEN C3=C3+1

"[F3]"THEN C4=C4+1

GOTO 150

1 AND 255 :GOTO 230

AND 15:GOTO 230

AND 15:GOTO 230

POKE R1,C1:POKE R2,C2:POKE R3,C3:POKE R4,C4:GOTO 150
;

REM CURSOR-UP MOVES Rl UP

REM CURSOR-DOWN MOVES Rl

REM CURSOR-RIGHT MOVES R2

REM CURSOR-LEFT MOVES R2

REM Fl

REM F3

FOR J

READ

POKE

BUMPS TOP COLOR

BUMPS BOTTOM COLOR

=24576 TO 24698

X:CH=CH+X

J,X:NEXT

DOWN

DOWN

UP

IF CHO13196 THEN PRINT"DATA [SPACE] ERROR" : STOP

RETURN

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

76, 9, 96,170,170

170,120,169, 0,141

20, 3,141, 7, 96

141, 8, 96,169, 78

169, 96,141, 21, 3

4, 96,169,250,141

17,208, 41,127,141

4, 96,141, 18,208

6, 96,169, 1,141

1,141, 26,208, 88

208,162, 2,204, 3

136,204, 3, 96,240

4, 96,141, 33,208

141, 18,208,173, 25

208,224, 1,208, 3

108, 7, 96

,170,170,

, 14,220,

,173, 21,

,141, 20,

,169,150,

, 3r 96,

, 17,208,

,169, 0,

, 5, 96,

, 96,172,

, 96,240,

, 1,202,

,189, 2,

,208,141,

, 76,188,

170

173

3

3

141

173

173

141

169

18

7

189

96

25

254
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Raster Interrupts: Assembly Source File

;RASTER.S

*

*

*

*

ROUTINE TO SPLIT THE DISPLAY SCREEN TO CREATE A TWO-COLOR

BACKGROUND. RASTl IS THE RASTER-COMPARE VALUE FOR THE FIRST

INTERRUPT AND DETERMINES WHERE THE BOTTOM SCREEN COLOR WILL

START, THE COLOR IS DETERMINED BY BOTCOL. RAST2 IS THE

RASTER-COMPARE VALUE FOR THE SECOND INTERRUPT AND SWITCHES THE

BACKGROUND COLOR TO TOPCOL AT THAT POINT. IF RAST2 IS LESS THEN *

250 THEN THE REST OF THE BOTTOM OF THE SCREEN AS WELL AS THE TOP *

OF THE SCREEN (UP TO RASTl) WILL HAVE A COLOR OF TOPCOL. *

;DAVID BEREZOWSKI / AUG 83

;CONSTANTS

IRQVEC

VICII

RASTHI

RASTLO

VICIRQ

VICENA

BGCOLO

CIACRA

RTIEXT

$0314

$D000

VICII+17

VICII+18

VICII+25

VICII+26

VICII+33

$DC0E

$FEBC

;IRQ JUMP VECTOR.

;START OF VICII CHIP.

;RASTER COMPARE HI REGISTER

;RASTER COMPARE LOW REGISTER

;INTERRUPT STATUSCLEAR REGISTER

;INTERRUPT ENABLE REGISTER

BACKGROUND COLOR REGISTER

;CIA CONTROL REGISTER A.

;RTI EXIT ROUTINE.

INITIALIZE INTERRUPT SYSTEM (JUMP VECTOR)

* = $6000
*

JMP INIT

;VARIABLES
*

RAST2 *=*+!

RASTl *=*+l

BOTCOL *=*+l

TOPCOL *=*+l
*

IRQSAV * = * + 2

;SECOND RASTER COMPARE VALUE (@ 24579

;FIRST RASTER COMPARE VALUE (@ 24580)

;BOTTOM BACKGROUND COLOR (@ 24581).

;TOP BACKGROUND COLOR (@ 24582).

;ORIGINAL IRQ VECTOR.
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INIT SEI

LDA

STA

LDA

STA

LDA

STA

LDA

LINE

STA

LDA

STA
*

LDA

STA

LDA

STA

*

r

LDA

AND

STA

LDA

STA

t

LDA

STA

LDA

STA
•

LDA

STA
*

CLI

RTS
•

#0

CIACRA

IRQVEC

IRQSAV

IRQVEC+1

IRQSAV+1

#<SERVIC

IRQVEC

#>SERVIC

IRQVEC+1

#150

RAST1

#250

RAST2

RASTHI

#%01111111

RASTHI

RAST1

RASTLO

#0

TOPCOL

#1

BOTCOL

#1

VICENA

;MAIN INTERRUPT SERVICE
*

SERVIC LDY

LDX

RASTLO

#2

;DISABLE INTERRUPTS,

;DISABLE 6526 INTERRUPTS.

;SAVE ORIGINAL IRQ VECTOR.

;INIT IRQ VECTOR TO POINT TO IRQ SERVICE CODE.

;INIT FIRST RASTER-COMPARE POINT.

;INIT SECOND RASTER-COMPARE POINT.

;INIT RASTER COMPARE TO FIRST RASTER VALUE.

;INIT TOP COLOR TO BLACK.

;INIT BOTTOM COLOR TO WHITE.

;ENABLE RASTER COMPARE INTERRUPTS.

;ENABLE INTERRUPTS.

;RETURN.

CODE.

;ASSUME SECOND INTERRUPT.
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FOR

COMMODORE 64™

and VIC 20™

TO PREPARE YOUR INCOME TAX

DEVELOPED BY AN EXPERIENCED ACCOUNTING FIRM

EASY TO USE DETAILED MANUAL

UPDATES AVAILABLE YEARLY

TAPE DISK

Tax Aid
FOR UNEXPANDED VIC ?0

Tax Aid w
FOR VIC 20 WIT* 16k

Tax Aid in

NORTHLAND ACCOUNTING

606-B SECOND AVENUE

TWO HARBORS, MN 55616

218) 834-5012

COMMODORE bh IS A TRADEMARK OF CO""*ODO«E CLEC ISO1.1CS, L

VIC 20 [S A TRADEMARK OF COWODOBE ELECTRONICS, LTD.

TAXAID IS A TRADEMARK OF >IOR TMLAf.D ACCOiT.TIr.G, INC.

TOP DRAWER
ORGANIZATION.

Introducing Magic Desk."

New software that makes computers

easier than ever to use. Simply point the
"computer hand" on the screen towards the

desired function: the typewriter for word pro

cessing, file cabinet for information storage,

etc. First in a unique series of Commodore

software ££ commodQre

COMPUTERS

CPY RAST2

BEQ SKIP01

DEY

CPY RAST2

BEQ SKIP01

DEX

SKIP01 LDA BOTCOL-1,X

STA BGCOL0
*

LDA RAST2-1,X

STA RASTLO

F

LDA VICIRQ

STA VICIRQ

CPX #1

BNE EXIT2

EXIT1 JMP RTIEXT

EXIT2 JMP (IRQSAV)

f

.END

;IS THIS THE SECOND INTERRUPT?

;YES

;FUDGE FOR RASTER-BEAM TIMING ERROR

;SEE EXPLANATION NEXT ARTICLE.

;NO, SO SET 'INDEX FOR 1ST INTERRUPT

;SET BACKGROUND COLOR.

; SET RASTER-COMPARE FOR NEXT RASTER INTERRUPT.

^•ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THE INTERRUPT WAS SERVICED

;IS THIS THE FIRST INTERRUPT?

;NO

;RETURN FROM FIRST INTERRUPT

;PERFORM NORMAL IRQ ROUTINE
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Medical Age Test

for the Commodore 64
by Jim Branberg

This novelprogram is based on a quiz

published in the August, 1982, issue of

Changing Times. Afteryou answer the

questions, you get the good (or bad)

Medical Age Test

news—your medical age (as opposed to

your chronological age), based on how

well (or badly) you treat your body.

o BASED ON A QUIZ IN 'CH

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

REM **PROGRAM BY JIM BRANBERG**

ANGING TIMES' 8/82 PGS. 33-37

10 POKE 36879,157:Z=0

15 PRINT"[CLEAR,RVS,BLUE,SPACE5]WHAT'S[SPACE]YOUR[SPACEll]

MEDICAL[SPACE]AGE?[SPACE5]"

INPUT"YOUR[SPACE]PRESENT[SPACE]AGE";A

PRINT"[RVS]DISPOSITION"

PRINT"[SPACE]1. [SPACE]EASY[SPACE]GOING","[SPACE]2.

[SPACE]AVERAGE"

PRINT"[SPACE]3. [SPACE]TENSE[SPACE]OFTEN"

:INPUT"(1,2,OR[SPACE]3)";B

IF B=l THEN Z=Z-3

IF B=3 THEN Z=Z+6

PRINT"[RVS]EXERCISE"

55 PRINT"[SPACE]1.[SPACE]ACTIVE[SPACE]EMPLOYMENT,[SPACE4]

OR[SPACE]REG.[RIGHT]EXERCISE","[SPACE]2.[SPACE]

MODERATE"

65 PRINT"[SPACE]3.[SPACE]NONE":INPUT"(1,2,OR[SPACE]3)";C

IF C=l THEN Z=Z-12

IF C=3 THEN Z=Z+12

PRINT"[RVS]HOME[SPACE]ENVIROMENT"

PRINT"[SPACE]1.[SPACE]PLEASANT","[SPACE]2.[SPACE]

AVERAGE"

PRINT"[SPACE]3.[SPACE]UNUSUAL[SPACE]TENSION"

:INPUT"(1,2,OR[SPACE]3)";D

IF D=l THEN Z=Z-6

IF D=3 THEN Z = Z + 9

PRINT" [RVS]JOB[SPACE]SATISFACTION"

PRINT" [SPACE]!. [SPACE]ABOVE[SPACE]AVERAGE","[SPACE]2.

[SPACE]AVERAGE"

PRINT"[SPACE]3.[SPACE]DISCONTENTED"

:INPUT"(1,2,OR[SPACE]3)";E

IF E=l THEN Z=Z-3

70

75

80

85

95

100

105

110

115

125

130
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135 IF E=3 THEN Z=Z+6

140 PRINT"[RVS]AIR[SPACE]POLLUTION"
145 PRINT"[SPACE]1.[SPACE]NO[SPACE]EXPOSURE","[SPACE]2.

[SPACE]MODERATE[SPACE]CONTACT"

150 PRINT"[SPACE]3-[SPACE]SUBSTANTIAL[SPACEll]EXPOSURE"

: INPUT11 (1,2,OR [SPACE] 3) ";F

155 IF F=2 THEN Z=Z+3

157 IF F=3 THEN Z=Z+9

160 PRINT"[RVS]SMOKING[SPACE]HABITS"

165 PRINT1' [SPACE] 1. [SPACE] NONSMOKER" ," [SPACE] 2 . [SPACE]

OCCASIONAL","[SPACE]3.[SPACE]1[SPACE]PACK[SPACE]A

[SPACE]DAY"

180 PRINT"[SPACE]4.[SPACE]2[SPACE]PACKS,[SPACE]OR[SPACE]

MORE":INPUT"(1,2,3,OR[SPACE]4)";G

185 IF G=l THEN Z=Z-6

190 IF G=3 THEN Z=Z+12

195 IF G=4 THEN Z=Z+24

200 PRINT"[RVS]DRINKING[SPACE]HABITS"

205 PRINT"[SPACE]1.[SPACE]SELDOM",,"[SPACE]2.[SPACE]

MODERATE"

215 PRINT"[SPACE]3.[SPACE]HEAVY":INPUT"(1,2,OR[SPACE]3)";H

220 IF H=l THEN Z=Z-6

225 IF H=2 THEN Z=Z+6

230 IF H=3 THEN Z=Z+24

235 PRINT"[RVS]EATING[SPACE]HABITS"

240 PRINT"[SPACE]1.[SPACE]LOW[SPACE]FAT[SPACE]DIET","

[SPACE]2.[SPACE]HIGH[SPACE]PROTEIN[SPACE10]INTAKE"

250 PRINT"[SPACE]3.[SPACE]HIGH[SPACE]CHOLESTEROL[SPACE6]

INTAKE":INPUT"(1,2,OR[SPACE]3)";I

255 IF 1=1 THEN Z=Z-6

260 IF 1=2 THEN Z=Z+6

265 IF 1=3 THEN Z=Z+6

270 PRINT"[RVS]CAFFEINE[SPACE]INTAKE"

2 75 PRINT"[SPACE]1.[SPACE]LOW",,"[SPACE]2.[SPACE]MODERATE

[SPACE](2[SPACEJCUPS)"

285 PRINT"[SPACE]3.[SPACE]HEAVY[SPACE] (4[SPACE]CUPS+ )"

: INPUT"{1,2,OR[SPACE]3)";J

290 IF J=2 THEN Z=Z+2

295 IF J=3 THEN Z=Z+6

300 PRINT"[RVS]DRIVING"

305 PRINT"[SPACE]1.[SPACE]20,000[SPACE]MILES[SPACE]OR

[SPACE7]LESS[SPACE]W/SEATBELTS"

310 PRINT"[SPACE]2.[SPACE]20,000[SPACE]OR[SPACE]LESS

[SPACE8]NO[SPACE]SEATBELTS[SPACE]WORN
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315

320

325

330

335

350

355

360

365

400

405

410

415

420

425

430

435

440

445

450

455

460

465

470

475

480

485

490

500

505

510

PRINT"[SPACE]3.[SPACE]20,000+[SPACE]MILES"

:INPUT"<l,2,OR[SPACE]3)n;K
IF K=l THEN Z = Z-3

IF K=3 THEN Z=Z+12

PRINT"[RVS]DRUG[SPACE]ABUSE"

PRINT"[SPACE]1.[SPACE]NONE", ,"[SPACE]2,[SPACE]

MODERATE","[SPACE]3.[SPACE]HEAVY"

PRINT"[SPACE]4.[SPACE]NARCOTICS[SPACE]"
:INPUT"(1,2,3,OR[SPACE]4)";L

IF L=2 THEN Z=Z+12

IF L=3 THEN Z=Z+24

IF L=4 THEN Z=Z+36

PRINT"[RVS,SPACE3]FAMILY[SPACE]&[SPACE]SOCIAL[SPACE6]
HISTORY[SPACE]INVENTORY[SPACE3]"

PRINT"[RVS]FATHER"

PRINT"[SPACE]1.[SPACE]ALIVE[SPACE]&[SPACE]OVER[SPACE]
68"

PRINT"[SPACE]2.[SPACE]UNDER[SPACE]68[SPACE]&[SPACE]

ALIVE,[SPACE5]OR[SPACE]DEAD[SPACE]AT[SPACE]68+"

PRINT"[SPACE]3.[SPACE]DEAD[SPACE]OF[SPACE]MEDICAL
[SPACE7]CAUSES[SPACE]UNDER[SPACE]68"

:INPUT"(lf2,OR[SPACE]3)";M

IF M=l THEN Z=Z-3

IF M=3 THEN Z=Z+3

PRINT"[RVS]MOTHERn

PRINT"[SPACE]1.[SPACE]ALIVE[SPACE]&[SPACE]OVER[SPACE]

73"

PRINT"[SPACE]2.[SPACE]ALIVE[SPACE]&[SPACE]UNDER[SPACE]

68,[SPACE5]OR[SPACE]DEAD[SPACE]AT[SPACE]68+"

PRINT"[SPACE]3.[SPACE]DEAD[SPACE]OF[SPACE]MEDICAL

[SPACE7]CAUSES[SPACE]UNDER[SPACE]73"

:INPUT"(1,2,OR[SPACE]3)";N

IF N=l THEN Z=Z-3

IF N=3 THEN Z=Z+3

PRINT"[RVS]MARITAL[SPACE]STATUS"

PRINT"[SPACE]1. [SPACE]SINGLE",,"[SPACE]2. [SPACE]

MARRIED"

PRINT"[SPACE]3.[SPACE]UNMARRIED[SPACE]&[SPACE]OVER

[SPACE6]4 0":INPUT"(1,2,OR[SPACE]3)";O

IF 0=3 THEN Z=Z+6

PRINT"[RVS]RESIDENCE"

PRINT"[SPACE]1. [SPACE]IN[SPACE]LARGE [SPACE]CITY","

[SPACE]2.[SPACE]IN[SPACE]SUBURB"

PRINT"[SPACE]3.[SPACE]FARM[SPACE]OR[SPACE]SMALL[SPACE]

TOWN":INPUT"(1,2,OR [SPACE]3)";P

IF

IF

P=l THEN

P=3 THEN

Z=Z+6

Z=Z-3
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530 PRINT"[RVS,SPACE2]PHYSICAL[SPACE]INVENTORY[SPACE2]"

535 PRINT"[RVS]WEIGHT[RVOFF],[SPACE]THINK[SPACE]OF[SPACE]

YOUR[SPACE]'IDEAL1[SPACE]WEIGHT[SPACE]AT[SPACE]AGE

[SPACE]20"

540 PRINT"[SPACE]1,[SPACE]SAME[SPACE]NOW,[SPACE]OR[SPACE]

GAIN[SPACE5]OF[SPACE]LESS[SPACE]THAN[SPACE]10[SPACE7]

LBS. "

545 PRINT"[SPACE]2.[SPACE]20[SPACEJLBS.[SPACE]OVER"

550 PRINT"[SPACE]3. [SPACE]40[SPACE]LBS. [SPACE]OR [SPACE]

MORE":INPUT"(1,2,OR[SPACE]3)";Q

555 IF Q=l THEN Z = Z-3

560 IF Q=2 THEN Z = Z + 6

565 IF Q=3 THEN Z=Z+15

570 PRINT"[RVS]BLOOD[SPACE]PRESSURE"

575 PRINT"[SPACE]1.[SPACE]UNDER[SPACE]40[SPACE]YRS.[SPACE]

&[SPACE7]ABOVE[SPACE]130/80"

580 PRINT" [SPACE]2. [SPACE]OVER[SPACE]40[SPACE]YRS. [SPACE]

&[SPACE8]ABOVE[SPACE]140/90"

585 PRINT"[SPACE]3.[SPACE]NEITHER"

:INPUT"(1,2,OR[SPACE]3)";R

590 IF R=2 THEN Z=Z+12

595 IF R=l THEN Z=Z+12

600 PRINT"[RVS]CHOLESTEROL"

605 PRINT"[SPACE]1. [SPACE]UNDER[SPACE]40[SPACE]YRS. [SPACE]

&[SPACE7]ABOVE[SPACE]220"

610 PRINT"[SPACE]2.[SPACE]OVER[SPACE]40[SPACE]YRS.[SPACE]

&[SPACE8]ABOVE[SPACE]250"

615 PRINT"[SPACE]3.[SPACE]NEITHER"

:INPUT"(1,2,OR[SPACE]3)";S

620 IF S=l THEN Z=Z+6

625 IF S=2 THEN Z=Z+6

630 PRINT"[RVS]HEART

635 PRINT"[SPACE]1.[SPACE]HEART[SPACE]MURMUR"

640 PRINT"[SPACE]2.[SPACE]MURMUR[SPACE]W/HISTORY[SPACE6]

OF[SPACE]RHEUMATIC[SPACE10]FEVER"

645 PRINT"[SPACE]3.[SPACE]NEITHER"

:INPUT"{1,2,OR[SPACE]3)";T

650 IF T=l THEN Z=Z+24

655 IF T=2 THEN Z=Z+48

1000 PRINT"[RVS]REG.[SPACE]MEDICAL[SPACE]CHECKUP"

1005 PRINT"[SPACE]1.[SPACE]COMPLETE","[SPACE]2.[SPACE]

PARTIAL"

1015 PRINT"[SPACE]3.[SPACE]NO":INPUT"(1,2,OR[SPACE]3)";Y

1020 IF Y=l THEN Z=Z-12

1025 IF Y=2 THEN Z=Z-6

1500 PRINT"[RVS,SPACE]YOUR[SPACE]MEDICAL[SPACE]AGE[SPACE6]

IS:[RVOFF]";(Z/12)+A:END
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Timed Typing

for the Commodore 64
by Dean Rossa

The user chooses to take a

one-minute or three-minute timed

typing test. The microcomputer

clock is set and the keyboard

permits entry for one or three

minutes. The program figures the

number of words typed per min

ute and permits the user to review

Timed Typing

his typing for errors. A tone sounds

after 75 characters per line are

entered to remind the user to hit

RETURN. A string length error oc

curs if more than 255 characters

are entered before a return. The

speed of typists on old Commo

dores may be cut by reaching for

punctuation keys in nonstandard

typewriter position.

Because it offers the challenge

of bearing an old record or be

cause it offers a concrete measure

of ability, both young and old stu

dents, typists and nontypists seem

to enjoy the program. C

10 CLR: POKE 59468,12 :K=1 :PRINT"[CLEAR]" :DIM B$(50)

20 PRINT"THIS[SPACE]PROGRAM[SPACE]LETS[SPACE]YOU[SPACE]

ENTER[SPACE]LINES"

30 PRINT"FROM[SPACE]THE[SPACE]PET[SPACE]KEYBOARD[SPACE]

FOR[SPACE]1[SPACE]OR[SPACE]3[SPACE]MINUTES."

40 PRINT"IT[SPACE]THEN[SPACE]TELLS[SPACE]YOU[SPACE]YOUR

[SPACE]TYPING[SPACE]SPEED"

50 PRINT"AND[SPACE]PERMITS[SPACE]YOU[SPACE]TO[SPACE]

REVIEW[SPACE]FOR[SPACE]ERRORS."

60 PRINT"END[SPACE]EACH[SPACE]LINE[SPACE]WITH[SPACE]A

[SPACE]RETURN.": PRINT

70 1NPUT"ENTER[SPACE,RVS]1[RVOFF,SPACE]OR[SPACE,RVS]3

[RVOFF,SPACE]FOR[SPACE]LENGTH"; LG

:IF LGO1 AND LGO3 THEN 70

80 ET$="000100": IF LG=3 THEN ET$="000300"

90 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"PRESS[SPACE2,RVS]RETURN[RVS,SPACE2

TO[SPACE]START"

100 PRINT"WHEN[SPACE]SCREEN[SPACE]CLEARS[SPACE]TIMING

[SPACE]WILL[SPACE]START"

110 GET X$:IF X$=""THEN 110

120 IF ASC(X$)><13 THEN 110

130 POKE 59468,14: PRINT"[CLEAR]":PRINT"[DOWN,RIGHT]";

: TI$="000000"

140 GET X$: IF TI$> ET$ THEN 200

150 IF X$=""THEN 140

160 IF ASC(X$)=13 THEN K=K+l:G0T0 190

170 IF ASC(X$)=17 OR ASC(X$)=145 THEN 140

180 B$(K)=B$(K)+X$ :IF LEN(B$(K))=75 THEN GOSUB 500

190 PRINT"[LEFT]"X$ "[RVS,SPACE,RVOFF]" ;:GOTO 140
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200 PRINT"[CLEAR]YOUR[SPACE]TIME[SPACE]IS[SPACE]UP"

: GOSUB 500

210 IF LEN(B$(K))=0 THEN K=K-l

220 REM DELAY A LITTLE IN CASE TYPIST ISN'T WATCHING

230 FOR 1=1 TO 10
240 PRINT"********************[LEFT20]";:FOR J=l TO 100

:NEXT

250 PRINT"[SPACE20,LEFT20]";:FOR J=l TO 100:NEXT

260 NEXT I : PRINT

270 REM CLEAR ANY UNUSED STUFF OUT OF INPUT BUFFER

280 FOR 1=1 TO 20:GET X$:NEXT I : POKE 59468,12
290 PRINT:PRINT"IN[SPACE]"LG "[SPACE]MINUTES[SPACE]YOU

[SPACE]TYPED"; K; "[SPACE]LINES."

300 N=0:FOR 1=1 TO K:N=N+LEN(B$(I)):NEXT I

310 PRINT"TOTAL[SPACE]NUMBER[SPACE]OF[SPACE]CHARACTERS

[SPACE]TYPED:[SPACE]";N

320 PRINT:PRINT"WORDS[SPACE]PER [SPACE]MINUTE

:[SPACE17]";N/(5*LG)

330 J=l

340 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT

350 PRINT"PRESS[SPACE,RVS]R[RVOFF,SPACE]TO[SPACE]REVIEW

[SPACE]TEXT[SPACE]5[SPACE]LINES[SPACE]AT[SPACE]A

[SPACE]TIME"

360 PRINT"PRESS[SPACE,RVS]Q[RVOFF,SPACE]TO[SPACE]QUIT"

370 GET X$:IF X$X"R"AND X$X"Q"THEN' 370

380 IF X$="Q"THEN STOP

390 M=J+4:IF M>K THEN M=K

400 PRINT"[CLEAR]" :POKE 59468,14

410 FOR I=J TO M: PRINT B$(I):PRINT: NEXT I

420 J=J+5:IF J>K THEN J=l:PRINT:PRINT"LAST[SPACE]ENTERED

[SPACE]LINE[SPACE]<<<<<<<"

430 GOTO 340

500 FOR 1=1 TO 10:POKE 59467,16:POKE 59466,15

:POKE 59464,10:POKE 59464,0:NEXT:RETURN

65535 REM ************* PROGRAM WRITTEN BY R. ROSSA AND D

. ROSSA ************
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Musical Mosaic for the

Uncxpanded VIC 20
by W. Anne Phillips

5 REM SET VALUES FOR P AND K FOR DIFFERENT MEMORY CONFIG
URATIONS

10 P=256*PEEK(648):S2=36875:POKE S2+4,76:POKE S2+3,15
:K=30720:IF PEEK(648)=16 THEN K=33792

19 REM SET VALUES FOR MUSICAL NOTES

20 T(l)=191:T(2)=195:T(3)=201:T(4)=207:T(5)=209:T(6)=215
:T(7)=219:T(8)=223:T(9)=225

30 T(10)=228:T(0)=0:GOSUB 200:POKE S2+4,8:PRINT"[CLEAR]"
39 REM CHOOSE SCREEN LOCATION

40 X=INT(RND(1)*11):Y=INT(RND(1)*11):IF Y<X THEN 40

49 REM CHOOSE CHARACTER AND COLOR

50 M=INT(RND(1)*2)*128+127:C=INT(RND(1)*8)

59 REM CALCULATE LOCATIONS OF REFLECTIONS OF CHOSEN LOCAT
ION

60 P(1)=P+22*Y+X:P(2)=P+22*X+Y:P(3)=P+22*X+21-Y

:P(4)=P+22*Y+21-X

65 P(5)=P+22*(21-Y)+21-X:P(6)=P+22*(21-XJ+21-Y

:P(7)=P+22*(21-X)+Y:P(8)=P+22*(21-Y)+X

69 REM CALCULATE CORRECT CHARACTER FOR THAT LOCATION

70 FOR 1=1 TO 6:M(I)=-(M=127)*255-(M=255)*127:M(I+2)=M

:IF 1=2 THEN 1=4

75 NEXT

79 REM CUT CORNERS OFF DESIGN

80 IF X+Y<5 THEN FOR 1=1 TO 8:M(I)=32:NEXT

8 9 REM MAKE SOUND AND DRAW CHARACTER

90 POKE S2,T(Y):POKE S2+1,T(Y):FOR 1=1 TO 8:POKE P(I)+K,C

:POKE P(I),M(I):NEXT

99 REM SEE IF ANY FUNCTION KEY HAS BEEN PRESSED

100 GET A$:IF A$=CHR$(133)THEN B=INT(RND(1)*8)

:POKE S2+4,17*B+8:REM CHANGE COLOR IF Fl

110 IF A$=CHR$(134)THEN S =-(S = 0) :POKE S2 + 3 ,-15*(S= 0)

:REM CHANGE SOUND MODE IF F3

120 IF A$=CHR$(135)THEN PRINT"[CLEAR]"

:REM CLEAR SCREEN IF F5

130 IF A$=CHR$(136)THEN POKE S2,0:POKE S2+1,0:GOTO 150

:REM FREEZE IF F7

140 GOTO 40

150 GET A$:IF A$=""THEN 150

160 IF A$=CHR$(136)THEN 40:REM UNFREEZE IF Fl HIT AGAIN

170 GOTO 150
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200 PRINT"[CLEAR,RIGHT4,BLACK,RVS]MUSICAL[SPACE]MOSAIC

[RVOFF]":PRINT"[RIGHT3,DOWN]BY[SPACE]ANNE[SPACE]

PHILLIPS":REM INSTRUCTIONS

210 PRINT"[DOWN3,RVS]F1[RVOFF,SPACE]CHANGES[SPACE]

BACKGROUND[SPACE4]COLOR":PRINT"[DOWN,RVS]F3[RVOFF,

SPACE]SWITCHES[SPACE]SOUND[SPACE]ON[SPACE]&[SPACE3]

OFF"

220 PRINT"[DOWN,RVS]F5[RVOFF,SPACE]CLEARS[SPACE]SCREEN

[SPACE]AND[SPACE5]BEGINS[SPACE]NEW[SPACE]MOSAIC"

230 PRINT"[DOWN,RVS]F7[RVOFF,SPACE]FREEZES[SPACE]&[SPACE]

RE-STARTS[SPACE3]MOSAIC"

240 PRINT"[DOWN3,RVS,RIGHT2]HIT[SPACE]A[SPACE]KEY[SPACE]

TO[SPACE]START"

250 GET A$:IF A$=""THEN 250

260 RETURN

GETTHE MOSTOUTOFYOUR

COMMODORE-64
WITH SOFTWARE FROM ABACUS

APHIC

IAPHICS

IPHICSG

HICSGRA
IICSGRAPHICSGRAPHI

SCREEN GRAPHICS 64

■ Adds 24 commands
to BASIC.

■ Plot points, lines,
boxes, circles and fill

in hires and

multicolor.

■ Define and animate

sprites easily.

■ Includes demos,

tutorial and manual.

■ $24.95 FOR TAPE
■ $27.95 FOR DISK

SYNTHY 64

Full featured music

and sound

synthesizer.

Easy entry and
editing of notes and

commands.

Control ASDR, filters,
waveforms etc.

Includes sample

music and manual.

$29.95 FOR TAPE
$32.95 FOR DISK

CHARTPAK 64

Create Pie,Bar and

Line charts in high

resolution.

Enter, edit, save and

recall to/from disc.

Choose any of 8 chart

formats and design

charts interactively.

Produce hard copy

onto 1515, 1525 or

Epson printer.

$42.95 DISK ONLY

ULTRABASIC 64

Turtle, hires,
multicolor and sprite

graphics.

Sound and sound

effects.

Screen copy to 1515,

1525 or Epson

printers.

Includes demos,

tutorial, manual.

$39.95 FOR TAPE

$42.95 FOR DISK

TO ORDER NOW
PLEASE WRITE: ABACUS SOFTWARE

P.O. BOX 7211 .Grand Rapids, Ml 49510

For postage & handling, add $1.50

(U.S. and Canada) ,add $3.00 for

foreign. Make payment in U.S.

dollars by check,

money order or

charge card. FOR IMMEDIATE

SERVICE PHONE 616/241-5510

FREE CATALOG
Ask for a listing of other soft
ware for your Commodore-64

or VlC-20.
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VIC 20

40-80 COLUMN BOARD

only$ 8 900
Now you can get 40 or 80 Columns on your T.V. or monitor at one time! No more

running out of line space for programming and making columns. Just plug in this

board and you immediately convert your VIC-20 computer to 40 or 80 columns!

PLUS, you get a Word Processor, Mail Merge program, Electronic Spreadsheet (like

VISICALC) and Terminal Emulator! These PLUS programs require only 8K RAM

memory and comes in an attractive plastic case with instructions.ListS149 Sale$99

"15 DAY FREE TRIAL"

We have the lowest VIC-20 prices

We have over 500 programs

Visa - Mastercharge - C.O.D.

We love our customers!

IE
ElMl lIZES (we love our customers)

BOX 550, BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS 60010
Phono 312/382-5244 to ordtr

MAKE YOUR VIC-20

COMPUTERTALK

when you plug in our * Q

ONLY

VOICE SYNTHESIZER
You can program an unlimited number of words and sentences and even adjust volume and pitch.

You can make: • Adventure games that talk • Real sound action games

This voice synthesizer Is VOTRAX based and has features equivalent to other models costing over

$370.00. To make programming even easier, our unique voice editor will help you create words and

sentences with easy to read, easy to use symbols. The data from the voice editor can then be easily

transferred to your own programs to make customized talkies.

"15 DAYFREE TRIAL"

We have the lowest VIC-20 prices

We have over 500 programs

Visa - Mastercharge - C.O.D.

We love our customers!

ENTERPRIZES
BOX 550, BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS 60010

Phone 312/382-5244 to order
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1\vo Programs for the VIC 20

and SuperExpander Cartridge
by Robert Mock

Super Expander Box Design

10 GRAPHICl

20 COLORINT(RND(1)*16),INT(RND (1)*8),INT(RND(1)*8),INT(RND(1)*16)

21 FORT=lTO50

22 IFRCOLR(1)=RCOLR(2)THEN20

24 IFRCOLR(3)=RCOLR(4)THEN20

26 C=INT(RND(1)*3)

30 J=INT(RND(l)*1023)

40 DRAWC/511,0+JTOl023-J,511TO511,1023-JTO0+J,51lTO511,0+J

50 IFPEEK(197)=33THEN20

60 NEXTT

70 IFPEEK(197)=33THEN20

80 GOTO10

Super Expander Diamond Design

10 GRAPHICl

20 COLORINT(RND(1)*16),INT(RND(1)*8),INT(RND(1)*8),INT(RND(1)*16)
30 FORT=lTO50

40 IFRCOLR(l)=RCOLR(2)THEN20

50 IFRCOLR(3)=RCOLR(4)THEN20
60 C=INT(RND(1)*3)
70 J=INT(RND(1)*974)

80 DRAWC,50+J,50+JTO50+j,974-JTO974-J,974-JTO974-J,50+JTO50+J,50+J
85 IFPEEK(197)=33THEN20
90 NEXT

100 GOTO10
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Revised Version of

VICTERM PRINT
by Jim Gracely

This is the revised version of the VICTERM

PRINT program that appeared in the Spring, 1983,

Power/Play (Vol. 2, No. 1). With your VICMODEM

and Commodore 64 or VIC 20 with 8K expander,

you can use the program to save sequential files

(text) from any telecommunications network and

print the files to screen or printer.

This program may be used with any of the fol

lowing machines:

VIC 20 with 8K expansion—buffer size:

5124 bytes

VIC 20 with 16 K expansion—buffer size:

13316 bytes

Commodore 64—buffer size: 32600 bytes

It will automatically determine the machine being

used and will adjust the top and bottom of the buffer

accordingly.

The following section provides a brief description

of each function key:

Fl—Control C

This creates an immediate interrupt of data

transmission and will return you to the excla

mation prompt (!).

F3—Control S

This will stop transmission of data after the

RS-232 buffer is emptied (up to 256 bytes

after the F3 is pressed). A Control S is auto

matically sent when the available program

buffer space is filled.

F5—Control Q

This will restart transmission after a Control S

has been executed.

Caution: You must use a Control Q to restart transmission of

data after the program buffer has been filled

F7—Escape

This tells the host computer (CompuServe

etc.) to repeat the last command prompt (will

not work at the exclamation prompt).

F2—User ID

This key can be used instead of typing your

User ID when you log on. Replace the word

"User ID" in line 22 with your User ID number.

F4—Menu

Pressing this key will display the menu.

Transmission is not stopped and the screen

will be cleared when you return to the ter

minal screen.

F6—Password

This key can be used instead of typing your

password. Replace the word "Password" in

line 22 with your password.

F8—Logoff

This key executes an OFF command and will

put you back to the "Host Name" prompt.

Menu
The menu screen contains five selections for

storing, printing and recording received data. The

following section provides a brief description of

each selection.

1. STORE RECEIVED DATA/STOP STORING

DATA—This will toggle between two different mes

sages. When the buffer is closed the "Store Re

ceived Data" message is displayed. When the buffer

is open, the "Stop Storing Data" message is displayed

along with a "(bytes used)/(buffer size)" message.

The number of bytes used is not affected by opening

and closing the buffer. You can open the buffer to

store some data, close it and open it to store addi

tional data without destroying the original data.

2. PRINT FROM MEMORY—This will print out the

data currently stored in the buffer. The buffer can be

open or closed.

3. RECORD FROM MEMORY—This will record the

data currently stored in the buffer. Before the data is

recorded, two prompts will ask for the device being

used (tape or disk) and the name of the file. The

buffer can be open or closed.

4. CLEAR BUFFER—This will clear the buffer.

The buffer can be open or closed.

5. END—This will close the RS-232 channel and

end the program.
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Pressing RETURN while the menu is displayed

will return to the terminal screen.

Because this program is written in BASIC, it is im

portant to tell the host computer to send delays after

each carriage return. To do this on CompuServe use

the following procedure:

1. At the exclamation prompt (!) type EXI. The ter

minal will respond with "OK"

2. Type TER CRD 20. This is TERminal CaRriage

Delay 20.

3. When the terminal again responds with "OK"

you can use any command allowed at an exclama

tion prompt, or you can type EXI to return to CIS-1

(CompuServe main menu page).

This precaution will eliminate the garbled and blank

characters that would otherwise occasionally appear

on the screen.

We hope that many of you who have struggled

with this program for so long will finally be able to sit

down and enjoy it. C

VICTERM Print

10 OPEN 5,2,3,CHR${6)

11 P=PEEK(56)

12 IF P=158 THEN MB=5800:GOTO 20

13 IF P=62 THEN MB=8700:GOTO 20

14 IF P=94 THEN MB=8700

20 MT=(P-8)*256:RT$=CHR${13):DA=MB:PT=DA

22 ID$="USER[SPACE]ID":PA$="PASSWORD":OF$="OFF"

25 B$(l)="[SPACE]STORE[SPACE]RECEIVED[SPACE]DATA"

:B$(2)="[SPACE]STOP[SPACE]STORING[SPACE]DATA":B$=B$(1)

30 PRINT CHR$(142)"[CLEAR,DOWN,SPACE3,RVS,SPACE16,RVOFF]

"RT$" [SPACE3,RVS,SPACE] VIC [SPACE] T-ERM [SPACE] PRINT

[SPACE]"

40 PRINT"[SPACE3,RVS,SPACE16,RVOFF]"RT$"[D0WN4,SPACE]

MODIFIED[SPACE]BY"RT$"[D0WN2,SPACE3]JIM[SPACE]GRACELY"

50 PRINT"[DOWN,SPACE8]AND"RT$"[DOWN,SPACE3]TONY[SPACE]
CARAMANICO"

110 PRINT"[D0WN5,RVS]SETTING[SPACE]UP...."

120 DIM F%(255),T%(255) :FOR J=32 TO 64:T% (J)=J:NEXT

130 T%(13)=13:T%(20)=8:RV=18:CT=0
140 FOR J=65 TO 90:T%(J)=J+32:NEXT

150 FOR J = 91 TO 95:T%(J)=J:NEXT

160 FOR J=193 TO 218:T%(J)=J-128:NEXT

170 T%(133)=3:T%(134)=19:T%(135)=17:T%(136)=27
180 FOR J=0 TO 255:K=T%(J)

190 IF KO0 THEN F% (K) =J : F% (K+128) =J
195 NEXT

200 PRINT"[CLEAR,DOWN]FUNCTIONS:"RT$"[DOWN]Fl[SPACE]=

[SPACE]CTRL[SPACE]C"RT$"[DOWN]F2[SPACE]=[SPACE]YOUR
[SPACE]USER[SPACE]ID"RT$"[DOWN]F3[SPACE]=[SPACE]CTRL
[SPACE]S
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210 PRINT"[DOWN]F4[SPACE]=[SPACE]MAIN[SPACE]MENU"RT$"
[DOWN]F5[SPACE]=[SPACE]CTRL[SPACE]Q"RT$"[DOWN]F6
[SPACE]=[SPACE]YOUR[SPACE]PASSWORD"

215 PRINT"[DOWN]F7[SPACE]=[SPACE]<ESCAPE>"RT$»[DOWN1F8
[S PACE] = [S PACE]LOGOFF"

220 PRINT11 [DOWN, RVS] PRESS [SPACE] ANY [SPACE] KEY [UP21 " :GET AS
:IF A$=""THEN 220

230 PRINT"[CLEAR,SPACE4]TERMINAL[SPACE]OPEN"RT$"[DOWN

SPACE4]VIC[SPACE]TO[SPACE]ASCII"CHR${14)
240 GET A$:IF A$O""THEN 290

245 GET#5,A$:IF A$=""THEN 335

250 A=ASC(A$+CHR$(0)):IF MS$="OPEN"THEN POKE DA,A:DA=DA+1
:IF DA=MT THEN 365

2 60 PRINT"[SPACE]"CHR$(157)CHR$(F%(A));
270 IF A=34 THEN POKE 212,0
280 GOTO 240

290 A=ASC(A$+CHR$(0))

295 IF A=137 THEN PRINT#5,ID$:GOTO 360

300 IF A=139 THEN PRINT#5,PA$:GOTO 360
310 IF A=140 THEN PRINT#5,OF$:GOTO 360
320 IF A=138 THEN 440

325 IF A=133 THEN POKE 667,PEEK(668):PRINT#5,CHR$(T%(A));
:GOTO 240

327 IF A=20 AND MS$="OPEN"THEN DA=DA-2:IF DA<MB THEN DA=MB
330 IF AO0 THEN PRINT#5 ,CHR$ (T% (A) ) ;

335 PRINT CHR$(RV)"[SPACE]"CHR$(157)CHR$(146) ;
340 CT=CT+1

350 IF CT=6 THEN CT = 0:RV=164-RV:F=FRE(X)
360 A$="":GOTO 240

365 MS$="CLOSED":B$=B$(1)

366 PRINT#5,CHR$(19);

367 PRINT"[CLEAR,RVS]***BUFFER[SPACE]FULL***"

:FOR Z=l TO 900:NEXT

369 GOTO 470

380 IF DA=MB THEN PRINT"[CLEAR,RVS]NO[SPACE]DATA[SPACE]IN
[SPACE]BUFFER":GOTO 470

382 OPEN 4,4,7:PRINT#4,RT$RT$

383 PRINT"[CLEAR,DOWN4,SPACE3]PRINTING[SPACE]MEMORY"

:FOR PT=MB TO DA-1

390 PRINT#4,CHR$(F%(PEEK(PT)));:NEXT:PRINT#4,RT$RT$

:CLOSE 4:GOTO 440

400 IF DA=MB THEN PRINT"[CLEAR,RVS]NO[SPACE]DATA[SPACE]IN

[SPACE]BUFFER":GOTO 470
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405 PRINT"[CLEAR,DOWN2]WHAT[SPACE]IS[SPACE]THE[SPACE]FILE

[SPACE]NAME":INPUT F$

407 PRINT11 [DOWN] ARE [SPACE] YOU [SPACE] USEING [SPACE,RVS] T

[RVOFF]APE[SPACE]OR[SPACE,RVS]D[RVOFF]ISK":INPUT A$

408 IF LEFT$(A$,1)="D"THEN OPEN 1,8,5,F$+",S,W":A$="DISK"

:GOTO 415

410 IF LEFT$(A$,1)="T"THEN OPEN 1,1,1,F$:A$="TAPE"

:GOTO 415

412 GOTO 440

415 FOR PT=MB TO DA

420 PRINT#1,CHR$(F%(PEEK(PT)));:NEXT:PRINT#1,CHRS(92)

:PRINT#1,CHR$(92)

430 PRINT"[CLEAR]CLOSING[SPACE]"A$"[SPACE]FILEn:CLOSE 1

:FOR Z = l TO 900:NEXT

440 PRINT CHR$(142)CHR$(147) ;

470 PRINT"[DOWN3]OPTIONS[SPACE]ARE:[DOWN]"

480 PRINT"[DOWN2]l.";B$"[SPACE2]";

:IF MS$="OPEN"THEN PRINT DA-MB"/"MT-MB;

490 PRINT:PRINT"[DOWN]2.[SPACE]PRINT[SPACE]FROM[SPACE]

MEMORY"RT$"[DOWN]3.[SPACE]RECORD[SPACE]FROM[SPACE]

MEMORY"

491 PRINT"[DOWN]4.[SPACE]CLEAR[SPACE]BUFFER"RT$"[DOWN]5.

[SPACE]END"

500 PRINT"[DOWN2]YOUR[SPACE]CHOICE[SPACE](RETURN[SPACE]TO

[SPACE]CONTINUE):"

510 GET A$:IF A$=CHR$(13)THEN 200

515 IF A$<"1"OR A$>"5"THEN 510

520 ON VAL(A$)GOTO 600,380,400,540,530

530 CLOSE 2:PRINT"[CLEAR,DOWN2,SPACE2]TERMINAL[SPACE]

CLOSED":END

540 DA=MB:PRINT"[CLEAR,DOWN6,RVS]BUFFER[SPACE]CLEAR"

:FOR 2=1 TO 900:NEXT:GOTO 440

600 MS$="CLOSED":IF B$=B$(1)THEN MS$="OPEN":BS=B$(2)

:GOTO 620

610 B$=B${1)

620 PRINT"[CLEAR,DOWN7,RVS]BUFFER[SPACE]IS[SPACE]NOW

[SPACE]";MS$:FOR Z=l TO 900:NEXT:GOTO 440
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Lood
THE INTERNATIONAL USER'S

NEWSLETTER/MAGAZINE

CASSETTE-ALL IN ONE FOR

VIC 20™OWNERS
Don't let the cost of software take

a big byte (ouch) out of your pay

check. Have you spent more time

typing programs rather than enjoy

ing them? Do you have questions

but no where to turn? Then-

say no more. The solution is 20

Load. For 50 bucks per year you

will receive each month "Ready to

run" programs, programming tech

niques, information, input from oth

er members, and fun. Why are you

waiting? 20 Load, 550 Grant Ave

nue, Junction City, Kansas 66441

(913) 762-4730.
VIC-20 is a trademark of

Commodore Business Machines, inc.

DRILEY SOFTWARE

For Commodore

DELUXE ADDRESSER C1O1F
Easy moiling labels, each data file holds

250 addresses. Update. Delete. Add. List,

Labels, Sort. $40.00/Tape.

MAN5ION! C201F
The BUTLER whispers . . . "5omebody stole

the fur coot!" Video map and dossiers. NOT

so easy to solve! S14.95fl"ape.

HIGH SEAS C204F

Sail the Atlantic in 1811, recover stolen
gold, ovoid mutiny, bring in wanted

pirates. S14.95/Tape.

FUR TRAPPER C205F
Explore the Rocky Mountains in 1848,
gather pelts, trade forfood. Lakes, villages,

ferns. H4.95/Tape.

BLACKJACK TUTOR C210F
Leorn to stand, hit, double, and split. Prac

tice scenarios. S14.95/Tape.

MISSION 64 C215F
Cirion enemy spacecraft threaten your

mission. Joystick or Keys. Si9.95/Tape.

Add shipping of X.75 per cassette tape.

• All programs can be used on disk, too •

P.O. BOX 2913

UVERMORE, CA 94550-0291

CtfTimodore 64 is a uodtmaik ol

Commodor* D«t/onJa Ltd.

telescope

Reading the

Recorded Data

This is a short program to allow you to read the data

that was saved by VICTERM PRINT. The program

will read data stored on either a datassette or disk

drive, and will output the data to either the screen
or a printer. C

VICTERM Read

10 PRINT"[CLEAR]WHAT[SPACE]IS[SPACE]THE

[SPACEJFILENAME" :INPUT F$

20 PRINT"[CLEAR]ARE[SPACE]YOU[SPACE]USING

[SPACEfRVS]T [RVOFF]APE[SPACE]OR[SPACE,

RVS]D[RVOFF]ISK":INPUT D$

30 IF LEFT${D$,1)="D"THEN OPEN 1,8,5,F$+"

,S,R":GOTO 60

40 IF LEFT$(D$,1)="TMTHEN OPEN l,l,0,F$:

GOTO 60

50 GOTO 20

60 PRINT"[CLEAR]OUTPUT[SPACE]TO[SPACE]THE

[SPACE,RVS]S [RVOFF]CREEN[SPACE]OR[SPACE,

RVS]P[RVOFF]RINTER":INPUT P$

70 IF LEFT$(P$,1) =I1S"THEN OPEN 4,3:GOTO 95

80 IF LEFT$(P$,1)="P"THEN OPEN 4,4:GOTO 100

90 GOTO 60

95 PRINT#4,"[CLEAR]"

100 GET#1,A$

110 IF A$="[POUND]"THEN 200

120 A=ASC(A$+CHR$(0)):IF A>96 THEN A=A-128

125 A$=CHR$(A)

130 PRINT#4,A$;:GOTO 100

200 CLOSE 1

210 PRINT#4:PRINT#4:CLOSE 4

220 END
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"Deflection"
Winter, 1982 and Summer, 1983

This is getting embarrassing. We already ran a fix

on this game, which, we discovered, needs to be

fixed. For all of you who have been frustrated by

this one, we beg your forgiveness. For those of you

who missed the first two versions, this game will run

on any Commodore computer. C

1000 REM—REFLECTION #9 BY NEIL HARRIS

1050 REM CBM SS=32768:WD=80:HT=25:SE=SS+WD*HT-1

:POKE59468,12

1051 REM PET SS=32768:WD=40:HT=25:SE=SS+WD*HT-l

:POKE59468f12

1052 REM VIC SS=7680:WD=22:HT=23:SE=SS+WD*HT-l

:POKE36879,24

1053 REM 64 SS=1024:WD=40:HT=25:SE=SS+WD*HT-1:POKE53281,0

1100 Z=-10:INPUT"[CLEAR,D0WN2]INSTRUCTIONS";A$

:IF LEFT$(A$,1)="NIITHEN 1400

1200 IF LEFT$(A$,1)="Y"THEN 4300

1300 Z=Z+10:GOTO 4300

1400 INPUT"[DOWN]TARGETS";A$:A=VAL(A$)

:IF A<1 OR A>.8*WD*HT THEN Z=Z+10:GOTO 5000

1450 INPUT"[DOWN]SPEEDQ(0-9)"?Q4:IF Q4<0 THEN Z=Z+10

:GOTO 1450

1460 REM **THIS LINE FOR 64 : POKE53281,1:PRINT"[CLEAR]";

:POKE53281,0

1470 REM **THIS LINE FOR ALL EXCEPT 64 : ?"[CLEAR]";

1500 FOR L=0 TO WD-1:POKE SS+L,96:POKE SE-L,96:NEXT L

1510 FOR L=WD TO(HT-2)*WD STEP WD:POKE SS+L,96

:POKE SS+WD+L-1,96:NEXT L

1530 IF A>440 THEN 5700

1550 FOR L=l TO A

1600 X=INT(RND(1)*WD*HT)+SS:IF PEEK(X)<>32 THEN 1600

1700 POKE X,102:NEXT L

1750 FOR L=SS TO SE:IF PEEK(L)<>32 THEN NEXT L

1800 P=0:T=A:PO=L:QO=L:D=SGN(RND(2)-.5):TI$="000000"

:IF RND(3)>.5 THEN D=WD*D

1900 NP=P0+D

2200 J=PEEK(NP):GET A$:IF J=32 THEN 3100

2225 IF J=96 THEN 5200

2250 IF J=81 THEN 5250

2300 IF J=102 THEN 3400

2350 GET A$:IF A$= IIQ"THEN 5100
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81

2400 IF J=77 THEN 2800

2500 IF ABS(D)=1 THEN 2700

2600 D=-D/WD:GOTO 5250

2700 D=-WD*D:GOTO 5250

2800 IF ABS(D)=1 THEN 3000

2900 D=D/WD:GOTO 5250

3000 D=D*WD:GOTO 5250

3100 IF A$="Q"THEN 5100

3150 IF A$="/"THEN P=P+1:POKE NP,78:GOTO 1900

3200 IF A$="[POUND]"THEN P«P+1:POKE NP,77:GOTO 1900
3300 P0^NP:POKE Q0,32:FOR Q5=l TO Q4*5:NEXT:POKE PO

:Q0=P0:GOTO 1900

3400 T=T-1:IF T>0 THEN 3100

3500 PRINT"[CLEAR,DOWN2]YOU[SPACE]GOT"?A;"TARGETS[SPACE]
USING";P;"PADDLES"

3600 PRINT"[DOWN]YOUR[SPACE]TIME[SPACE]WAS[SPACE]";
MID$(TI$,3f2);":";RIGHT$(TI$,2);"[DOWN]"

3700 R=16*LOG(A*15000/(P*P*VAL(TI$)/2))-2-2*Q4
:PRINT"YOUR[SPACE]RATING";R

3701 IF R<=0 THEN R=,l

3800 RESTOREiFOR L=l TO 10-R/10:READ A$:NEXT L

3900 PRINT"...";A$

3950 IF Z>90 THEN NEW

4000 INPUT"[DOWN]ANOTHER[SPACE]GAME";A$

:IF LEFT$(A$,1)="N"THEN END

4100 IF LEFT$(A$,1)O"Y"THEN Z = Z +10:GOTO 3950

4200 GOTO 1400

4300 PRINT"[DOWN]THE[SPACE]OBJECT[SPACE]OF[SPACE]THE

[SPACE]GAME"

4400 PRINT"IS[SPACE]TO[SPACE]DEFLECT[SPACE]THE[SPACE]BALL"

4450 PRINT"BALL[SPACE]THROUGH[SPACE]THE [SPACE]"

4500 PRINT"TARGETS.[SPACE]ONCE[SPACE]THE[SPACE]LAST"

4550 PRINT"TARGET[SPACE]HAS[SPACE]BEEN[SPACE]HIT"

4575 PRINT"THE[SPACE]GAME[SPACE]ENDS."

4600 PRINT"[DOWN]YOU[SPACE]DEFLECT[SPACE]THE[SPACE]BALL"

4650 PRINT"USING[SPACE]THE[SPACE,POUND,SPACE]OR[SPACE]

[POUND][SPACE]AND[SPACE]/"

4700 PRINT"KEYS.[SPACE2]ONCE[SPACE]A"

4750 PRINT"DEFLECTOR[SPACE]IS[SPACE]CREATED"

4800 PRINT"IT[SPACE]IS[SPACE]IN[SPACE]PLACE"

4825 PRINT"PERMANENTLY."

4850 PRINT"[DOWN]SPEED[SPACE]FACTOR[SPACE]OF[SPACE]ZERO"

4875 PRINT"IS[SPACE]MAXIMUM."

4900 PRINT"[DOWN]HIT[SPACE]Q[SPACE]AT[SPACE]ANY[SPACE]TIME
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4950 PRINT"TO[SPACE]QUIT"

5000 PRINT"[DOWN]YOU[SPACEJMAY[SPACE]CHOOSE[SPACE]FROM

5050 PRINT"1[SPACE]TO"INT(.8*WD*HT)"TARGETS":GOTO 1400

5100 Z = Z + 20:PRINTII[CLEAR]YOU[SPACE]QUIT":GOTO 4000

5200 D=-D:P0=NP:NP=P0+D:GOTO 2200

5250 P0=NP:GOTO 1900

5500 DATA AMAZING,PROFESSIONAL,"VERY[SPACE]GOOD",FAIR,

"KEEP[SPACE]PRACTICING","TRY[SPACE]HARDER"

5600 DATA WIMP,SPAZZ,"TRY[SPACE]A[SPACE]DIFFERENT[SPACE]

GAME"

5700 FOR L=SS+WD TO SE-WD:IF PEEK(L)<>32 THEN 5900

5800 POKE L,102

5900 NEXT L

6000 FOR L=0 TO.8*WD*HT

6100 X=INT(RND(1)*1000)+32768:IF PEEK(X)<>102 THEN 6100

6200 POKE X,32:NEXT L

6300 GOTO 1750

LOCO
MOTION.

Introducing Logo.

A perfect way for younger children

to learn about computers. With Logo,

they can write their own programs,

and draw picture graphics on the

screen. A cute turtle character makes

education fun. f'comrnodore

v COMPUTERS

SOFTWARE
OF NOTE.

Introducing Music Composer.

Now your kids can learn to write

music, and hear it played back through

any of nine different instruments.

Brilliant color graphics display the

selected notes and chords. Special

effects, too! f;commodore

v COMPUTERS
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Burgers

& Fries
Eat the Burgers and Fries

but Avoid the Sodas

for a Top Score

$14,95

For the VlC-20:
Banner Machine Professional signs

in minutes! Ideal for offices, retail

stores, & home use too! Size up to

paper width by any lensth. Several

fonts. Also for 64. S49.95 Tape or

Disk (Specify computer equipment)

Teletitler Turn your Vic-20 into a

television title generator. Bold

letter titles scroll for video produc

tions or continuous-loop message

displays. S14.95

Caves of Windsor A cave adven

ture game. The object is to restore

wealth and happiness to the small

village of Windsor. S14.95

For the Commodore 64:

Space Raider An amazing arcade

simulation. Your mission is to

destroy the enemy ships. S19.95

Super Roller Challenging dice

game. Sprite graphics and sound,

yahtzee-style rules of olay. S14.95

Formulator A formula scientific

calculator designed for tasks which

require repetitive arithmetic com

putations. You can save formulas

and numeric expressions S39.95

. Commodore 64 and VIC 50 a'e registered t

Preschool Educational Programs

ABC Fun; 123 Fun; and Ginger the

Cat with: Addition and Subtraction,

Number Hunt, and Letter Hunt. All

programs have bright color, music,

and action. Each S14.95

Microbroker Exciting, realistic

and educational stock market simu

lation based on plausible financial

events. 534.95 Tape or Disk

Sprite Editor The easy way to

create, copy, alter, and save up to

224 sprite shapes. S24.95

Cross Reference Generator for

BASIC programs Displays line

numbers m which any word of
BASIC vocabulary appears Allows

you to change variable name and

ask for lines where it appears, and

more. S19.95

Catalos available Dealer inquiries invited

PHONE ORDERS: (703) 491-650!

HOURS: 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Mon.—Sat.

Cardinal Software
Distributed by

Virginia Micro Systems

13646 Jell Davis Hwy

WoodbnrJge. VA 22191

radenwks of Commodore Electronics Ltd £

VOICE WORLD'S

24K Golden RAM
Expansion Chassis

r ONLY $149.00
• Programmer's dream—Game

player's delight.

• Boosts VIC

memory to

29K!

• 4 expansion slots

with switches for in

stant cartridge selection

faster than a disk.

• Accepts any cartridge

designed for the VIC 20*.

• System Reset Button.

• Plugs directly into your VIC 20®.

• 8 memory control switches—easy to

configure in 8K banks for custom

applications.

• Factory tested—one year limited warranty

VOICE WORLD
13055 Via Esperia

Del Mar. CA 92014

(619)481-7390

• Start address selection at 2000,

4000, 6000, A000 HEX.

• ROM mode switches for

memory write protec

tion and PROW,

EPROM

emulation.

• Memory

banks

hold pro

grams data

even when de

selected.

• Gold-plated connectors/

switch contacts for high reliability.

• Fused to protect your VIC 20.8'

TO ORDER:
Send check or money order. Add 3.00

shipping and handling. California
residents add 6% sales tax. COD
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

VIC 20 is a registered trademark of Commodore Business Machines, INC.

advertising
indCH
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Abacus Software

Academy Software
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Cardinal Software

Commodore
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APPLE" lie 64K

A personal computer

is supposed to be a
computerfor persons.

Not just wealthy

persons.Or whiz-kid

persons. Or privileged

persons.

But person persons

In other words, all the persons whom

Apple, IBM, and Radio Shack seem to
have forgotten about (including, most

likely, you).

But that's okay. Because now you can

get a high-powered home computer

without taking out a second mortgage

on your home.

It's the Commodore 64. We're not

talking about a low-priced computer that

can barely retain a phone number

We're talking about a memory of 64K.

Which means it can perform tasks most

iiimmniiiiii

$1395* $999* $1355
TRS-80 III 16K IBM

other home computers can't. Including

some of those that cost a lot more.

(Take another look at the three comput

ers above.)

By itself, the Commodore 64 is all

the computer you'll ever need. Yet, if

you do want to expand its capabilities

some day you can do so by adding a

full complement of Commodore pe

ripherals. Such as disk drives. Modems.

And printers.

You can also play terrific games on

the Commodore 64. Many of which

PC64K

challenging than

those you could

™ ever play on a

game machine alone.

And as great as all

this sounds, what's

even greater-sounding

is the price. It's hundreds of dollars less

than that of our nearest competitor

So while other companies are trying

to take advantage of the computer

revolution, it seems to us they're really

taking advantage of something else:

Their customers.

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. lr>c

TRS 80 is a registered trademark of Tandy Corp IBM is a registered trademark of international Business Machines Coro

•Manufacturers' suggested list prices.
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